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STATESIDE
TOURING

WITH
RITCHIE'S
RAINBOW

BEAT TALKS TO COZY POWELL
4

NOT too many weeks back stories
were appearing in the press about

Cozy Powell, sometime drumer with
Jeff Beck and a maker of a couple
of hit 'pop drumming' singles, quitting
the music business. Reports were that
Cozy was disenchanted with the whole
situation of music and was about to take
up an alternative career as a racing
driver. However, little in rock runs
according to schedule and so the next
thing we saw was that Cozy had teamed -
up with mad axe -man Ritchie Blackmore
in Ritchie's Rainbow, a band who, despite
a slightly disappointing first album, look
set to break big.

As with most bands who are certain
of some sort of following immediately,
Rainbow zoomed off over to the States
to start a touring programme that should
run right through to the summer with one
break while a new album is completed.

Although they have yet to appear in
Britain, Rainbow have aroused consider-
able interest especially now that they
have two strong and well known musi-
cians in the band. As an appetite whetter
we decided to track Powell down in the
States during the current U.S. tour.
Eventually we got through via the band's
office and a call was made from Chicago
on a cold snowy day.

Being polite (!) we naturally enquired
about how the tour was going down in
the States and how the music scene
was faring over there.

"The band's going down surprisingly
well for a new outfit. I've been over
here quite a few times now with various
outfits and this one is going down really
very well. Every date except one so far
has been a sell-out which can't be too
bad can it? What we've decided to do
is try to go out there and really put on
a show. It's very important these days
that the kids get their money's worth.
I think that if people are going to have
to spend so much to go and see con-
certs then I'm sure that they'd rather see
a show put on than watch a bunch of
people who walk on, plug in, play and
then walk off again.

"That's especially important at the
moment because the scene over here
really isn't very good at all. A lot of
bands are having a lot of trouble selling
out gigs. Probably the only bands who
are really pulling massive crowds at the
moment are people like the Who, Zep-
pelin, the Stones and maybe Jethro Tull.
Anybody else who tells you that things
are going brilliantly on a massive scale
just isn't telling the truth."

Cozy's belief in putting on a show
to make certain that the punters get their
money's worth is a deep philosophy for
both him and Ritchie. Both of them are
total showmen and they've carried this
desire to impress to such an extent that
they're currently carrying a forty foot
electronic flashing rainbow around the
States with them. The machine, built in
California, is built-up with 2,000 lights and
is so complex that it requires a portable
computer at the side of the stage to
handle it!

There are other effects too, but Cozy
was understandably reluctant to divulge



The Rainbow Tour is a big investment for

too much before the band hits Britain, a
treat which he hopes will be in store for
some time in the early summer.

But Rainbow is more than just a show.
You can count on the musical ability of
both Powell and Blackmore to see to
that. Cozy's ability is, as it must always
be for a drummer who is serious about
his playing, the result of a great deal
of hard graft. That's a factor which he
feels is missing from many younger
musician's backgrounds.

"A lot of kids have just missed out of
serving the sort of apprenticeship that
Ritchie and I went through on the Con-
tinent. They were tough years but they
certainly taught me a lot about how to
work hard and they certainly gave me a
lot of stamina which you need to be a
drummer."

Germany

Working abroad in the bars and clubs
of Germany was a hard job for many of
our top musicians but Cozy would re-
commend it to any younger player who
wants to make it.

"Over there you've got to work for
six hours a night seven days a week.
Most of the bands that are big now have
been through that scene. If you can learn
to entertain G.I.'s on leave in German
bars and clubs when they're pissed out
of their brains at three in the morning

Ritchie.

you can learn to entertain anybody."
On the stamina needed to be a drum-

mer, Cozy has adopted an almost
uniquely ascetic approach. "I don't drink
and I'm not into any kind of dope -
which is a bit strange in the rock and
roll business. I did that mainly because
of my driving because I just can't afford
to be slowed -down at all. It's obviously
paid off from the drumming point of
view. That's been very important to me
especially as we're now doing an hour,
and a half set which ends up with me
doing a drum solo."

Powell is another of the many rock
drummers who've thrown their lot in
with Ludwig (which seems to be as
much the state of the art drum kit today
as it's ever been). Currently, Cozy uses
two massive 26" Ludwig bass drums
custom built for him by Ludwig with
extra thick shells to give the thump
which is so much a part of heavy drum-
ming. Allied to these two beasts he has
two 14 x 10" top tom toms, two 16 x 16"
side torn toms and a metal military snare.
Cymbals are a massive range of Paiste.
Where he differs though from many
drummers is that with Rainbow he is
using a rather large monitor system which
he reckons he is using for effects along
with a multitude of lighting systems
which he is loathe to talk about before
people over here get a chance to see and
hear them for themselves.

Advice from Cozy to younger would-
be drummers is quite simple. 'Any kid
who wants to make it has got to be fit.
He's also got to work his balls off. An-
other thing you've got to do is watch
other drummers. Go see as many as you
can and learn all the little tricks they'vo.
got. Then, when you've learned your
technique you can go about developing
your own style." That latter point, or
course, raises the question about who
Cozy watches himself.

"I'm not really impressed by a lot these
days but, personally, I like John Bon-
ham. There's a long gap between him
and all the others as tar as I'm concerned.
Some people may like Carl Palmer and
some may like Billy Cobham but I'm talk-
ing about rock and roll drummers and
he's the best. It's not that he does much
that's particularly flash, he's just always
there keeping the whole thing going."

If you imagine a grin being trans-
mitted across an international telephone
line, then that's what Cozy delivers with
his next remark.

"John and I are good friends anyway
but I'm after his crown!"

Touring in the States at present, a3
we've already learned from Cozy is a

precarious business. He admits that the
main reason people are running to see
Rainbow is on the strength of Black-
more's Purple reputation plus his own
image in the States built up by two mas-
sive selling albums with Jeff Beck. For
that reason they are well aware that they
have a lot to live up to and need des-
perately to make the right impression
on American audiences.

Currently, Rainbow are investing
heavily in their tour. Two artics carry
their equipment from gig to gig. So ex-
tensive is the equipment that their road
crew need seven hours to set up before
the show can begin. That in itself neces-
sitates a one night on, one night off tour
which is still a hard grind. It's also ex-
pensive. Powell admits that however
many tickets they were selling at tha
moment they must still expect to lose
money until they can tour larger venues
next year.

Plans are already afoot for that tour.
As soon as the current trek across the
States ends in Tampa, Florida, the band
take a two week break before moving
over to Musicland studios in Munich to
cut their next album (the first which
Cozy will have made since joining the
band). After that they head across Europe
for a tour here and then almost im-
mediately hit Britain (with luck) before
moving back to the States for a major
tour there.

As a parting shot, Cozy explains why
he's still drumming after his stint of
twelve years in the business.

"I just wanted to be at the top.
Drummers are almost always hidden
away at the back just pounding out a
rhythm. I didn't want it to be like that.
I suppose that all I'm really trying to do
is help put drumming on the map. Most
people are drummers if you think about
it. They're always tapping away on tables
and chairs, I just want drummers to be
noticed."
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IT'S a dark cold night when
Naz hit Birmingham to play

the Town Hall. Kids have
packed the seats and there
are strong rumours backstage
that they've even resorted to
selling standing space to abate
the crowd's hunger to catch
the Naz tour.

It's very easy when you live
in London to overlook the
tastes of audiences outside
the trendy centre. Naz don't
make that mistake. They know
that the kids have poured out
of their homes all over War-
wickshire on this cold night
in the hope of some good plain
rock 'n' roll. Naz are going to
give it to them.

They storm onto the tiny
stage which sits in the centre
of a typically 1930's town hall
and blast off. Crash! Bang! it's
rock all the way till the kids
are fit to collapse from all that
head -shaking and hoof stomp-
ing that Naz provoke so easily.

Road fever
Apart from the obligatory

slow number now and again,
Naz have the kids in their
control. Heavy scowls from
bassman Pete Agnew as he
scans the audience looking for
any mortal who dares doze off,
manic thumping from drummer
Darrell Sweet, barely controlled
violence from guitarist Manny
Charlton (who looks like some
Mexican bandit crept down
from the hills to swallow a
little tequila and indulge him-
self with the local females)
and little boy lost (with a nice
line in the occasional dirty
leer) Dan McCafferty-Naz are
everything a rock band should
be.

After the gig I hunt for
somewhere reasonably quiet to
interview Dan and Manny and,
in desperation, we find a

deserted backstage ladies' loo
-shrug our shoulders and start
talking. It's all rather embarrass-
ing but the acoustics are pretty
good!
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Firstly, I ask, how do they
react to long tours (they
haven't really let up at all this
year apart from cutting Dan's
solo album and the new Naz
one which is currently being
cut in Canada).

"I can dig it physically" Dan
replies in a throaty rasp (he
talks just like he sings). "Men-
tally it messes me up though.
I just get so bored on the road.
There's just not enough to do.
The gigs are o.k., they're really
great but the gigs only last a
few hours and it's the other
22 that really hurt!"

Visions of television sets
hurtling ground -wards from
fourth storey hotel bedrooms
flash before my eyes but Dan
is swift to reassure me that
they don't get so bored as to
resort to what is commonly
called 'road fever'.

"I think that it's because we
get so bored that when we
get back to the hotel it's
looney tunes time. I mean,
we're not into that throwing
television sets out of windows
thing but we are into singing
it the lounge! The trouble is
that you sit there and some-
body says 'hey men, it's 4 a.m.'
and you know that you've got
to be at some radio station at
9 in the morning to do an
interview and you just think
'Oh no!'. So, you get up feel-
ing awful and that goes on
for a few nights until you make
yourself go to bed early."

Uncompromising
The talking switches from

Naz tours to Naz music.
Manny Charlton is quite happy
for Naz to be regarded as a
basic rock band with few
pretensions and frills.

"The critics can say what
they ****ing well like but Rock
'n' Roll is Rock 'n' Roll is Rock
'n' Roll. There's just very few
real Rock bands around just
now. There are just so many
pretentious pseudo classical
crap bands about. That's a



by Gary Cooper

knack the Stones have-they
haven't lost sight of their edge
and they've held it there."

The desire to be uncompro-
mising rockers has, of course,
led to criticism (some of
which has to be at least par-
tially justified). Nevertheless,
we get onto the subject of
singles and the success of Naz.
How does a band get where
Naz are now, I ask?

Equipment
"The reason we made it"

Manny replies, "is because we
were lucky enough to have a
hit single-it's as simple as
that. We tried to steer the
band in the direction where we
could make singles that would
sell but without selling -out. I

think that's the best thing any
young band can do. I mean,
one of the worst things to
happen in music for years is
this terrible teeny rock thing.
I mean, Pilot are an example
of a band making singles that
are o.k. and the Rubettes make
some good ones, but when
you get bands like Kenny . . !"
Talk turns, quite naturally to
another Scots band. "There
have been some really good
bands coming out of Scotland
in the last few years, The
Average White Band, Alex
Harvey, Pilot-but the Rollers,
Jeesus we'd better not go
into that!"

Part of that aggressive rock
'n' roll, of course, comes from
Manny's choice of equipment
-and it's solid heavy stuff all
the way. Manny has a lot of
sense to say about gear, and
any player could do well to
listen to his words before
parting with money.

Manny's set up includes one
200 watt Marshall, one 100
watt Marshall and a selection
of Marshall cabs including the
obvious 4 x 12 Powercell units
plus some 15" speakers hidden
away in over -size cabs. The
reason for the latter is because
they are a three piece band

and Manny needs to have
plenty of bass in his sound
to fill things out. His guitar is
an ancient '58 Les Paul which
he uses in conjunction with
a Fender Strat. Both are strung
with Ernie Ball Super Slinky
strings which he admits slip
out of tune quite quickly due
to their fine gauge. The answer
to that one is for Manny's
roadie to re -string the axe for
him before every gig, making
sure that the strings are well
pulled out to de -tension them
as far as possible.

Another aspect of his play-
ing is the use of effects. A
pedal board has been con-
structed for him employing a
phase shifter, a fuzz box and
an MXR noise gate.

"Anybody who's got trouble
with effects putting too much
noise into his sound system
should try one of those noise
gates. The only trouble is, if
you try to play too softly then
the noise gate tends to cut
out the notes."

Popular
On amps, Manny has very

definite views.
"I've tried every type of amp

available but nothing sounds
right for me except a Marshall.
As far as I'm concerned Ameri-
can amps just don't deliver,
even those little Fenders that
are so popular-they just
don't have the right sound for
me."

On this tour (the Birmingham
gig sits squarely in the middle
of it) Naz have chosen an
Electrosound PA which acquits
itself honourably at the Town
Hall. It's a little too trebly but
quite adequate for their power-
house rock.

"I think it's got it's good
and bad points" admits Dan,
"But if we used the sort of
PA's that we use in the States
we'd just kill people with the

continued on page 8
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continued from page 7

volume. Another point is, I

don't care who you are, you're
going to lose money on tour
in Britain and you've got to
select a PA which is going to
be reasonable. This PA does
us well enough over here-
it's really quite good."

Reception
The gig over, the band sit

in a reception room behind the
stage chatting with a few
people who've come back to
wish them well. Boredom has
begun to set in and so a spot
of light relief is in order. Cars
speed off into the night aimed
for the Speakeasy home of
many rockbiz people (although
everyone professes to hate it,
it's the only place where you
can get a steak at 2 in the
morning in reasonable sur-
roundings.)

The tour is moving well and

S

Naz let their hair down in an
attempt to relax before the
next leg.

Immediately after the jaunt
is over the band will be finish-
ing work on their next album.

After that they have an Ameri-
can tour on the horizon. l'ts
a time of solid work for Naz
who are hoping to break the
States soon. Up to now they've
had great success in Canada

and reasonable success over
here. America is still the big
frontier though for any band,
so a release date is to be timed
by their record company to
coincide with the tour over
there.

Media
Naz are a hard working out-

fit, like many another British
rock band they haven't had the
credit they've worked for. As
Manny puts it "I suppose that
we're just not a media band.
Perhaps a bit too straightfor-
ward, a bit too aggressive."

Whatever you may think of
Naz as a band on record,
there's just no denying that
they whip up a storm live.
Certainly, they leave the Bir-
mingham audience flattened
and screaming for more. And
that, as the actress said to the
Bishop, is what it's all about!



SYNTHESIZERS r

a
whole
new

freedom
of

expression
Selmer are now distributing the range of Moog Synthesizers -

making freely available for the first time for all keyboard
players - the exciting brutal, caustic, volcanic, evocative,
powerful, biting, and exhilarating sounds of the Minimoog

and the completely new Micromoog.
Now you can carry more sound around than you ever

dreamed you could handle.

kifhaper todays muric

Henri Sermer & Co Ltd, Woolpack Lane, Braintree, Essex CM7 6BB. Tel : 0376 21911
A Norlin Corporation Company
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YOUR LETTERS
EFFECTS

Dear Sirs,
I've recently taken to using a

combination of effects pedals,
a fuzz unit, wah wah, octave
divider and phaser. With them
all linked together I get a lot
of hissing and spluttering in
between numbers. It doesn't
seem to be noticeable when I'm
playing but it's well audible at
other times coming right
through the PA. Can you sug-
gest any way of supressing
this effect?

Yours faithfully,
P. Silvestri,

Blackheath,
London S.E.3.

The problem you've got is quite
a common one these days as
more and more lead players
use effects pedals. If you're
really happy using that many

effects units then you might try
jumping one to another in be-
tween numbers to switch them
off! If that's a bit of a hassle
then an investment in a good
noise gate might just be the
answer. We've recently bor-
rowed some MXR effects units
from Rose -Morris for a long-
term test and these look pretty
good. They do, in fact, make
a noise gate and you might like
to try it. One of these could
well suppress your hissing
sounds.

MULTI -TRACK

Dear B.I.,
Having been an amateur

songwriter for a few years
now, I recently managed to
write things which seem to be
good stuff according to those
who heard the multi -track
tapes I made. I've been advised
to try hawking the tapes, but

I'm worried about doing that in
case my songs aren't protected
fully by copyright law.

Could you please advise me
about what I should do to en-
sure my songs are properly
protected? I've heard that
copyright is supposed to be
automatically there when a

song is written and that regis-
tration of songs is not usually
needed but in that case what
proof have I that I was the
writer?

Yours faithfully,
Andrew Prescott,

Sheffield.
The best way of protecting
yourself is to lodge copy tapes
or manuscripts in a bank de-
posit dated when you take
them in. Any branch of a major
bank will hold manuscripts or
packages for you for a small
fee and will arrange to have
the package sealed and dated,
Alternatively, you can post
them to yourself in a sealed

registered letter which you
leave unopened until (or rather
if) a case comes up.

Both these old dodges are
quite acceptable legally, al-
though somehow the safe de-
posit one seems more secure.

SOLID BASS

Dear Beat,
I'm a bass player about to

graduate from a really old Hof-
ner Violin bass and move onto
something new. What I'm look-
ing for is a solid bass (being
sick of a boomy sound and a
lot of feedback problems) with
good pickups and an accurate
neck. I'd ideally like a Fender
Precision but have only got
about £100 and want to buy a
new guitar. What would you
recommend?

Pete Clarke,
Stirling,

Scotland.

WOODING CRYSTALINE. KIT

Meazzi

Hollywood &
Wooding

drums.. .

...really have
the finest
professional
range of drum
kits & accessories
available.
FOR BROCHURES & LOCAL STOCKIST
WRITE TO: DAVOLI (UK) LTD. (SOLE
UK DISTRIBUTORS) DAVOLI HOUSE,
895 CORONATION ROAD, LONDON NW10
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AND QUERIES
Its very difficult to suggest any
one bass to the exclusion of
others as we (quite obviously)
just couldn't list everything
we've seen and liked or the
axes we've just never had the
time to try. However, an ex-
ceptionally nice guitar at well
under £100 is the Columbus
solid bass N77. A good one of
these is a very fine machine.
Another good buy (although
just over the f100 mark) is
Yamaha's rather tasty SB 35
which retails at £117. Our recent
review of this guitar rates it
very highly indeed. CBS Arbiter
still seem to be offering their
Fender Musicmaster bass under
£100 and they're quite nice as
well. Finally, we'd suggest a
look at one of the lbanez/CSL
range, these are of high quality
also.

As we've already stressed,
this isn't a complete review as
it's just some of the basses
we've seen and liked.

ELECTRONIC

Dear Beat,
Over the last few months

you've frequently made elec-
tronic music albums 'Album
of the Month'. Like a lot of
your readers I'm impressed by
what I've heard of the elect-
tronic bands who have started
to experiment with synthesizers
and other instruments. My
point is that I'm keen on trying
to do some experimenting my-
self but cannot afford a battery
of keyboard instruments and
effects units. Can you suggest
any way of overcoming these
problems or is this new music
limited to those who can afford
the equipment?

Yours faithfully,
Ken Summers,

Wembley,
Middx.

The answer to this one is both

complicated and simple at the
same time. The limits to the
sounds you make are far more
the limits of your own imag-
ination than the limits of your
wallet. You can make a million
sound effects with just a guitar
and amp allowing the feedback
to grow and diminish under
your control. Hendrix was a
great exponent of this as is
Robin Trower. The cost there
is no more than it would be for
any guitarist. You can also ex-
periment with slightly modified
tape recorders as did Eno on
the fabulous Fripp and Eno
album 'No Pussyfooting'. You
can even experiment at no cost
at all with simple multi track-
ing collages of sounds like
chinking glasses and voices at
differing speeds!

Where electronic instruments
come into their own is when
you try to reproduce your ex-
periments live. All a synthesizer
does is to allow you to repro-

duce (synthesize) sounds on
stage to your own taste. They
are convenient packages of
effects machines many of which
have been available for some
years as independent units.

You can, however, buy really
good synthesizers at low prices
these days. The ARP Axxe, for
example, only costs £461 and
is an amazing machine at the
price. Another good buy would
be either of the Korg Mini-Korg
machines. So for the cost of a
goad guitar you could have a
perfectly adequate synthesizer
to play with.

The real answer to this ques-
tion is to use your imagination
and not to worry about money!

Do you have a query or
do you merely want to air
your views on any musical
topic? Write to:

BEAT INSTRUMENTAL
58 Parker Street,

London WC2B 5QB

JOHNSON'S MUSIC
Sheffield

WITH FIVE SHOWROOMS OF :
Amplification : H/H, Fender, Marshall, Traynor, Orange,
Sound City, WEM, Peavey, Carlsbro, Simms -Watts,
Davoli, Dynachord, Laney, Electro Voice, SAI and Sunn.
Guitars : Fender, Gibson, Guild, Hayman, Ovation,
Antoria, Ned Callan, CSL and others.
Keyboards & Synthesisers : Fender, ARP, EMS, Hohner,
Mini-Korg, Welson Syntex, Crumar.
Drums : Ludwig, Gretsch, Pearl, Olympic, Beverley,
Rogers.
Microphones: Shure, Beyer, Calrec, Reslo/Radio
Microphones, AKG.
Cymbals : Paiste, etc.
Discotheque & Lighting Demonstration Room: With
SAI, Soundout, Carlsbro, Cloud, Roger Squire, Simms -
Watts and Mode Electronics.
Immense range of effects units and accessories carried
in stock and big range of secondhand gear.
Custom built P.A. systems and technical advice on all
service matters.
Part exchange and credit facilities can be arranged.
Ring or call at our showrooms.

JOHNSON'S MUSIC (LESJAY LTD.),
227 London Road,
Sheffield S24 NF.

Tel: (0742) 53127.

Great Sound...

THE S3 PRESSURE UNIT has
been designed to meet the growing
demand for considerably increased
power handling capacity without
the sacrifice of either efficiency
or frequency response. It features
a powerful ceramic magnet and a
strong but light diaphragm and
voice coil assembly with many
new features. It is a robust,
reliable unit of exceptional quality.
The 53 is one of the units of
Vitavox Power Range.

FP -lease send me further
mation on your product range
Name
Company
Address

V/75/41

VITAVOX
limited
Westmoreland Road
London NW9 9RJ
Telephone: 01-204 4234



LYNYRD
SKYNYRD
A shot of southern comfort

Asqueal, clatter and crash
of guitars thumping out

boogie music, and the first
Lynyrd Skynyrd number was
on the air. It was the Old Grey
Whistle Test, with the whole
programme devoted to the
band, and for an hour BBC 2
watchers submitted to their
fierce brand of music. The
studio audience had no doubt
been briefed to restrain them-
selves on this occasion, but
when Skynyrd take the stage
live the kids are up at the front
flaying imaginary guitars before
the lights have completely
dimmed.

The three attacking guitars
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of Allen (Gibson Firebird) Col-
lins, Ed (Fender Stratocaster)
King and Gary (Les Paul)
Rossington on Freebird, the
closing track on this Southern
band's debut album, has sent
many an up-and-coming musi-
cian into orgasmic frenzy and
you don't have to be a guitarist
to appreciate this piece of
sheer rock and roll magic.

To find out more about the
Skynyrd boogie, we managed
to lever bass player Leon
Wilkeson off the Marble Arch
Holiday Inn bar. A man of
many hats and a genuine eight-
een carat Southerner, he had a
drink in one hand and a rather

interesting looking axe in the
other.

"John Entwistle lent this to
me", he said proudly, "it's got
a Thunderbird body and a

Fender neck." Leon himself
owns a 1962 Fender Jazz and
a 1962 Fender Precision. "The
Precision's got a blonde body
and a blonde neck." By the end
of the interview he decided
that he would have to have an
Entwistle type guitar made to
add to his collection.

Lynyrd Skynyrd are a band
who have proved that quality
always makes it in the end. As
far as they're concerned, any
glamour or glitter is out. Their

vocalist, Ronnie Van Zandt,
may be no Freddie Mercury
but his whisky (now vodka and
wine) sodden vocals cut mer-
cilessly through the barrage of
guitars. Keyboardsman Billy
Powell may be no Elton John
but his authentic honky tonk
ivories could get anyone's feet
tappin' and hands clappin'. And
drummer Artimus Pyle is no
Carl Palmer when it comes to
technicalities, but when he
keeps the beat it's as tight as
a duck's . . . well you know
what I mean. What I'm trying
to say is that with Skynyrd it's
genuine proficiency and origin-
ality in a musical form that is
being pretty much abused these
days, that makes this band so
damn good.

To get a clear picture of
Skynyrd's history you have to
talk to each member of the
band as they all came in, fell
out and rejoined at different
times. With Leon it all began in
'72 when he met Van Zandt at
a local club way down South.
"Ronnie approached me to join
the band. I knew him because
the first band I played in was
with his brother. I joined Sky-
nyrd and stayed long enough
to record two albums which
were never released although
we bought the masters and
most of the tunes came out on
our first two official records."

At that time Skynyrd con -
Continued on page 15
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The System used by "The Who" at the Empire Pool,
Wembley, to achieve the reviews below:

MELODY MAKER, NOVEMBER 1st.
"The Who's supreme blast" "Townsend is a master"
"Roger Daltrey at Wembley; voice bursting out"

SOUNDS, NOVEMBER 1st.

"If it's Moon that puzzles me, it's Daltrey who
devastates me. His performance at Wembley was one
of the greatest vocal displays I've ever seen. Partly
down to superb engineering of course; how else
could one man's voice come over to 8,000 like the
word of God?"

N.M.E., NOVEMBER 1st.

"The Who are the greatest Rock and Roll band in the
world"
"It's just perfect. I mean, they are simply the best
Who in the world, great in the tradition of when bands
were great"

FRANK SINATRA
The Royal Albert Hall, Thursday 29th May, 1975
6,000 Seats
"The voice by which a generation has lived and some-
times died, getting better all the way, aided by the best
P.A. System I've ever heard."
The Sunday Times, 1st June, 1975, Derek Jewell.

BAD COMPANY
Orange, France August 1975 10,000 Seats.
"They stopped the show and there were 10,000 witnesses
to prove it. The enormous 24,000 watt P.A. need hardly
have been there (it was wisely used way under power to
give the best sound I've heard since I don't know when.)"
Sounds, August 23rd, 1975.

ELTON JOHN
Watford F.C. May 1974, 50,000 Seats.
"He went through a selection of his oldies, plus a
surprisingly good version of Lucy In The Sky with Diamonds.
The backing band were tight and responsive, no doubt
helped by a superb sound system."
N.M.E., May, 1974.

ELTON JOHN
Watford F.C. May 1974, 50,000 Seats
"The sound was excellent, amplifying Elton's piano as
clearly as if he were playing in your own front room."
Sounds, May, 1974.

ELTON JOHN
Randwick Race Course, Sydney, Australia,
March 1974, 50,000 Seats.
"Although there were quite possibly a few people amongst
the huge crowd who could not have seen the stage, I'm
even prepared to bet they didn't mind that much, because
the sound was excellent."
Record Mirror, March, 1974.

TANGERINE DREAM
Royal Albert Hall, Quad System 1975, 6,000 Seats.
"Three men, I told myself, shouldn't be able to press knobs
and produce such wonderful textures, such a stunning,
often beautiful wall of sound."
Melody Maker, Ray -Coleman, 1975.

JACKSON FIVE
The Empire Pool, Wembley, November 1972
8,000 Seats.
"A top class P.A. System ensured that the Group's music
could be heard above the deafening screams and the
harmonies were beautifully audible throughout.
Melcdy Maker, November 18th, 1972.

FRANK SINATRA
Royal Albert Hall, Friday 29th May 1975,
6,000 Seats.
"And the best show of the lot was Sinatra's. The orchestra
were a joy to hear; whoever took care of his equipment
should have sold his secret to
Paul Gambuchini, Radio One, June, 1975.
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ststed of Leon, Rossington and
Collins (guitars), Van Zandt
and Bob Burns (drums). They
played what Leon described as
"the Southern slave circuit" -
this was around the time that
the Allman Brothers were
beginning the long and
prosperous road for Southern
music. It is also the time that
the well respected keyboard
sessionman and producer Al
Kooper was beginning to take
a keen interest in Skynyrd, and
in November '72 Wilkeson
decided to make an exit. He
explains: "I left the band
because of management and
personal reasons. Al was
checking them out and this
gave me haunting premonitions
of the group's future. I went
through a very heavy head trip
and left the music scene com-
pletely . . got a job at an ice
cream factory in Jacksonville.
I told the band they could use
my services whenever they
needed me."

Departure
With Leon's departure the

band got two new members -
ex session guitarist Ed King on
bass and Billy Powell on key-
boards. They recorded their
official debut album, "Pronoun-
ced Lehnerd Skehnerd", on Al
Kooper's new "Sound Of The
South Label" with Kooper pro-
ducing. King decided he wan-
ted to return to guitar and was
augmented into the band and
Leon rejoined - the rest is
history, for since then the band
have gold and platinum al-
bums behind them (with two
further releases - Second
Helping and Nuthin' Fancy) and
have become one of the big-
gest dollar earners in the
States. And success hasn't
slipped by them here, no sir:
a year ago they came here
supporting Golden Earring and
this year they have returned
headlining . . . with another
change in line up.

Ed King has departed to go
back to his session work and
Bob Burns has been replaced
by "old friend" Artimus Pyle.
"We gave Bob a hard time",
admitted Leon, "y' see we're
very strict on tempo. In this
band a drummer is made to
realise that he's the most
important member. As for the
departure of Ed King, I don't
think it's affected us that much,
after all it brings us back to
the original line up. A lot of
people have said that we sound
much tighter now. The three
guitarist bit was a definite
trademark of the band, thinking
from an audience point of view,

and I must admit that it was
quite inspiring to watch on
stage too. Anyway, there are
possibilities of a new guitarist
although we'll have to ap-
proach the matter with a lot
of forethought as it's an impor-
tant position to fill." Leon did
hint at something about a

session musician friend but left
it at that.

The band's forthcoming
album Double Trouble, features
a new producer replacing
Kooper. It's Tom Dowd, a

veteran of the mixing board,
who is probably best known
for his recent works with Eric
Clapton and Rod Stewart. It's
interesting to note that Dowd's
name has been put forward as
producer for Wishbone Ash's
next album - another band
who specialise in guitar pyro-
technics. "Tom Dowd's straight
to the point, there's no wasting
time with him", said Leon with
more than a hint of respect in
his voice, "Al was always busy
getting involved musically . . .

he breaks under pressure." Due
to the success of their recent
British tour, Skynyrd are mak-
ing plans to return early this
year, probably to coincide with
the release of the new album.

The band have just recently
bought a whole new stock of
Peavey amplification. "Peavey
will do anything we want to
our gear, add ampage etc. This
could explain why people leave
our concerts with loose bones.
The output of my amp has
been doubled . . that's why
they call me the boneshaker!"

Melodies

The Boneshaker began his
playing career like many other
prospective bassists, by learn-
ing guitar: "I just played one
note melodies and that persua-
ded me that I was more into
bass guitar. I played trumpet
and French horn at school and
that helped me get an idea of
bass theory." Now he finds that
he gets complete satisfaction
from playing bass. "It all
depends on what kind of
power you want from your
instrument. The bass you al-
ways feel in your chest."

One of the burdens that
Skynyrd can relieve themselves
of is the Southern band tag
which because of market flood-
ing is not so advantageous
anymore. It usually refers to
the more laid back sound and
laid back Skynyrd are definitely
not. As Leon so succinctly puts
it; "We want to be considered
as a Southern band . . . just a
band from the South!"

A dirty, mean image - part of the Skynyrd story.
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SPLINTER..

Can they make it without
George Harrison?

THE North-East has been the
birthplace of a good deal of

fine music over the last few
years-The Animals, Lindis-
farne and Geordie are just three
names that spring immediately
to mind. Splinter are the latest
in this tradition. Although they
left South Shields where they
were brought up, some years ago
now, they have retained a good
deal of the blunt honesty and
loyalty that is a fact of life in
the north of England. So when
Bob Purvis says that he finds it
very easy to write, he's not
blowing his own trumpet, he's
just by-passing the convention of
false modesty that we've be-
come so used to.

Bob Purvis and the other
member of Splinter, Billy
Elliott, grew up together in
South Shields, although they
never played music together un-
til they were nineteen. Billy had
never been particularly inter-
ested in music until then. "I
spent all my time repairing
motor bikes so I didn't have
any time for other things," he
says with a grin. Bob, on the
other hand had been in plenty of
bands by the time he and Billy
got together.

"I've been playing guitar ever
since I was twelve. The first
band I was in were playing songs
by Johnny Duncan and the Blue-
grass Boys so that shows how
long ago it was! Then when the

Beatles came along they really
knocked me out. I was in an-
other band by this time and we
did a lot of Beatles material.
Then when the big folk thing
came along I was doing folk
clubs with my denim cap and
my guitar slung over my back.
I only really skimmed the sur-
face in all these things; it only
ever got to the youth club stage
with all of them."

Bob used to play electric
guitar but hasn't played since
he was seventeen. "When I

started writing songs I wrote
them on the acoustic guitar.
Besides everything else, I

found that the acoustic was
less trouble to my parents in
terms of noise. For me, playing
out and out rock was simply
something to get out of my sys-
tem. Funnily enough I could play
better guitar when I was seven-
teen than I do now!"

Venture

How did they get their first
big break? "Well we'd been
taking tapes around in the usual
way while we were singing to-
gether in a band and everybody
had told us to ditch the others
and start on our own. But when
you're young and you've got
mates in the band you don't
really want to let them down,
so we said it's all or nothing,

Splinter-Bob Purvis (left) and Billy Elliot.
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either you take the whole band
or none of us." Eventually the
band split and Bob and Billy
went their separate ways once
again.

"I knew Mal Evans, the old
Beatles roadie, from way back
and was doing some things with
him", said Bob, "Billy and I had
started writing songs together at
this time, and we'd been to see
Tony Visconti among other
people to try and get them inter-
ested in our material. Anyway,
Mal and I had written a song,
Lonely Man, and George Harri-
son was producing a film, Little
Malcolm and His Struggle
against the Eunuchs, and every
one thought that Lonely Man
would be ideal for a club scene
in the film. One thing led to an-
other and before we knew where
we were George had included
an instrumental version of
Lonely Man as the theme music
for the film. A little later we
were round at his house and he
asked us what other songs we
had. We played him some and
he particularly liked China Light
which was eventually on the first
album. He liked the songs in
fact so much that before long
we were in the studio with
George doing an album."

How did Splinter find working
with George? "Well, we didn't
have much say in the production
of the first album because it was
our first venture into the studio
and we were content to learn as
much as possible from him. Be-

sides that, George is a very
dominant force in the studio, so
we sat back and let him take
charge."

After the album, Splinter did
a handful of gigs, without any
backing band at all. "We found
that it worked better like that,"
said Billy; "it was uncluttered,
and besides, we don't want to
be working at a loss at the
moment. If we have a hit off
the new album we might con-
sider working with a band, but
we find it works better as it is
now."

Gigs
Splinter's new album, Harder

to Live was produced by Tom
Scott and the boys really en-
joyed working with him. "All
the backing tracks and vocals
were done in just nine days-
Tommy wrote all the music
down for the musicians, but the
people who played on the album
played with a lot of feel despite
that."

Splinter intend to do more
live gigs soon and the only in-
strumentation they will be using
will be Rob's twelve string gui-
tar. "I use a Harptone twelve
string, which was the guitar that
George used at the Bangla Desh
gig, and which he gave me re-
cently. Besides other guitars, I

have an old battered Eko at home
which I usually write on. I find
that I come back over and over
again to that guitar when I'm
writing, it's like an old friend."
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HELLO, and a happy new year to you! This is the first of the
columns which Beat Instrumental have asked me to write

and over the next few months I hope that I'll be able to give you
some of my ideas and hopefully a few tips I've picked up.

I suppose that I'd better start off by telling you something
about my background as a guitarist in the pre -Sabbath days
which should at least prove that I've been through the same
hassles that you are probably experiencing now!

A lot of people ask me how I started and I suppose that it's a
strange answer I give but it's true to say that I started with the
accordian! That was due to a family influence because it was my
father's instrument. The first instrument I really wanted to play
properly though was drums but all that changed when I heard
the Shadows. As a result of hearing them I bought my first guitar
- one of those really bad plastic things that were completely
unplayable.

I moved on from there when my parents bought me my first
real guitar amplifier one Christmas. It was a Watkins and I really
found that it helped me move on a lot. I spent hours then just
listening to records and copying as many solos as I could get my
fingers round. Then I got one of those Bert Weedon tutors (pretty
good stuff isn't it!) which gave me a rough idea of what chords
were usable. By that time I'd moved on from the Watkins and
graduated onto a Burns and had begun serving some sort of
apprenticeship in local bands playing rock and roll. Then things
really began to take me over and I set my heart on a Fender Strat.

Being left handed I was faced with all the hassles of a left
hander in search of a Strat and knowing nothing about it. I'd paid
a fortune to have my Watkins converted so I was dreading the
thought of the bill for a Fender. Imagine how I felt then, when I
walked into a Birmingham music store and saw a left handed
Strat already waiting for me!

I used that Fender right through to our first album when I
replaced it with a Gibson when the Strat broke down during a
session.

Someone once told me that they thought it strange that I hadn't
started with with an acoustic. Well, it's true. I hadn't really
played an acoustic at all until I used one on our third album,
Master Of Reality, and that was a £5 one!

Anyway, back to electrics. From that first Gibson I was hooked
and have used them ever since. I've had various S.G.'s and quite
a few Les Pauls but I eventually stopped using them when I
ran into John Birch who now does just about everything for me
on guitars.

Anyway, that's a month's worth gone already! I've told you
what I've been up to over the years so next month I suppose I
ought to start expressing a few opinions about what I've seen!
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Part 2

Cream-To-day

In the first part of the Eric Clapton story
we traced his origins from the early art
school days, through his brief period with
The Yardbirds and the band that really
broke him through in a massive way,
John Mayall's Bluesbreakers. This month
we examine Clapton the superstar,
beginning with Cream.

It's hard to imagine what rock was like
before Cream. There were no heavy bands,
few improvisational ones and certainly
rock music as we know it today was very
much in its infancy. The long lead solos
that Clapton had gotten into with Mayall
were still performed before small club
audiences-Clapton had not made it in the
States yet, they still had that treat to
come. What seems even more surprising is
that the name of Ginger Baker and Jack
Bruce were relatively unknown outside of
jazz circles.

Clapton had played with Jack Bruce
when he was with Mayall. Bruce had played
with Baker in The Graham Bond
Organisation. When Baker asked Clapton
to form a group he agreed providing Bruce
would also be a member. Since arguments
on stage had almost become a permanent
feature of Baker and Bruce's Graham Bond
days it seemed like a strange marriage.
Nevertheless, old arguments were tem-
porarily abated and they started off on
July 6th, 1966 to set up their equipment
in Ginger Baker's front room in Neasden.
Cream was born.

Clapton's playing with Cream was a
complete departure from anything heard
before or since. The band rapidly
developed their characteristic long impro-
visations which used structured sections
merely to introduce and end a piece. A
prime example of this is on Willie Dixon's
Spoonful best heard on the live half of
the Wheels Of Fire album. But other
influences than blues were starting to break
through as the psychedelic era came into
being. Classical Indian sitar music began
to appear in his playing (and also in
Bruce's) with the bottom E string being
used as a drone.

To many Clapton lovers Cream was his
peak. During the band's period of massive
success on a worldwide basis he extended
the basic blues technique he had learned
with The Yardbirds and with Mayall to a
new height. His runs were outstanding in
their fluid emotionalism and still stand out
as being totally fresh when they are heard
today.

Cream saw Clapton become a guitar
hero (he was, of course, the first to wear
that crown). 'Clapton is God' began to
appear as a slogan on brick walls in
London and spread all over the country.
Middle aged people wondered who the hell
`Clapton' was. The music world and
anybody under thirty knew full well.

No band lasts forever though and
despite being the biggest British band in
America and despite adulation, money and
all the trappings that follow success on
that scale, Cream began to fall apart. The

tensions inherent in the band began to
tell and they split.

For the next few years rumours about
a reformation were current. It never
happened but Clapton's partners still go
back to Cream material in their current
bands. Especially Ginger Baker's Baker
Gurvitz Army who tackle various Cream
numbers live. Those songs have Baker but
they certainly need Clapton and Bruce to
work.

It had long been Clapton's ambition to
work regularly with Stevie Winwood; they
set about, a few months after Cream had
split up, to form a new group. They
included in the line-up Ginger Baker, and
Rick Grech on bass and violin, who had
previously only worked with the much
underrated Leicester group Family. They
spent several months rehearsing in a
cottage in the Berkshire countryside before
giving a free concert in London's Hyde
Park on June 7th, 1969, and releasing an

Clapton, Baker, Bruce - Cream - Eric's
finest hour?
L.P. which gained considerable notoriety in
the national press at the time, due to its
cover photograph of a naked young girl,
holding a metallic space -ship.

A group with such prestigious members
was doomed from the start, due to the
advance publicity and general expectations,
thus their choice of name in Blind Faith
had an ironic significance. After the
London free concert they embarked upon
an eight -week tour of America, after which
they went their separate ways.

The warm-up group during Blind Faith's
American tour was "Delaney and Bonnie
and friends", a white husband and wife duo
and their backing musicians who came
from the Southern States of America, and
played what was referred to as "white
soul".

To Clapton they represented a good-time
band, free from all the intrigue and deceit
of the music industry. He brought them to
England and toured with them as a guest
guitarist, playing definitely a background
role. An L.P. was made of the four and a
single was released featuring Clapton.
During his acquaintance with the group he
made a solo L.P. Clapton is backed on
this album by Delaney and Bonnie, and



their band, and a number of well-known
American session musicians. Although the
L.P. received only lukewarm critical
approval, it is an unpretentious, un-
assuming album, bearing much of Delaney
and Bonnie's influence; it attempts no
great musical revolutions, rather it
succeeds in conveying Clapton's obvious
pleasure at being able to make music, free
at last from the high expectations of the
"Clapton is God" brigade.

Some of the "friends" became more
than that when he borrowed three of the
backing group to form a group with him.
At first unnamed, he decided to call the
group Derek and the Dominoes on the
spur of the moment; the name stuck. The
group made a couple of singles and a now
classic L.P. Layla and other assorted love
songs; a double L.P. of the group recorded
live was released in 1973. The Layla L.P.
is almost a continuation of his solo album,
composed largely of Clapton's compo-
sitions. Featured on the L.P. also is Duane
Allman, a former session guitarist whom
Clapton befriended during a tour of
America.

Uninventive
The L.P. of live recordings, released

after the group's demise can only be
faulted in that there is too much of it.
With Cream the extension produced
excitement due to the interaction of the
three players, whereas on this L.P. the
backing remains constant, leaving Clapton
out of ideas. Nevertheless the guitar work,
although at times uninventive, is consis-
tently excellent technically.

The group toured in Britain and in the
United States before going into the
recording studios to make a second L.P.
In the middle of recording two of the
group walked out in an argument. Clapton
at this point went into semi -retirement,
and burdened with drug problems lived
the life of a recluse. He appeared only to
play at the "Concert for Bangla Desh" at
Madison Square Gardens, organised by
George Harrison. In early 1973 Pete
Townshend of The Who persuaded him to
play a one-off concert at the Rainbow
Theatre in London, which was recorded
and later released in edited form.

He returned after this to obscurity; in
January 1974 he took part in the filming of
Ken Russell's film of Tommy. In April,
1974 it was announced that Clapton, now
cured of his addiction, was returning to
recording and touring. Almost immediately
he went to Miami to record an L.P. 461,
Ocean Boulevard and started touring the
United States with the group who played
on the L.P.

As yet, one L.P. and two British hit
singles later he has played only two
British dates, in late 1974 at the Hammer-
smith Odeon. With a new single released
on August 1st, 1975 and the release of a
live L.P., all looks to be going compara-
tively well in the Clapton camp.

With a musician of Clapton's calibre it
would be unwise to speculate on the
future. His unpredictability could lead him
in any direction. Clapton may have been
proved not to be God, but he is pretty
high up the evolutionary scale to anyone
who loves the electric guitar!

Equipment

When he formed Cream, Clapton was
still using the Gibson Les Paul he had
befriended during his reign with John
Mayall. What changed however was his
amplification because by now amplifier
stacks were appearing from the factory of
one Jim Marshall. Using Marshall gear
Cream soon gained the reputation of being
the loudest band in the world. With their
sense of dynamics though (and with
limited PA equipment) this wasn't an
unbearable volume.

On Cream's first tour of the U.S.A., in
an interview with "Rolling Stone", Clapton
described his equipment as "two 100 -watt
Marshalls, . . . set . . . full on everything,
full treble, full bass, and full presence,
same with the controls on the guitar."

Cream were an experimental group, and
Clapton experimented with a whole range
of guitars and guitar -tones to achieve the
effects he required. On Disraeli Gears he
used the "wah-wah" pedal, a foot pedal
designed originally to reproduce the
"wah-wah" sound of big -band muted
trumpet sections.

Hendrix, who by now had arrived in
Britain had shown the possibilities of the
"wah-wah" pedal, but Clapton used it
with much more subtlety.

Clapton also originated what came to be
referred to as "woman tone", an ex-
pressive guitar tone sounding like a person
crying, gained by the use of full bass and
no treble on both the guitar and amplifier
controls. He also began to experiment
with the sort of guitar he played, though
he remained with Gibsons for the most
part, including a Gibson SG guitar painted
by The Fool, a group of designers who
also painted the outside of the Apple
building in London for the Beatles.

At Blind Faith's debut concert in Hyde
Park, Clapton used a Telecaster again, but
he did not at this time stick to any one
type of guitar. For his solo L.P. and his
period with Derek and the Dominoes he
used mainly a maple -necked Fender
Stratocaster and it is, in fact, mainly
through this that one can differentiate his
guitar playing on the Layla L.P. from that
of Duane Allman who uses a Les Paul
throughout.

Strat
Clapton used this same Stratocaster for

as long as Derek and the Dominoes
continued. At the concert for Bangla Desh
Clapton used a semi -acoustic Gibson, and
for his Rainbow concert he played both a
Les Paul and a Stratocaster. His recent
L.P.'s have featured a lot of acoustic
guitar, and he owns two acoustic guitars
made especially for him by Tony
Zemaitis as well as an old Dobro. For
present live performances he uses for
electric guitar work either a Stratocaster or
a Gibson Firebird for the most part.

In an almost singlehanded way Eric
Clapton raised the rock guitar from the
plinky sounding tinny instrument beloved
of the early pop groups to the recognised
musical instrument which it is today.

Clapton was not the first to use
controlled feedback. That crown belongs
to Jeff Beck from his Yardbird days. What
he did do, however, was learn to contain
the effect and play with the sustain his
valve Marshall gave him when used with
a Gibson.

Today players still play with a Clapton
sound and it's quite probable that some of
his youngest imitators may never have
heard his work with Cream, having learned
his tones and his style third hand.

Clapton broke massive amounts of
ground with equipment, manufacturers
owe him a debt of thanks. It's a smaller
one than musicians owe him though.

V Clapton during his recluse period.

V Fender Strat - part of his current
armoury.



FAIRWEATHER
AHEAD

Amen Andy Boogies Back
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N 1968, a group called AmenI
Corner scored five consecu-

tive hit singles. Their front man
and lead singer was Andy
Fairweather Low, not playing
any instrument, just "dangling
a mike and a smile," as he puts
it. Once you've tasted this kind
of success and fan adulation,
it's hard to reconcile yourself
with a more normal tempo of
living - plus £10,000 of debts,
the legacy of bad business
hassles during the group's exis-
tence. Many people might have
given up trying and rested on
the laurels during the lean years
that followed, but not Andy
Fairweather Low.

Short-lived
You could say he's come

back boogie-ing. Certainly the
music he's writing and perform-
ing now is nothing like Natural
Sinner, the hit he had in 1970
with his short-lived band Fair-
weather, or any of his earlier
songs. The four years he spent
off the road altogether he put
into improving his guitar play-
ing and getting into every kind
of music available, with the
result that he now knows
where his main interest lies, in
the kind of rhythms born in the
R & B days and now abounding
in soul and reggae.

His second solo album, La
Booga Rooga, released just a
few weeks ago, is even further
in this direction than his first,
the highly successful Spider
Jiving. Between the two al-
bums he's shunned the stage
emerging recently to complete
his first major tour for many a
year, with a brand new band,
and it's obvious from talking to
him that he hasn't felt so
happy about his music for a

long, long time.

Worthwhile
"It's really strange coming

back to gigs after so long. The
only reason I've been off the
road is that I didn't think it was
worthwhile to tour with just
one album's worth of material.
I felt I needed two so that I

could pick a certain amount of
songs from each album and
make it all worthwhile. Plus
the fact that Spider Jiving
wasn't really done with playing
live in mind, but La Booga
Rooga was. I made the tracks
on that a little simpler, playing -
wise, so that I would be able
to play and sing them at the
same time.

"I haven't felt very nervous
about touring except for one
gig, at the Roundhouse in
London. That was only because
I hadn't eaten, I'd done a lot
of driving, couldn't sleep in the
hotel, and had to wait around



for nine hours until the gig
started. Added to that, we
were on with two other bands
I really think a lot of, G. T.
Moore and Starry Eyed And
Laughing, so there was a lot
more pressure than the normal
gig."

In the Amen Corner days,
Andy's guitar playing was mini-
mal, mainly because, as he
says, all he needed to do
amidst the screams of the
audience was sing and pose!
Now, after those years of isola-
tion in Cardiff devoted to the
guitar, he has emerged as an
exceptionally fine boogie guitar-
ist, whose big buzz is playing
fiendishly difficult ragtime
pieces. When asked how he
saw himself first and foremost,
as a singer, writer or musician,
he replied, without hesitation,
"As a guitarist. All other things
stem from that. My life's been
a very strange combination of
things. It's been a long time
since Amen Corner and Fair-
weather and now Spider Jiving
and La Booga Rooga contain a
weird collection of experiences
and attitudes. It's all taught me
a lot, maturity -wise."

Right feel
The reason he's never got

down to guitar playing before,
although he first picked the
instrument up around 1966, is
because "I was waiting for the
right feel." Now he's found it,
in people like Ry Cooder, The
Crusaders, Duane Allman -
the list is endless yet somehow
connected, in Andy's view,
with the music that first turned
him on, Booker T. and the
M.G.'s and Otis Redding.

For years Andy played a

Fender, which he gave up three
years ago in favour of a Les
Paul Custom. "I found that
guitar too heavy. While that
might not matter to most
people, I like to be able to
swing a guitar on and off my
neck easily and I felt uncom-
fortable with the Gibson, so
I've just gone back to Fenders
and bought a Stratocaster off
a friend. It's a 1960's one, in
immaculate condition.

"I also got an incredible old
Gibson 12 string for £145. That
was a funny story. I went into
a music shop looking for a 12
string and I said to the sales-
man that it was no use my
trying it in the shop, I had to
see how it would work with
the band on stage. We were
rehearsing in the Manticore
cinema at the time, so on
Saturday morning the guy
arrived with a complete array
of 12 strings which he laid out
in front of me and said 'try
them.' As soon as I picked up

'My life's
been a

strange
combin-
ation of
things'

the Gibson I knew which one
I wanted."

When it came to attempting
to buy a Martin, however, Andy
wasn't so lucky. "I spotted one
through the shop window and
went in and asked if I could
try it. The guy hummed and
hawed and said, 'not unless
you're really serious about
buying it.' I said that I wouldn't
know that unless I tried it first,
but he still wouldn't let me, and
said he'd have a look round and
see if he had a second hand
model for me to try, so I said
'forget it'!"

Andy's new band consists of
that highly respected pedal
steel player, B. J. Cole, who
has played on more albums
than most people have had hot
licks, Rabbit on keyboards,
Dave Mattacks on drums and
Andy's old friend John David
on bass. They all played on La
Booga Rooga with him and he
couldn't believe it when every
one of them agreed to go out
on the road with the material.

Writer
Nine - tenths of the album

numbers are Andy's own, yet
he doesn't look upon himself
as a natural writer. "I'm far
from being prolific. I write only
because I've got a record com-
ing out and I prefer to do my
own songs, I get more pleasure
out of doing mine than any-
body else's because I never
feel I can do much justice to
other people's." He certainly
has no objection to his songs
being covered by somebody
else, though, and one of his
biggest kicks recently was
when Budgie, a band from his
own home town, recorded one
of his songs.

Looking back on Amen Cor-
ner days, Andy reckons that
bands who are starting out now

have a great advantage in that
they have such a musical heri-
tage to draw on. "I was sixteen
when I started playing the
guitar," he recalls. "When I

stopped playing to be Amen's
singer, the music scene had
only just got round to Eric
Clapton. They had nobody like
Ry Cooder or John McLaughlin
then. All the guitarists starting
now are going to be that much
better than the ones who start-
ed in my day and the guys who

are going to be there in a

couple of years' time will be
incredible. You see, it's when
you're seventeen that you're
going to have all that drive and
energy which will get you
there. You don't need guitar
lessons as much as 100 per
cent concentration and effort.
If you don't start young, you'll
find when you're older that you
just can't be bothered to con-
centrate and give up all that
time."

;\111111 NEW
6 STRING GUITAR STRINGS

Electrolytic Wire Wound
For greater response. Superfines. Rock'n Roll

Light and Medium Gauge. £1.99

80120 Brass Wound
Specially tempered to give perfect response and

intonation. Extra light. Light, Medium and
Heavy Gauge. £1.99

Silver Plated Wound
Finest quality giving brilliant tone and sustain.

Light and Medium Gauge. £1.41

Nylon Classic
80/20 Brass Wound and Silver Plated Wound. £1.39

NYLON FOLK
Ball End Silver Plated Wound. £1.66

12 STRING GUITAR STRINGS
'E' Tuning

80/20 Brass Wound £3.38
Silver Plated Wound. £2.56

Bass Guitar
Electrolytic Wire Wound Long and Medium Scale. £7.57

Mandolin Set of 8 £1.80 Banjo 88p Tenor 83p

Ukelele
Nylon 50p

All prices include V.A.T.

;2212:sti
A RANGE TO SATISFY EVERY REQUIREMENT

FROM ALL GOOD MUSIC SHOPS:

NASHVILLE MUSIC STRINGS LTD
PENTRE, MID-GLAM. WALES
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BY
HOOK
OR BY

CROOK
THERE are plenty of better

groups than us, lots of
better musicians and singers
so we have to let our per-
sonalities carry us along," says
Dr. Hook's Dennis Locorriere
and it's a policy that seems to
work as well for them as it
does for the Stones and other
groups in a similar position.

Sylvia's Mother excepted
Dr. Hook's impact in Britain
has so far been restricted to
a cult following but it's a cult
which keeps on growing as
their recent successful tour
proved effectively-their record
company couldn't even get
hold of any tickets for jour-
nalists, they sold out so fast!
Dr. Hook's recent U.K. tour has

If their instrumental prowess
may be no greater than a

hundred other groups, Dr. Hook
more than make up for it in
the strength of their material
which is full of clever, meaning-
ful lyrics, usually laced with
wry and often spicey humour,
so much so that people some-
times read their songs the
wrong way, thinking incorrectly
that everything is one glorious
send up.

"The country stations were
playing Cookie And Lyla till
they found out it was us then
they wouldn't play it any more
because they thought we were
taking the piss out of country
music but that wasn't true, we
meant the song for real as a
country song," said Dennis
ruefully.

Insight
Good fun (not always 'good

clean fun' though!) is never-
theless the essence of Dr.
Hook's appeal and they thank
one Shel Silverstein for that.

Besides being a regular car-
toonist in Playboy magazine
and a brilliant movie animator,
the bizarre Silverstein is also
a remarkable songwriter whose
material always shows a deep
insight into its subject matter
while never taking itself too
seriously.

won them many British friends.

Whether it be the VD song
Don't Give a Dose To The One
You Love Most which Dr.
Hook sang in an important
internationally networked TV
documentary on the problem,
or the sad tale of lost love in
Sylvia's Mother, Silverstein's
songs always have a point to
make and its a knack he has
now passed on to the group.

Credit
"He's a fantastic character

and he's not reluctant to share
the accolades. He could have
kept us supplied with songs
for ever but instead he pushed
us into writing more and more
of our own material," said
Dennis. "All the group are into
writing to some degree-what
often happens is that an idea
will come up in the studio and
we'll all throw in lines so that
you can't credit the song to
any one person.

"Other than that, probably
Ray Sawyer-that's Dr. Hook
himself-and I are the most
prolific writers in the group
but oddly enough a lot of the
material we don't intend for
ourselves.

"Both of us do a lot of
writing with Shel and we
usually do them with other
artists in mind. For instance,
Shel and myself wrote The

Wheel for country singer Bobby
Bare and Ray and Shel wrote
Help Me Mama for Brenda
Lee.

"It's good working with Shel.
He's a good give-and-take
writer. You throw out lines
to him, he'll toss them around
and come up with the next
ones.

"He's helped us enormously,
he's put opportunities our way.
Like the producers of that VD
programme wanted to use his
version of the song but he
persuaded them to use ours
instead. Then when his songs
were pretty popular in Scan-
dinavia they sent a TV crew
over to film him on his house-
boat and he worked us into
the act so that we broke
through there too and our
Bankrupt album hit number
one in Sweden."

Silverstein is more than just
a songwriter. He takes an
active interest in what happens
to his songs: "He's always at
our sessions," said Dennis,
"And when Bobby Bare did
The Wheel he got me in on
the session. We wrote that
song on my birthday and
Bobby recorded it the very
next day. There I was, sittng
in the studio playing rhythm
guitar with all those legendary
Nashville musicians around me,



it was an incredible experi-
ence."

Not surprisingly, Dennis rates
Silverstein as one of the day's
most important and creative
songwriters: "His first trade is
as a cartoonist and that is
reflected in his songs. Each
one of them is a sort of audio
comic strip. He's a true story-
teller but what is amazing is
the vast range of topics he
can cover from, for example,
Masochistic Baby to Sylvia's
Mother. He's just finished work
on a book of children's poems
which contains some remark-
able stuff and now he's em-
barking on the animations for
a porno movie-the man just
covers so much ground!"

Contract
Dr. Hook now base them-

selves in Sausilito in Califor-
nia's Marin County and not
far down the road from their
mentor Silverstein's place. It's
a long way on from their early
roots playing in the sleazy
bars that surround the bus
terminal in Union City, New
Jersey, twenty minutes' ride
out of New York.

"Ray and one of the other
guys had been in little bands
down South. They eventually
made their way up the East
Coast and met me. Ray asked

if I could play bass and I said
'sure' which was a lie really
because I'd been bumming
around singing, playing drums,
lead guitar, rhythm, whatever
work I could get but I'd never
touched a bass guitar before.

"We met Shel and he used
to sing his score for Who's
Harry Kellerman And Why is
He Saying These Terrible
Things About Me?

"It was amazing. By day
we'd be hanging out with
Dustin Hoffman and all those
other big stars then by night
we'd be back playing for pea-
nuts in those beat -up bars.

"It took them a year to get
the movie out. Each night we'd
say: 'Now we're gonna do a
song from our movie' and in
the end nobody would believe
us and those drunks would
give us a hard time.

"Shel then took us to Clive
Davis at CBS and we just
went up to his office with a

couple of guitars, used a

waste -bin as a drum and won
a contract.

"The company put us straight
out on a major tour with ELP
which was quite a mind -blower,
it was like opening for a holo-
caust! We'd gone straight from
playing bars to big concerts
but somehow it seemed to
work and the people liked us,

despite the rough edges of our
show."

The group went out to visit
Shel Silverstein in California
and stayed: "We liked it out
there so we just sent home for
our things and that was that
but we do so much travelling
that we spend little time there
really."

Image
Indeed, the group do project

a sort -of "Hippy hoboes" image
and Dennis reckons it has been
vital to them to stay close to
street life: "In the old days I

used to go down to the
Bowery in New York and spend
hours talking to the bums.
Some of those guys have in-
credible minds and they've all
got a stack of experiences to
relate.

"Only the other day we went
out to Hyde Park to take some
publicity pictures and ended
up on a park bench with a
couple of tramps. It's funny,
they treated the photographer
and the company guys with a
bit of caution but they accepted
me as being one of them-they
even shared a bottle of cheap
wine with me!"

Dennis reckons he's like a

million other guys you could
meet on the street any day

me in a

bunch of hippies and nobody
could pick me out. The same
goes for the rest of the group,
except for Ray, with that eye -
patch.

Gimmick
"No, it's not a gimmick, it's

a surgical patch but it does
make him stand out and that's
why we chose to build the
group's image round him and
use the name Dr. Hook."

Our interview took place
among the rather plush sur-
roundings of a West End hotel
restaurant with monkey -suited
waiters hovering. Dennis, sur-
prisingly, didn't look too in-
conspicuous though he'd ob-
viously be more at home sitting
at the lunch counter in some
roadside diner. Actually, inter-
view is a bit of a misnomer
because, with this group the
whole thing is more of a joke -
laced free -flowing conversation
covering topics ranging far
beyond the group and its
history.

"That's the way we like to
do it," said Dennis, "Not like
the time we did an interview
for Dick Clark's radio show
and he wasn't even there.
They had someone else put
the questions and we had to
answer: 'Yes Dick', then they
dubbed in his voice later!"



I Vice Admirals of Pop?
4

A T about this time of the
year it's aways interesting

to make predictions about the
coming twelve months. Who'll
be the big thing of '76? Which
of today's superstars will be
the forgotten heroes of yes-
terday? All of us have our
favourite acts-those who we
hope will do well in the next
year, and my personal tip for
the top is Sailor, who although
perhaps an unknown quantity
at the moment, have the
potential to jump staight into
the big time in the very near
future.

Sailor are an exceedingly
amiable bunch of chaps (sorry,
but they inspire that kind of
language) and come from
extraordinary and diverse
backgrounds. Georg Kajanus,
the writer and lead singer, for
example, is the son of an exiled
Russian Prince, and spent much
of his time living in Paris before
his family moved to Canada
and thence to Panama. He has
a Norwegian passport, just to
keep things simple! Georg may
be an extreme example of the
bizarre rather aristocratic ele-
ment in Sailor, but the whole

band dress, talk and act in a

way which is somewhat alien
to the rock world, and his
may be one of their strong
selling points.

Georg writes songs about
"what sailors do on their nights
off" (to quote Henry Marsh,
one of the bands two nickol-
odeon players) and Sailor mat-
erial is liberally sprinkled with
references to prostitutes, red
light districts, strippers and
sleazy joints (pimp rock??).
There can be few bands who
are so obsessed with such a

peculiar subject - they must

surely by now have covered
all the possible angles on the
topic of young blokes fresh
from the sea rushing around
painting the town red!

Besides this the Sailor sound
is quite unique. I could be fool-
hardy and say that their music
sounds like a cross between
Jacques Brel, Paraguayan folk
song and Roxy Music, but

I won't - listen to their
albums, especially the latest
one, Trouble, and find out for
yourselves. This album was
produced by Rupert Holmes
(anyone out there remember
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Our National Pastime, a very
near miss for Rupert in the
singles chart a few months
ago?)

The first album was very
much Georg's baby, but you
must remember that that baby
would not have been born if
the rest of the band hadn't
contributed the dynamics of the
sound by wanting to become
hefty, the band developing a

very broad sound on stage".

"It became very apparent
to us that we coudn't stand
there and just play-our act
comprises a lot of very theat-
rical things. The musical ideas
that we were throwing in
were related to the actual
physical movement on stage
-so I suppose you could say
that the initial spark of the
musical ideas are Georg's and
the eventual presentation is
the result of democratic dis-
cussion within the band."

Sailor are very concerned
with the presentation of their
material on stage. "The songs
are short, and they need to be
very much to the point," says
Henry. "The good thing about
the band is that we're all very
aware of not wanting to waffle
musically. Too many people
these days are obsessed with
what they are playing and not
what the audience is hearing.
If we don't emulate our music
visually on stage then we feel
that we are only giving the
audience fifty per cent of it."

The most interesting side to
Sailor, however, is their inst-
rumental line up, the backbone
of which is their nickelodeon
which is piloted by Henry and
Phil Pickett. Besides this, the
Sailor sound incorporates such
strange instruments as the
charanga, which is a Mexican
stringed instrument, made
from a hollowed -out armadillo,
and which looks like a ukelele
Phil Pickett also uses a Mex-
ican acoustic bass called a

guitarone, when he's not
involved in playing the bass
section of the nickelodeon.

Grant Serpall's drum kit is
fascinating for a number of
reasons, firstly because there
is no chrome on it at all. "It
looks like a big black and

white licorice allsort", says
Grant "It relates much more
to the twenties type of drum
kit-I suppose you might say
that it is inspired by a more
naive style of drumming. I use
little Krut (Turk backwards)
cymbals which are really the
most dreadful make imaginable.
They are tiny little thin cym-
bals - I use about five at the
moment, in different sizes
ranging from 6" to 10". They
are all on the one contraption
called a console, which is fixed
up on top of the kit (Grant
uses a basic Ludwig Super -
classic kit) and which also
comprises a row of temple
blocks. I also use timbales
claves and maraccas on the
more exotic numbers. Basically
I'm aiming for a very heavy,
bass drum orientated sound,
I'm the only heavy oom-pah

Sailor play a variety of strange instruments.

Henry and Phil on the Nickelodeon.

drummer in
suppose!"

the seventies, I

The Nickelodeon is obvious-
ly the most important piece
of Sailor's equipment. "It was
designed by Georg and put
together by all of us in a pub
in Wood Green", says Henry.
"Basically, it consists of a lot
of different keyboards linked
up either mechanically or elec-
tronically from a basic two
keyboard set-up. It's a very
visual thing, it's done up like
an old nickelodeon, although
strictly speaking it's not a real
nickelodeon-we've tried to
approximate a barrel -organ

Phil Pickett banging the big bass drum.

sound, by putting all these
instruments together. The basis
of it is two small Kemble
pianos placed back to back
which, when one note is
played, set off other instru-
ments such as organ and syn-
thesizer at the same time.
When you play a note on the
piano, a tooth -like mechanism
is lowered and sets off the
organ, and the synthesizer at
the same time. We also have
a glockenspiel set up which is
worked from an electronic
contact that Georg devised
and which is based around the
mechanisms of twenty-five
doorbells."

"We have a switch on the
machine that determines which
one of us plays the glocken-
spiel. The synthesizers used
are Arp 2600 models, and

especially in the bass section
(which is Phil's domain) they
make a really thick sound."

At the time of writing Sailor's
single, Glass of Champagne is

standing on that very thin line
that divides the big hit from
the forgotten flop. If it makes
it, then perhaps the band will
receive the acclaim that has
eluded them for the two years
of their existence, and they
may well develop into one of
the finest bands of the new
year.

PETER DOWLING
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LESLEY
DUNCAN

TELLS US
HOW TO

BECOME A
SESSION
SINGER!

ALTHOUGH the backing
vocalist plays a very large

role in modern music these
days, it's still an area of
musicianship, if you like, that's
largely overlooked and un-
appreciated by many - though
for every up-and-coming
guitarist who's set his sight on
the session world, there's an
up-and-coming vocalist sharing
the same far-off daydream.
While a fair amount of atten-
tion has been focused on the
session guitarist, drummer,
and keyboard player, little has
been said about the session or
backing vocalist, and in the
first part of this series, Lesley
Duncan spoke of her early
background as one of Britain's
most highly respected backing
vocalists.

This time around (with her
her two small sons still crunch-
ing crisps in the background),
she talks about the actual
mechanics of sessions and
session singing.

As was mentioned last
month, the fixer is traditionally
the most important link be-
tween the musician and the re-
cord producer, since it's the
fixer's job to actually round up
the people who play on the
session.
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PART 2
"They ring you up and ask

you if you're available," Lesley
explains, "so you look in your
diary - which I usually forget
to keep, and if I do keep one I

forget to look at it! If you're
free, you turn up at at the ap-
pointed time - and on time.
You find that they'll occasion-
ally have a very clear idea of
what they want, but they often
expected us to arrange it, or
to come up with ideas. There
are very few sessions where
they actually know what they
want, which can be a bit taxing
on the breath."

Of course, once the singers
are in the studio, there's the
whole mysterious question of
how and where do they start.
Since backing vocals are gen-
erally overdubbed onto a song
after the main instrumental
tracks are laid down, it'd seem
to be a fairly easy task to
simply stand in front of a

microphone adding bits and
pieces of 'vocalisation' where -
ever it seems appropriate -
though Lesley explains that it
isn't quite that simple.

"Sometimes there's no main
vocal, believe it or not, and
you're expected to do backings
without one. We've been on
sessions where they had no
vocal down, but showed us
the lyrics while somebody
yelled the song in our ear to
give us an idea of what it
sounded like. With us (mean-
ing Madeleine Bell and friends),
it's instinct, and we'll 'hear'
where certain things should go
- where a repeat thing would
sound nice, or where we
should be singing along with
the vocal, or doing 00000h's
and aaaaah's, or whatever. It's
all down to a quick ear, be-
cause we hear things instinc-
tively. You begin to spot where
things should be. In most
songs, they are very natural
places to have backings, and
some really silly places where
you wouldn't put them. They'd
jam and wouldn't sound right.

Inspiration
"It's kind of a joint thing.

We'll go off in a corner and
hmmmmmm and haaaaaah say-
ing, 'What do you think of
this?'. It's all a matter of pool-
ing our ideas. It's funny, be-
cause if someone says, 'I think

we should do something there'
- I'll have the bottom voice,
Madeleine'll handle the top,
and we just fall into it half the
time. No one person directs it,
and the producer will either
say, 'Yes, I like it' or 'No that's
not quite right'. Sometimes you
work out what you're going to
do, and then you'll get a flash
of inspiration. Things'II change
as you go along."

When the producer is open
to your suggestions, and aware
of your capabilities and !irrita-
tions, session work can be a
rare pleasure. It's when the
producer expects the near -im-
possible that trouble sets in.
"They might want you to go
totally out of your range, and
some people make terrible mis-
takes when booking voices.
They might book one middle
voice and two bottom voices.
I've got a contralto voice, so
it's no good asking me to go
very high because I can't. You
wouldn't ask a cello to play a
violin part, though people think
that all girls can scream up
high. The voice is an instru-
ment. It has its range and its
limits, and you sometimes try
really hard, but just lose your
voice in the process by trying
to scream for people."



Then again, instinct plays a
big part in successfully being
able to minimise the old cliches
that often creep into backings,
particularly when they involve
sounds rather than actual
words and phrases. "O0000h's
and aaaah's, yeah. Usually the
strings build up, the chorus
comes in, and off you go with
your aaaaah's! Sometimes it's
right for the song though. We
don't avoid them, because
00000h's and aaaaah's will
often sound better. On the
other hand, you'll get that
ridiculous thing where they
want you to phrase exactly
with the singer, right down to
every jerky little thing, and it
sounds ridiculous with four
voices trying to do it. But then
we've done things that
sounded great on the session,
but then they mixed it all away
or, if you double -tracked,
they'd mix it so you'd only
hear the top harmony or some-
thing, which is frustrating."

Specialisation
But whether you like what

the producer's doing or not,
you're working for him -
though, like other musicians,
most singers have particular
areas of specialisation-some-
thing some fixers, producers,
and arrangers don't take into
consideration! 'You'll get
people who'll say, 'We want a
Black -sounding chorus' - and
the majority of the girls doing
vocal backings are pink! A
darker shade of beige! We
could do it though, and if they
wanted a country sound, we
could do that as well. The only
thing we couldn't bring our-
selves to do was that very
straight, plum -in -the -mouth sort
of voice. We could do it, but
we just didn't want to. We
didn't enjoy it, and I can't think
of anything more boring than
standing there week after week
doing 'Top Of The Pops', or
something."

Like many session veterans,
Lesley flashes a sheepish grin
when asked to recall some of
the sessions she's worked on
over the years. The fact is,
there've been so many that
they all seem to gel into one
hazy mass of plastic coffee
containers, 'let's try it one
more time's', and futile search-
es for taxis during the small
hours of the morning.

"We did a lot of work with
Dusty Springfield, which I found
the most satisfying because she
has such good taste, and the
songs were all great to do
backings for. 'Wishing And
Hopin' was the Breakaways,
but I was on the rest after that.

It's difficult to remember, really.
There were all those early Love
Affair hits, when there was a
big scandal because they never
played their instruments on
them! We did a lot things for
continental people, and get
booked to go across to Ger-
many for two days for twenty
quid, which was a lot of
money in those days. It was
mad. They'd lock you in a

studio and you couldn't get
out! They'd feed you in there
and everything, and we'd do
about thirty songs in two
days! It was like a bloody
machine. You'd come back to
London exhausted, but drip-
ping with smuggled goods. It
was a giggle though. Musically
it was a mess, but it was a lot
of fun."

Backings for TV shows and
commercials also fall within
the jurisdiction of the session
people, and many make a

fairly hefty living singing about
the virtues of some motor oil
or dog food (when they're not
backing the likes of Val Dooni-
can, Cliff Richard, or even
Twiggy). "I remember going up
to Birmingham to do 'The
Golden Shot' with Sandie
Shaw, and singing backups for
two Burt Bacharach television
specials. Then there was the
time that Elton John, Rod
Stewart, and I backed John
Baldry on 'Top Of The Pops'
- which was visually quite
funny, I have to say. We did

jingles with Mike D'Abo quite
a bit - Typhoo tea and things
like that, which is really good
bread. Then there's Capital
Radio, which Madeleine,
Joanne Newman, and I did
quite recently. We did all the
backings for their new jingles,
and I was also asked to do
the trailer song for Radio 4 -
the thing they open and close
the day with.

Mistakes
As far as many people are

concerned, the chance to play
or sing on even one session
is something they'd gladly sell
their souls for. Breaking in is
the problem, and Lesley admits
that it was probably a tiny bit
easier to do it back when she
first started than it is today.
"These days, a lot of people
want to break into sessions,
but it's very difficult, because
the people -in -charge aren't will-
ing to use people they haven't
heard before. Until you've
been heard, you can't get
work, and until you get work,
you can't be heard. It's a

vicious circle, but it's not a

closed shop. It costs an awful
lot of money to keep studios
running while people make
mistakes and go out of tune. If
the person is a newcomer and
they goof, it can be very ex-
pensive, so people are very
wary, which is natural.

"If somebody was really
interested in getting into ses-

"These days a lot of people
want to break into sessions but
it's very difficult ..."

sions, I'd suggest that they
find out who the fixers are -
though the chances of even
breaking in that way are slim,
because you'll probably be put
at the bottom of the list. Pro-
ducers will usually ask for who
they want, and if they can't
get them, they'll have alterna-
tives where the fixer will say,
'Well, how about so-and-so'.
When I make my own albums,
I always have first, second and
third choices, so I can nearly
always get one that I'm happy
with. It's the same with
singers, though you might de-
cide that one particular com-
bination is exactly right for the
song - though it won't kill
you if you can't get them,
because you'll have another
combination that's suitable. So
anybody who gets put on the
books, if there is such a thing,
will obviously be at the bottom
of the pile, because they
wouldn't know what they
sounded like. But there might
one day be somebody who, in
desperation, will say, 'Let's try
them'."

So it's largely down to luck,
meeting the right people, and
being in the right place at the
right time - staying one step
ahead of the hundreds of
others who want to break into
sessions as well. "There are
lots of established solo singers
who'd like to do sessions for
the extra bread. You'd be sur-
prised. But a lot of incredible
solo singers can't hold a har-
mony. If you haven't got a

good sense of pitch and can't
hold a harmony, you can't do
vocal sessions. If somebody
veers even slightly out of tune,
it causes big problems, be-
cause it holds everything up
and you have to do take after
take - wasting everybody's
time and money. That's why
people are so careful about
who they're introducing in."

But then, there is an art to
fine musicianship and fine
backing vocals - though (like
other types of artists) excep-
tional musicians and singers
are often few and far In-
between. Session work is only
part of the long artistic and
technical process that even-
tually produces a finished
record - the point where the
hard work and high degree of
professionalism is put to the
ultimate test. In the case of
Lesley Duncan, Madeleine Bell,
Liza Strike, and the rest of the
handful of highly esteemed
vocalists on the British record-
ing scene, that professionalism
is at the highest level anyone
could ever hope to reach.

The proof is in the singing.
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BATTLE
OF THE
GIANTS

Les Paul
vs.

Stratocaster
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I F you stretch your imagina-
tion a little bit and let it drift

back through time, a rock con-
cert of the 70's can be likened
to the blood spectacles in the
arenas of the ancient Roman
world. Like the gladiators of
antiquity, the performing rock
guitarist is locked in a life and
death struggle of sorts, battling
it out tooth -and -nail for the
entertainment and approval of
the audience - who, like the
cheering/jeering mob that once
packed the Colosseum, have
the final say over the musicians'
fate, while the victors often
become the victims virtually
overnight when a fresher, more
powerful contestant steps into
the fight.

The weaponry's changed a
bit, of course, as the swords,
nets and tridents of old have
been replaced by electric
guitars in all shapes, sizes,
styles and sounds - some
suited for savagely direct fron-
tal attacks; others for subtler,
less conspicuous manoeuvres
- less spectacular, but just as
deadly.

A bewildering array of guitar
makes and models have come
to the fore over the years,
though many fine instruments
have been ushered into a pre-
mature grave by a simple shift
in guitar fashions - victims of
that peculiar "follow the leader"
syndrome that'd have many
young guitarists switching to
bedsprings and elastic bands,
just because Jimmy Page had
done so. To be fair though,
guitarists have become much
more aware of the inherently
unique qualities of the individual
models over the past couple of
years, and while the way an
instrument actually looks still
exerts a powerful subconscious
influence, what the guitar
actually does (or won't do)
has become the first considera-
tion when purchasing an instru-
ment, old or new.

Since the tail -end of the 60's,
two guitars in particular have
emerged (or re-emerged, de-
pending on how far back you
want to go) as the virtual
workhorses of rock - suitably
adaptable to an infinite range
of styles and sounds, yet each
possessing a musical soul and
personality of their own: the
Gibson Les Paul Standard and
the Fender Stratocaster.

In many ways, they're as
different as night and day, so
it's really not too surprising to
find that Les Paul enthusiasts
and Strat fanatics have divided
themselves into two distinct
musical camps - each com-
pletely convinced of the over-
all superiority of their chosen

instrument (thou-gh willing, it's
assumed, to make brief forays
over to the "other side" when
the situation calls for it). In the
long run though, it simply boils
down to a basic, uncompli-
cated matter of taste, as both
instruments have their particu-
lar strongpoints and weaknes-
ses, which can turn out to be
a help or a hindrance, depend-
ing on who's using the instru-
ment and how he or she is
using it.

The most obvious difference
between the two lies, of course,
in the basic sound that each
one produces. Plugged straight
into an amplifier, the Strat con-
jures up a clear, almost squeaky -
clean tone - pure, bright and
above all piercing primarily
due to the three, single -coil
Strat pickups' tendency to em-
phasise the highs. The Les Paul,
on the other hand, churns out
a decidedly rougher, grittier,
more sustained tone - thicker
and much less "refined" than
the Strat - resulting from the
fact that the commonly used
Gibson Humbucker pickup is
nearly twice as powerful as the
Fender, yet conspicuously less
sensitive to the upper frequen-
cies.

Characteristic
Despite the fact that the

Strat has three pickups, how-
ever, only one can be used at
a time (a fact that annoys
many Strat owners to no end)
unless a somewhat difficult re-
wiring job is performed on the
instrument. In the case of the
Les Paul, the guitarist has the
advantage of using both pick-
ups, though the electrical inter-
action that results from it tends
to cut the highs and lows. At
the same time, many guitarists
have commented on the fact
that the Les Paul, in particular,
is an instrument that's really
only at its best when operated
at full volume, as backing the
volume knob off even a tiny
bit tends to result in an even
further loss of highs. Owing to
the fact that the Gibson's pick-
ups have a more limited range
anyway, this tends to cut down
on the guitar's penetrating
power.

But then, apart from the
strings, the amp, and the play-
ing style of the individual mus-
ician, there are several other
factors that contribute to the
characteristic sound that each
one produces - the type of
bridge installed, the scale
length, the height of the pick-
ups and how close they're
placed to the bridge and the
nut, the type and density of the
wood, and so on - all aspects



that've changed over the years
with changes in manufacturing
practices and procedures, and
which vary (often to a great
degree) with each individual
instrument.

The Les Paul is basically a
heavier guitar, so the denser
wood tends not to absorb the
string vibrations as readily as
the lighter Strat - hence the
Gibson tends to perform better
when it comes to sustain, since
the vibrations are then elect-
rically relayed to the amp,
rather than drained off into the
wood. The maple Fender neck
is screwed onto the body (as
opposed to the glued, Hon-
duras mahogany Gibson neck),
so this tends to detract a bit
from the sustaining properties
of the guitar as well, though
the stiffer Fender neck (which
can be slightly tilted on the
newer models) is thought by
many to be less susceptible to
neck warp than the Gibson.

Although the one piece block
construction on the bridges of
most of the more vintage Gib -
sons make it impossible to
adjust the individual string har-
monics, the more recent models
are equipped with the fully ad-
justable Tune-O-Matic or Schal-
ler bridges, making any neces-
sary adjustments a fairly easy
and painless task. The Strato-
caster bridge, which is mount-
ed on a spring -loaded vibrato
unit, is something of an oddity

Hendrix: Strat...

in the guitar world, as the
strings actually pass through
the guitar's body at the bridge
end and are attached to a block
which is fastened to both the
bridge and the springs. Like the
newer Gibson and Schaller
bridges, the string saddles on
the Fender bridge are individ-
ually adjustable.

Construction
When it actually comes down

to playing a Gibson or a Strat,
of course, few musicians really
give much thought to the
method of construction or the
materials used in building the
guitar, as it's the sound and
the feel that counts. Although
most top guitarists seem to
have one of each (or two, or
three, or four ...), one invari-
ably turns out to be the "main"
guitar, whether it be the Strato-
caster (as in the case of people
like Rory Gallagher and Ritchie
Blackmore) or the Les Paul (as
in the case of players like
Jimmy Page and Jeff Beck).
Going back to what was men-
tioned at the beginning of this
piece, it's all a matter of taste
- of the guitarist's particular
requirements when it comes to
sound, looks, and ease of play-
ing,

As Ritchie Blackmore said
when asked about his prefer-
ence for the Fenders: "Strats
have much more bite, and

Page: Les Paul ...

they've got a clean sound. I

like a distortion that comes
from the amp, where I can con-
trol it, not the pickup where I

can't. Strats cut through a lot.
The actual guitar is a lot harder
to play than a Gibson, but it's
more rewarding, because with
all that clarity, you hear your
mistakes a lot more."

In much the same way
(though he was sizing up his
Strat against his Gibson 335),
Andy Scott of Sweet also feels
that the Strat is considerably
more difficult to play than a

Gibson. "The Strat is a bastard
to play, but once you get used
to it, it can make you a better
guitarist. To get a Strat to
feedback properly though is
difficult. You really have to do
something to it, otherwise it
just whistles. The main prob-
lem with that 335 of mine is
that it's too fragile for me. I've
tried rubbing it against my
speaker cabinets, and the nut
comes off or I lose a fret. With
the Strat, you can belt the
hell out of it, and it'll stand
up to it."

The slimmer Gibson neck
really is easier to play, and
since Genesis' Steve Hackett's
somewhat subtle approach
doesn't involve bashing his in-
strument into an amp, he's
found that the Les Paul gives
him just the feeling and the
light response that he needs.
"I use the Les Paul because

Trower: Strat

I love the feel of it. It's small
and it fits nicely, especially
when I'm sitting down."

Then of course, you have
someone like Marc Bolan, who
sems to be equally at-home
with both the Les Paul and the
Stratocaster, and definitely
feels that both have an equally
important role to play in con-
temporary rock guitar. "There
are really only two sounds you
can get, or that you need.
There's the Hendrix sound that
you can get out of a Strat, and
then you've got the Jimmy
PAge/Yardibirds sound that
you get from a Les Paul.
They're the only two guitars
that you need - them and an
acoustic like a Martin."

Stalemate
In the end then, the battle

of the giants really turns out
to be something of a friendly
stalemate. The Les Paul isn't
better than the Stratocaster,
nor is the Stratocaster better
than a Les Paul. It's a matter
of use really. The right tool for
the right purpose, and it just
so happens that the guitarists
of the world have discovered
the two to be incredibly power-
ful, well -constructed, and highly
adaptable instruments - not
the only instruments worth
checking into, mind you - but
certainly two of the very best
money can buy.

Beck: Les Paul...
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SONOR DRUMS
When only the best is good enough

Triple Tom -Tom
holder Z55066

Bass drum pedal

Hi -Hat stand. Z5455 New Cymbal stand. Tom -Tom leg box.
Z5222

Bass drum spurs Snare drum release Cymbal stand boom
Z5322 Z5057 and damper. Z555 arm Z5222

. SONOR Free full colour catalogue available from sole U K Distributors, M Hohner Ltd ,

39-45 Coldharhour Lane, London SE5 9NR Tel 01 -733 4411 4

"This drum shop is the
finest in the country"
Quoted - BILL WARD of BLACK SABBATH

Here at Drumland we cater for everyone interested in
drums. We have in stock a large range of kits which

include:

PREMIER - FIBES - ROGERS - SLINGERLAND
LUDWIG - GRETSCH - BEVERLEY - PEARL

TAMA - OLYMPIC - DELREY

Also a large selection of cymbals, every make in stock
including:

AVEDIS ZILDJIAN - PAISTE 602 and 2002
SUPER ZIN - AJAX - STANDARD ZIN - MEINLE

Spares and accessories for all kits available.

We stock everything. If you're a beginner, amateur,
semi-professional or professional we can cater for you.

Finance Available Barclaycard and Access Welcome

DRUMLAND
90 NAVIGATION STREET, BIRMINGHAM 5.

Tel: 021-643 6641

We have a large range of secondhand kits:

Olympic from £60 Premier from £130 Rogers from £260
Ludwig from £238 Beginners kits from £75
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ACCORDION
MUSIC

ALBUMS -
RECORDS -

Musette - Classics - Tangos
Paso Dobles etc.

PETER
LEGH
MUSICAL
INSTRUMENTS

SEND FOR LATEST LIST TO:

Music Trade Dept.

PETER LEGH MUSICAL
INSTRUMENT LTD.

13 Princesses Parade,
Waterside, Crayford, Kent.
Tel: Crayford
(STD 03225) 22544



INSTRUMENTAL N
SHURE LAUNCH NEW MIKE

SHURE have just announced
the release of a new

microphone certain to be of
considerable interest to smaller
bands. The mike, known as the
PE 5 EQ E-Qualidyne offers
several unusual advances es-
pecially suitable for bands with
limited EQ facilities on budget
priced mixers.

The E-Qualidyne is basically
a dynamic unidirectional unit
which has the added advan-
tage of switchable filters built
into it. These four filters pro-
vide 6dB notches at 190, 560,

1,650 and 4,900 Hz. Effectively
you are presented with a mike
which offers 16 different tonal
ranges with a hitherto unknown
degree of feedback control.
Using the EQ switches a singer
can literally switch out any
unwanted feedback. They also
allow you to control the mike
tone to suit the acoustic
properties of the hall you're
playing in. Retail price of this
unit, which should be available
within the next month or so
is to be £54.00 excluding
V.A.T.

BARRATT'S RELEASE OCTAVOICE
ATTENTION all brass and

woodwind players! Bar-
ratts of Manchester Ltd have
just released the King Vari-
Level pickup and Octavoice
control centre. By adding the
latter device you can obtain
a choice of voices - either
straight amplification or one or
two octaves down, or all three
at once. Barratts say that if
you play trumpet, it's like

adding another trumpet, a

trombone and a tuba whenever
you like. Or, if you prefer, the
sound of any woodwind instru-
ment can be obtained.

There are different models
for clarinet, trumpet and trom-
bone, and saxophone. For more
information write to Barratts,
8a Oxford Road, Manchester
M1 5QA.

WING
psol "gips, HHH

Dein
MAIL ORDER for that special gear not available

at your local store
* AVAILABLE TO YOU ON CREDIT

* DELIVERED TO YOUR DOOR
* 10% DEPOSIT TERMS

* UP TO 3 YEARS TO PAY * FREE DELIVERY

TWEEDY ROAD, BROMLEY, KENT.
Tel: 01-460 9080.

JIMMY BEAN
ALTHOUGH Orange intro-

duced us to their new
Jimmy Bean solid state amp
as long ago as the August
Trade Fair, it has only become
widely available in this country
over the past couple of weeks.
Fully solid state throughout, the
output on this amp is protected
against open circuit, short
circuit, and overload.

Among the amp's features
are dual tone controls on each
channel making four completely
separate tone circuits any com-
bination of which can be selec-
ted by illuminated push buttons.
Both channels have individual
reverb presence and volume
contols, Channel 1 also having
a full tremolo facility and a

EWS
FROM ORANGE

switchable sustain circuit. A
master control and reverb meter
enable accurate setting of the
reverb level of both channels.
Orange say that with the
addition of a slave you can get
a full stereo sound from the
Jimmy Bean.

Any enquiries about this or
other Orange products should
be addressed to Orange, 3-4
New Compton Street, London
W.C.2.

Beat Instrumental's New Organ CompanySeptember Competition
Winners

THE winner of the Yamaha
G100B-212 combo is Gra-

ham Pearce of Nottingham,
while Paul Darlington of Luton
and Brian Cox of Blackburn will
each be taking home a Yamaha
6 -string electric. Our three win-
ners, to whom we send our
congratulations, will be pre-
sented with their prizes at
sponsors' Hodges and John-
son's shop in Southend next
month, In the February issue
we will publish the pictures and
full story of the presentation.

CABINET FITTINGS
Castors, handles, catches, cor-
ners, kick resist fret, vynide
covering, adhesive etc. etc.

Send for full lists to:
Hamiltons (Dept. B.),

26 Newport Rd., Middlesbrough,
Cleveland TS1 1LE. Tel: 0642-47314

TALIAN organ company
I Sisme have just opened a
Manchester based distributing
subsidiary under the direction
of ex-Framus sales manager
Walter Streit. The company
name is Sisgo ,a combination
of Sisme and Godwin, the
brand name of the organs.
Walter is currently expanding
a sales team with a view to
personally cover the country,
while their van will transport
demonstration models to the
dealers. Part of their two year
guarantee includes an emer-
gency repair service so that
no gig need be jeopardised by
instrument faults.

In the meantime, we would
like to wish Walter the best
luck with this new enterprise,
and look forward to hearing
more in the not too distant
future.

Look! what we've found for you!
GUILD S50 Guitar Black like

new listed E160 E115
IBANEZ LP Recording Brand

new with case listed
£173.62 £130

RODGERS Kit like new,
champagne 24in BD 13 x 9
16 x 16 Sonor SD and
stand £295

MEAZZI Amp -Echo two Col-
umns 12 speakers as ori-
ginal

Cash with order and we

LANEY 60 Amp. 100 watt 4 x
12 Cab. Brand new with
covers £195

VOX AC.30 Brand new cur-
rent model listed £210 £170

JENNINGS 100 watt AMP
top perfect condition £85

VOX "Gyrotone" cabinet
complete with all leads
cover £45

despatch carriage free

ALLAN BILLINGTON
172-174 PARK VIEW ROAD, WELLING, KENT DA16 1SU

TELEPHONE: 01-303 1429 or 01-303 3441
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WHAT THE A&R MEN WANT

JET
RECORDS

" I'm sure gay rock
will be the next
thing "-
says Ronnie Fowler

Singer/songwriter David Carradine.

AT FIRST glance Jet
Records would seem to

be an 'in house' situation in
more ways than one. Not only
are their offices set in the oak -
panelled splendour of a mini -
mansion in Wimbledon, just
across the road from a glorious
stretch of parkland, but Don
Arden, head of the company,
also manages all the estab-
lished artists on the label, like
Roy Wood, Electric Light Or-
chestra, Raymond Froggatt and
Lynsey De Paul. Added to that,
they also have their own pub-
lishing set-up.

General Manager Ronnie
Fowler was at pains to point
out that this situation by no
means excluded artists who
came to them with outside
management deals already
fixed up. Anyone is welcome
to bring a tape in - in fact,
about thirty people a week do!

Ronnie, ex -label manager of
Tamla Motown, later Head of
Promotion for the whole of
EMI Records, explained how
Jet took off.

"Don Arden started out as a
manager but he found that in
order to get the most out of a
record company for the artists
he managed, it was necessary
to start his own label. It was
a sort of natural progression.
Jet was set up in December,
1974 and we are now looking
for premises in London where
we can build our own studio.
As well as our established
artists, we've taken on several
acts in the last year, two of
which, Widowmaker and Fast
Buck, have just completed
albums."

Nobody has a set title and
role within the company. In-
stead, they like to think that
each member of the staff is
flexible enough to stand in for
another and take a hand in
everything that goes on, which
Ronnie thinks is a vast im-
provement over the large cor-
poration whose very size can
lead to a lack of internal
liaison, let alone liaison be-
tween company and artist, and
where queries can wait days
for an answer.

"I've always pictured Jet as
being a label which could do
anything," said Ronnie. "Being
so small, we're involved in
everything. We have regular
discussions at 2 p.m. every
Friday to talk about new artists
and tapes which have come to

us during the week. Usually
the bulk of the A & R, the
actual listening to tapes, falls
on my shoulders, but if I'm
not there David (David Arden,
Don Arden's son) will listen.
I say we're a small company,
but we're big in a way because
we do sell an awful lot of
records."

Some labels seems to have
a strong idea of the kind of
music they are looking for, but
Jet are totally open-minded at
the moment.

"It's not a question of what
the label's looking for, but
what people come in off the
street with," said Ronnie.
"When I first joined Jet I felt
the need for two or three
bands who were working
units. Because most of our
artists are very, very well
established, like ELO who are
spending most of their time in
America, Lynsey who is doing
lots of TV - she's done 32
TV shows in the last year -
and Roy Wood, who hasn't
worked for some time owing
to recording commitments and
has completed three albums
this year, we needed some
bands who were touring.

Catalogue
"Now we've got Fast Buck,

and also Widowmaker, whose
line-up includes Mott's Ariel
Bender, Paul Thomson, Lindis-
fame's old drummer and Steve
Ellis. We've also got a band
called Smiley & Co., a boy and
three girls, all aged about 17
who recently recorded a Roy
Wood number, You Got Me
Running, which almost made
the charts. That's another
thing about us - we've got a
huge catalogue of songs on
our publishing side, with
writers like Roy Wood and
Jeff Lynne, so we don't need
to go too far to find songs for
our artists.

"I don't think a record corn
pany should have one particu-
lar policy if they want to be-
come successful. We originally
wanted to get involved in
middle of the road music as
well, and get a complete
cross-section. We got into TV
themes and all kinds of things
but decided we couldn't cope
just yet and we'd better con-
centrate on the artists we've
already got. We have to estab-
lish ourselves in correct run-
ning order first."
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Like many other A & R men,
Ronnie reckons that it's worth-
while for a band to get a pretty
decent tape together, although
it doesn't have to be perfect.
"When a band comes in, they
usually have very rough
demos. If we were interested
in them, we would put them
into a studio and pay for the
time for them to do a good
demo. I'm afraid I find it diffi-
cult to see the finished product
from a rough demo. However,
most groups don't have any
money so it's stupid for them
to spend too much on a demo
because the record company
will more than likely find fault
with it and it will have to be
done again. I would like to
encourage people to bring
finished masters in, if they're
good enough we'll take them."

"We always make a point
of going to gigs when people
contact us about them," said
David Arden. "We picked up
Fast Buck that way. They sent
in a tape and we went to see
them playing and without more
ado we asked them into the
office. In the case of Widow -
maker, I saw a photo in a

publicist's office, asked who
they were, went to a rehearsal
and signed them from there."

A lot of mystique normally
surrounds the actual signing
of a contract. A lot of groups
give the impression that they
sign in a kind of naive trance
and realise, too late, that
they've got themselves a bad
deal. This is one thing Jet
want to make sure never hap-
pens to their artists.

"I don't think many people
know this, but Roy Wood and
ELO were with Don for man-
agement and everything for
three years with no contract.
Everything was done on a

basis of mutual trust. We
would like to have kept this up,
but it's impossible when you're
dealing with American labels,
for instance, who say that if
they're going to lay out so
much money on recording and
publicity costs, they have to
be sure the artist is definitely
under contract to us.

Lawyer
"So we always try to make

sure that everything is straight
from the word go. You might
not believe this, but it's the
truth - we always ask our
artists to go off and a find a

lawyer to look through the
contracts before they sign
them. In one case, with a

singer/songwriter we've got,
we even paid his lawyer's fees!

There's no point in having an
artist with you who's not
happy, it's no good to either
side."

Ronnie and David both agree
that a band or artist should
shop around before signing
with any company. "It's not
just a case of finding the best
deal possible, but also of find-
ing the right people to be
involved with. A lot depends
on how well you get on with
the people who work for a

certain label," David explained.
He did point out, however, that
he thinks it is a lot harder for
a company to launch a solo
artist than a band. "With a

band, you can send them round
the country every night touring
to build up a following, but
there's a lack of suitable
venues for a solo artist and
they really need a hit single
first."

New Wave
Jet state that they don't

particularly follow trends, they
prefer to set them. And one
new signing they are banking
on to set off a new wave of
rock is a band called Handbag.

"Once upon a time you
couldn't call a person black,
but now they call themselves
black people," said David.
"Handbag are, well, queers!
Queens! Call them homo-
sexuals and they'd hit you with
their handbags!

"I'm sure gay rock will be
the next thing. Now that gay is
open, they need their own
music and their bands to fol-
low, just like everyone else.
Why not? Bowie did it to a

certain extent, but he was
ac/dc while Handbag are 100%
gay. They are three 'chaps'
who look fabulous, whose
music is outrageous, not filthy
but subtle, right out in the
open. They slightly resemble
Cockney Rebel and Roxy
Music and they play at all the
right places, like the Gay Lib
balls!"

David Arden discovered the
band, then semi -pro, playing at
London's Speakeasy, and it
took him three weeks to trace
them and, luckily for Jet, they
hadn't signed any other deals.

It all goes to show that
success can strike anywhere,
for anyone. The most impor-
tant thing is to get gigs and
concentrate on recording a

good, representative tape.
Then, it all depends on your
ability to impress the record
company. "Anything good,
we're into," stated David. So,
if you've got faith in yourself,
keep knocking on those doors!

A Raymond Froggatt

V Electric Light Orchestra

V Roy Wood and Lynsey De Paul



Standing Room Only for SR

Shure's SR auditorium -size professional sound reinforcement componentry
is probably the only equipment that's been field -proved in Opryland, Las
Vegas and Moscow. The SR's modular flexibility has proved its adaptability
in outdoor rock festivals, theatres, and on the road with many of the world's
popular entertainers. Best of all, the SR's rugged durability and enormous
power potential make it the expandable sound investment of a lifetime. SR
components can be used as a system, or inserted as individual links within
a system of quality cornponentry in virtually unlimited combinations.

Shure Electronics Limited
Eccleston Road, Maidstone ME15 6AU
Telephone: Maidstone (0622) 59881 H SI--1URE
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simon king music
offer

OSOWorth
of

prizes
cin

their NeNN Year

ompetition
YOU COULD WIN...

*Fender Precision
BassFinished in special Black Body
with Maple neck, and case.

* simon AP 100 AMPLIFIER

*2 simon 4 x 12" 150 WATT
SPEAKER CABINETS

Every entrant will receive a free £5 voucher, together
with a free copy of the brand new simon king music
catalogue. This voucher may be exchanged when buying
over £35 worth of catalogue goods.

With these super prizes, you could prove a tremendous
boon to any band or group.
We have listed below six points which may contribute
towards making a useful member of a band or group.
Use your skill and judgement to place these six points
in their order of importance.

plus a es
voucherfor every entrant

n Fender Precision Bass
Simon AP 100 Amplifier E>
2 Simon 4 x 12" 150 watt
Speaker Cabinets

1) Ability to Sing Backing Vocals 4) Ability to play a wide variety of music
2) Ability to Read Music 5) Ability to play more than one instrument
3) Ability to Write Own Compositions 6) Ability to carry out simple electrical repairs

Now complete the following sentence in no more than 20 words.

I would like to own a Fender Bass and Simon Stack because

Name: Present instrument:

Address: Group

RULES:
The competition is open to all B.I. readers in the UK, with the exception of B.I. Magazine and Simon King employees and their families.
The correct order of importance will be determined by a panel of judges including B.I. Editor and Directors of Simon King Music. In the
event of a tie, the completed sentence will be taken into account to determine an outright winner. The judges decision will be final, and
no correspondence may be entered into concerning the outcome of the competition.

ENTRIES SHOULD BE SENT TO: simon king music
240 TOLVVORTH RISE SOUTH, TOLVVORTH, SURREY. 01-330 3709
OUR SHOWROOMS ARE OPEN MONDAY TO SATURDAY 9.30 - 5.30 p.m.
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MANAGEMENT
AND WHAT
TO LOOK FOR
noi OCK music managers come
n in all shapes and sizes and
from many varied sources.
Some are good, some bad;
many are crooked, quite a few
are dead straight. Some are
ruthless and penny-pinching,
measuring job satisfaction by
how tough was the last deal
they managed to pull off.

And some appear genuinely
to be motivated by feelings of
ambition for their artists, an
ambition based on deep
friendship, trust and sincerity.

Though a new artist or
group stands a pretty fair
chance, on the ordinary law of
averages, of getting a bad
manager, one thing is for sure
true. He, or they, really need
someone to manage the day-
to-day affairs of being a

creative performer in pop.
So, like it or not, a manager

has to be on the payroll. In
return he'll take a percentage
which he can range from ten
to 25 per cent, depending on
the services he offers. When
it comes to picking out a

manager, it's a fair bet that if
you listen to what he claims
he can do for you, and then
you halve those claims, you'll
get somewhere near the mark.

And if a manager, or pro-
spective manager, says he'll
take no money until he's
proved he can do something
constructive and worthwhile
on your behalf, then sign with
him. For you've stumbled upon
a positive saint among man-
agers.

Now this may sound like
some knock -piece directed at
the management side of the
industry. But it isn't meant
that way, though it does
contain a few warnings.

For pop management is a

field where the top profes-
sionals can stride side by side
with the rankest of amateurs.
Sometimes at first sight it is
hard to tell the difference.
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After all, it is easy for a

complete beginner to adopt an
air of complete confidence and
talk big and talk mostly in
pay-packets which sound more
like telephone numbers.

And the manager who has
proved his ability still tends
to talk big, on the grounds
that big talk is one of the tools
of the trade.

But you still have to have
a manager, as the average
artist, worring about where
his next song is comng from
and fearful of the cut-throat
competition he faces at every
turn, doesn't want to worry
about where the next gig is
coming from. . . or where he'll
be staying, or how he'll be
travelling.

So he has to have a manager
to 'cope with that kind of
thing. And in any case most
artists are useless at talking
money, or terms, or even
fighting their own battles in
a face-to-face argument. Some
think they can do it, but they
soon realise it's not easy.

There are all kinds of aspects
of management and we'll con-
sider them during this short
exclusive series. If it's true
that top artists are born
rather than made, then that's
probably just about right for
the really outstanding manager.

But sometimes those out-
standing managers have found
themselves sidetracked on the
way through to finding their
feet in management.

One was a Fleet Street
sports jounnalist, a soccer
expert who counted League
club managers among his close
friends. He'd spent a lot of
time in Brazil, "ghosting"
books for world -class players
like Pele and Garrincha. Then
he got into music, as a kind
of Fourth Division publisher,
then into management. His
first band was Paddy, Klaus
and Gibson - and it wasn't

long before they were "nicked"
off him.

Now that manager, Tony
Stratton Smith heads up his
own Charisma management
and recording complex. His
groups have included Lindis-
farne, Genesis and Van der
Graff Generator. He has an
outstanding name in the bus-
iness. His philosophy simply
is that the manager's job is to
create a situation in which the
group, according to its
strengths, can happen. He did
just that for Nice, which inc-
luded Keith Emerson and Lee
Jackson, before they event-
ually split in 1970.

But, the question must be,
if Stratton Smith is so shrewd
as a manager, how come he
lost his first band, Paddy,
Klaus and Gibson. . . partic-
ularly as the trio is still
revered in pop circles?

And the answer is that
there was another manager,

This month we begin a
series of articles on
various aspects of

management for the
ambitious working band
This first part looks at
the tactics and results

of some of the most
well known managers
in the business ...

from off -beat beginnings, who
was to manage the biggest
band of them all, the Beatles.
And from his position of
power he was able, in the
nicest possible way, to prise
away P, K and G. That man-
ager was Brian Epstein.

Newcomer
Now Epstein was a man

who wanted most to be an
actor, but who worked in his
family's business in Liverpool.
Being a pop manager was
furthest from his thoughts. But
he heard about the Beatles
being popular in Merseyside,
saw them in the Cavern, was
bemused by what he saw . . .

but managed them.
When record companies

generally didn't want to know
the group, Epstein proved
himself a "born" manager by

Continued on page 38.

Elvis and the Colonel face the American Press.



How Popcorn, Frog Man,
Funny Cat and Growl Wow
can help your group take off !
If you're looking for a sound that's different the new Roland SH 2000 synthesizer
can lay on all you can take.
Flip the tabs and you've got a choice of 30 great preset musical voices - 9 wind, 7
string (including bass and fuzz guitar), 5 percussion and keyboard sounds, plus 9 of
the weirdest special effects you've ever heard
(that's where Popcorn, Frog Man, Funny Cat,
Growl Wow and their friends come in).
Add a 37 -note keyboard and you've got
today's most exciting - and good-looking
synthesizer. And it
doesn't cost the earth.
Nothing like it. Hear the
Roland SH 2000 for
yourself at the AMII Ex-
hibition, or write to us for
full details and prices now.

J II It 0 DEL. SONLO E
(UK) Limited
Strand House, Great West Road, Brentford, Middlesex. Tel:Ol 560 4191. Telex: 934 323

SaaS studio twin 100

Introducing an entirely new
combination amplifier

Output power- 100 watts RMS into
8 or 4 ohms.
Total Harmonic distortion - Max 5% @
100 watts RMS.
Sensitivity - 30mV @ IKhz.
Input impedance - 330K ohms.
Signal to noise ratio - better than 65dB
(50K ohm impedance).
Dimensions-Height 515mm x Width 680mm
x Depth 285mm (20+" x 26k" x 111").
Shipping weight - 38Kg (841bs).
For further details please write

Manufactured in the U.K. by:

ROCH FORD ACOUSTICS LTD, Union Lane,

reiol
ii ri:

By Appointment
to the Royol Donish

Court

ELECTRONIC
MUSICAL
NSTRUMENT

I

Roland
Corporation

24hour telephone
answer service

diss,

Rochford, Essex. Telephone: Southend (0702) 545801/2
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Please send me details of your pure, natural sound

Name

Address

B 1.1

Reslosound Ltmded, Spring Gardens, London Road, Romford RM7 9LJ
Telephone Romford 61926
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Continued from page 36.

the way he operated on behalf
of the four lads to get them a
deal with EMI. And continued
operating well on their behalf.

And in fact it was John,
Paul, George and Ringo who
first noted Paddy, Klaus and
Gibson and recommended
them to their own mentor.

That's the kind of manager
you want. And Eppie managed
to manage without making
himself thoroughly unpopular
- he drove hard bargains on
behalf of his stable of talent,
but upset surprisingly few
people. Apart from other
managers. .

So suppose you are looking
for a manager. Where do you
look? You might short-cut the
whole business by finding
someone from your own town,
your own neck of the woods,
always suposing he had a few
bob stashed away and also
was prepared to give up all
his time for you.

The hang-up with the local
man, the newcomer - or the
fringe manager, like the boss
of a local dance -hall or
whatever? Simply that he
could find it very hard to get
in on the big-time circuit. It's
been said there's a kind of
small organisation right at the
top of the agency/booking/
promotion scenes, and that
they like to keep it exclusive
and they don't exactly welcome
potential newcomers.

What's more, he might well
soon get "bought out" if you
were any good, probably for
mere peanuts, and you'd feel
bad about it.

Outrageous
But as at least one except-

ion to the rule, there's the
case of Brian Epstein, who was
just that. A natural-born man-
ager, though an unlikely one
in terms of background and
style, who started in t he
provinces and won through to
conquer the world for his acts.

If the movie people wanted
to make a truly outrageous
film about a pop manager,
they'd probably run the atten-
dant libel risks and go for
Colonel Tom Parker. An honor-
ary colonel, in fact, but his
management shrewdness has
kept Elvs Presley at the top
for twenty years.

Yet he's taken a lot of stick
from the fans, this man Parker
- who first started making
a few bucks by catching
sparrows and painting them
yellow and selling them as
canaries.

Manager maestro Brian Epstein.

This is a sample of how he
works. He had a tent show
on the road, with some other
guys. Few people turned up
to pay the admission price of
50 cents. So Parker's partners
wanted to reduce the admis-
sion fee to about 25 cents. But
Parker astounded them by
saying the way out of trouble
was to double the price.

His thinking: Charge a dollar
a throw to get in. But have
a big notice outside saying
"If not satisfied, half your
money back." His big -thinking
attitude paid off, even though
most people insisted they
weren't satisfied. At least
they'd been psyched into
thinking they'd got a good
and fair deal.

Parker makes money for his
client. Boy, he really does
make money, what with the
high finance deals, and the
merchandising. To the fans he
over -protects his artist, doesn't
let him out and about enough
on tours and so on, but the
Parker type of management
is just great if you happen to
be signed to him.

He calls Presley "my boy."
And it is rather a father -son
relationship. Parker is tough,
but he's also funny. They
offered £200,000 for Presley to
play at Wembley Stadium.
Said the Colonel: "Well, that
settles my fee. Now let's talk
about Elvis. . .

But early on, a manager
needs press help. And it's no
way any good if the manager
himself presents an obnox-
iously agressive image, fails
to find out what might interest
the journalist he is meeting
and generally acts like a

Colonel Tom Parker, already!
More about the manage-

ment side next month.



When did you lost hear
yourself on stage?

The Monitor Combo
At last performers will be able to hear themselves as clearly as the audience using the new Monitor
Combo. No longer need they play or sing in isolation not knowing the overall effect. A new 100 watt
(R.M.S.) amplifier combined with a high-powered version of the H.H. Dual Concentric speaker
produces the logical answer to on-stage monitoring. Increased confidence is the result of the per-
former's ability to hear an accurate sample of the audience sound. Each individual member of the
band has immediate access to volume, bass, treble and a very useful anti -feedback control. The adjus-
table chrome steel handle is ideal for both altering the tilt and protecting the speaker grill in transit.
H.H. quality and unbeatable value. Price £134.46 + V.A.T.

The Monitor Extension
Designed to be used as an extension of the Monitor Combo amplifier, it contains the same high-
powered Dual Concentric speaker.
Price: £68.98 + V.A.T.

For more details contact

HIIH
electronic

HIIH Sounds a lot better

PROFESSIONAL
AUDIO
ELECTRONICS
INDUSTRIAL SITE
CAMBRIDGE ROAD MILTON
CAMBRIDGE CB4 4AZ
TEL. CAMBRIDGE 65945/6/7

Please send me details of the Monitor Combo
and other new products.

NAME

ADDRESS

L
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QUEEN

A NIGHT AT THE OPERA
EMI EMTC 103

I know that it's sticking my
neck out a long way, but I'm
prepared to take the gamble
and say that I personally con-
sider A Night At The Opera
to be the finest album yet
made.

Now, having said that much
I suppose that I'd better at-
tempt to justify myself. Well,
to start with, the song con-
struction. Queen have taken
here a collage approach to
songwriting. A number will be-
gin with a simple melodic
structure high on atmosphere
and emotion (eg. The Prophet
Song from side two), meta-
morphose it into a rock num-
ber, into a kind of Zeppelin/
Yes ethereal passage and then
move back into the melodic
section. Now this eclectic ap-
proach is not new. Many bands
have tried it before Queen, but
where they succeed is in mak-
ing the whole greater than the
sum of its parts.

They have also transcended
the weakness of bands who
'ckle things in this cross -style

way, they have made each
part the peak of its kind. The
Prophet Song, therefore, is
better than the Beatles melo-
dically, better than Zeppelin
dynamically and better than
Yes lyrically.

A Night At The Opera is
also, of course, the realisation
of a studio dream. Without
resorting to excessive gim-
micks the studio technique it
is faultless. Drop -ins are

frighteningly tight, separation
is superb and the sheer over-
all sound is tactile - a
strangely physical sensation.

It must be said here and
now that in Queen we have a
band to show us a new way
to move in music. Their earlier
albums have brought us up to
date on rock as it has always
been before, A Night At The
Opera pulls those threads to-
gether and shoots us off in a

new direction.
Whether you are into mel-

ody, vocal harmony (Bohe-
mian Rhapsody as you prob-
ably know by now is an object
lesson in that technique) heavy
rock or just plain old instru-
mental skill, A Night At The
Opera will screw your emot-
ions round and tear you into
little pieces.

This is a eulogy and I can
honestly make no apologies
for that. The music business is
obsessed currently with 'being
cool'. Queen have blown that
notion to pieces with an album
that will not allow you to be
'cool'. Quite simply it is too
emotional a piece of music for
that to be possible. For that
alone we should be eternally
grateful.

A Night At The Opera isn't
the album to end all albums
because it offers us a new
space to move into. Atmo-
sphere and emotion and excite-
ment are now what we have
to aim may Queen
rule.

for. Long

GRC

TOMMY BOLIN
TEASER
ATLANTIC K50208
Teaser is in fact a very apt
name for this release by the

Purple guitarist, veering as it
does from Heavy Riffs through
reggae to peaceful and laid
back melodies. As a true pat-
riot, it would be tempting to
assume the popular journalistic
stance of outraged cynicism
and examine Bolin's emergence
as a 'Guitar Hero' in the Lee/
Blackmore/Beck mould. The
only snag is that Teaser is very
enjoyable, despite the diversity
of material, displaying genuine
songwriting talent as partially
revealed on the group album.

On this showing Tommy's
forte seems to be the produc-
tion of an instantly hummable
riff rather than 'songs' in the
melodic sense of the word,
although the latter are suffi-
ciently in evidence to highlight
different guitar techniques. Al-
though the musical content of
the album is usually refreshing,
the mood variation between the
tracks may well be a dis-
appointment to those who like
to get into a particular groove
and stay there throughout. In
this case, it should be regarded
as a guitarist's album, with
the axe invariably the focal
point (although the backing is
consistently sympathetic).

Even on the Heavy Riff num-
bers, we are often treated to
unusual chord structures, jazz
orientated thirds and sevenths
on the off beat for instance.
While this works well within
the particular track, it takes a
bit of getting used to run
straight from that into the
Elton John style ballad of
Dreamer and then to Savannah
Woman, a bossa nova no less.
With each successive listen
the album gets better and
better, so it can only be recom-
mended with reservations for
the unadventurous. For the
record, the guitar often sounds
like Jeff Beck.

C.S.

ENO
ANOTHER GREEN WORLD
ISLAND ILPS 9351
I'm afraid that I must, per-
haps not for the first time
in our album reviews, express
my disgust with the current
state of the music business.
Yet again Brian Eno has made
an album to rank alongside
ANY record which you may
care to name as one of your
all time favourites. Yet some-
how he still doesn't seem to
be getting the recognition he
deserves from a media obsess-
ed with Bruce Springsteen,
Bob Marley and other lesser
mortals. Believe me, Eno has
'em all beat hands down!

Another Green World is a

piece of musical emotional
surrealism the bizarre land-
scape of which scatters itself
across your brain like a wild
dose of brain fever. Eno is
probably the nearest thing that
we have to a musical genius
among us at the moment. Con-
trary to the reports his music
is totally accessible as it
stands. You do not require a
degree in hypeology to grasp
the atmosphere he juggles so
skillfully inside your head -
albeit one of abstract subjec-
tive reality.

Certainly his music has
elements of electronics within
it. Certainly the rhythm section
sounds like the jungle drums of
another world we can barely
begin to see. But, for the god's
sake there is melody there and
there are lyrics which we can
relate to and travel with to
Eno's 'Green World'. That
makes this music understand-
able in areas where other ex-
perimental works can fail so
badly.

As I write this review I can
remember Capital Radio this
morning playing four repetitive,
unmelodic, uncreative soul
records in a row. I was un-
moved and played an album
instead. If they'd played An-
other Green World I wouldn't
have turned my radio off.
Neither, I'm willing to bet,
would many other listeners
who are totally bored with un-
expressive unemotional music
that gets us nowhere.

There's little more to say
about Another Green World
than this. Buy it because, if
you're a musician you need
inventive music around you to
inspire you. Buy it because if
you're just a music freak you
need freak music. Buy it be-
cause this is Eno's latest al-
bum. Buy it because it's a

masterwork.

URIAH HEEP
THE BEST OF . . .

BRONZE ILPS 9375
This is a rather surprising
record. Much vilified by the
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pseuds, Uriah Heap have never
achieved their justifiable recog-
nition in this country and, as
such, I have to be honest and
admit that, while I've always
quite liked them, I had become
totally forgetful of just how
good they were/are.

This album, then, is perhaps
one of the most successful
'Best Of' efforts yet released
because it actually DOES rep-
resent the achievements of a
band and does tempt you to
listen further to their earlier
work.

Whilst not having the instru-
mental virtuosity of, say, a

Ritchie Blackmore, a Jimmy
Page or a Brian May, Heep
draw strength from that by not
having any one person too far
forward and thus produce a

well meshed sound of a group
rather than a backing outfit for
a superstar (which isn't to im-
ply that those worthies just
mentioned are at all in that
position).

I must say that while I write
this I'm listening to the album
and am finding it more than a
bit hard to concentrate as the
pcunding riffs try to pull me
into a head -jerking spasmodic
fit so beloved of us 'eavy
metal punks (don't like that
term but I suppose I must bow
to the Enemee).

Yes, this is a rather excellent
album. I find it more consis-
tently exciting than most of
Purple's work, if less well
played, and certainly closer to
my racial memory of life in the
Bronze age (no pun intended!).

What does stand out here
is that many of our newer
bands have obviously listened
closely to early Heep. Listen
hard to the layered vocals on
Bird of Prey originally from
their Salisbury album and, al-
though being infinitely more
primitive, compare it with
Qneen's Bohemian Rhapsody
vocal ideas. It's not that Queen
have ripped them off, just that
we are all a result of our his-
tory. Heep are part of that
history, let's hope they'll be
part of our future!

G.R.C.

SUPERTRAMP
CRISIS? WHAT CRISIS?
A & M RECORDS AMLH 68347
Hopefully this album will
grow on me much as Super -
tramp's last recording, Crime
of the Century did, the
latter having gathered dust in
my collection until one day I

dug it out and it knocked me
flat. At the moment however I
fear that Supertramp have not
managed to maintain the high
standards of Crime which may,
unfortunately, have been a flash
in the pan.

Supertramp are a strange
band in that they have no
image at all - and perhaps,
ironically, this is their strong
point. They are safe, never
straying too far in one direction.
Their songs are highly structur-
ed, but not constrictively so;
they rock hard, but never be-
come laboured. The band is
based around the talents of
Richard Davies and Roger
Hodgson (keyboards and
guitars respectively) and
people tend to forget that these
two have always been the
mainstay of the band, Super -
tramp having made two other
albums before the present line-
up was premiered on Crime.
The music is similar to, say,
Procul Harum in the use that
is made of dramatics, and the
dual keyboard/guitar work and
it is only the individualism of
John Helliwell's sax and clari-
net work that sets them apart
from a lot of bands doing this
kind of material. Helliwell adds
most to the almost vaudeville
feel of tracks like Poor Boy,
but on the whole, although he
plays more on this set than
previously he is still rather a
spare part. They should use
him more.

The best songs are Lady, the
new single, which is very simi-
lar in feel to Dreamer and Sister
Moonshine which features
some very fine twelve -string
work. The production is excel-
lent - not concentrating on
individual instruments but
achieving an overall, over-
whelming sound.

A disappointing follow-up

perhaps, but as I say, 'tramp
albums have a habit of creep-
ing up behind you. I hope this
one will.

P.F.D.

VANGELIS
HEAVEN AND HELL
RCA RS 1025
Good instrumental music
should conjure up a picture,
or at least a mood in
which the listener can drift
away, carried off by the imag-
inary visions that the music
inspires. Vangelis' Heaven
and He// certainly achieves
this aim. The music really
breathes, Vangelis' character
and personality showing
through every bar. Heaven and
Hell is presumably a - gulp
- concept album, but it never
strikes one in this way, it's just
40 minutes of excellent music
linked by the tempestuous
nature of Vangelis' personality.

This bearded Greek used to
be a member of Aphrodite's
Child with Demis Roussos, the
latter turning to more M.O.R.
pastures when the band split
and Vangelis has spent the
time since the breakup doing
film scores and being a candi-
date for the keyboard seat in
Yes. He has played all the in-
struments on the album - in-
cluding a vast array of key-
board and percussion instru-
ments and the only other mus-
icians involved are Jon Ander-
son of Yes who sings on "So
long ago, So clear" and The
English Chamber Choir who
lend vocal support throughout.

The music's power derives
from the strange, almost eerie
mixture of the massed choral
sound and the synthesizers, al-
though at times it sounds like
a souped -up version of one of
Mike Oldfield's albums (Tubu-
lar Bells?). This album could
be a big hit - seeing the rise
and rise of Rick Wakeman over
the last few years, there must
be a place for another keyboard
superstar - perhaps Vangelis
will become that star.

P.F.D.

NAZARETH'S GREATEST
HITS

MOUNTAIN TOPS 108
Well, they're all here, from
the pop Nazareth side of
Bad Bad Boy through to the
more creative numbers like
their definitive re -working of
Joni Mitchell's stunning This
Flight Tonight. The trouble is
though, that compilations not
only highlight a band's stron-
gest points (in Naz's case driv-
ing raw rhythms) but also their
weaknesses. Here we see Naz
not only at their best but also
in a light which is perhaps
a slightly uncharitable one.

Where Naz are weak is on
melody. They have plenty of
rocking rhythms and are a

damned good live group. On
this record though quite clearly
their best moment is on Ms.
Mitchell's song. Come to think
of it, when live they peak on
the old Yardbird's standard
Shapes of Things.

Nevertheless, Naz ARE a good
rock band and they work hard.
I would doubt that people
would buy this album to
actually sit and really listen to,
but they might well use it as a
sonic attack machine for par-
ties.

Instrumentally they are good
with some rather tasty drum
work and some excellent
vocals from Dan. Pete Agnew's
bass lines, whilst never reach-
ing the heights of a Bruce or
a Squire, are driving rock and
roll runs that suit the nature
of the music. Manny Charl-
ton's guitar work is not up to
virtuoso standard but again is
quite adequate for the material
at hand.

One is faced here with the
usual question of whether or
not to criticise a band for be-
ing merely good when others
are brilliant. Perhaps it's be-
coming a more important fac-
tor now that albums are cost-
ing £3 and gigs around £2.

Nevertheless, Nazareth are a
good rock and roll band and
this is a pretty fair collection
of rock numbers.

G.R.C.
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HOW
TO BUY A

SECONDHAND
GUITAR

BEAT EXAMINES THE PITFALLS (AND THE JOYS!)
OF BUYING ON THE SECONDHAND MARKET

I N last month's Beat we
I looked at the problems as-
sociated with buying second-
hand amps, a set of problems
that you are likely to encounter
whatever instrument you play.
This month though, we're going
to narrow down the spotlight
to one particular instrument,
but one which the majority of
you are going to be interested
in - guitars.

ALIVE
I know it sounds romantic

but guitars have one big differ-
ence from amps - they're alive.
Now I obviously don't mean
that if you kick your Les Paul
it'll bite you. What I do mean
is that every guitar has a per-
sonality which is the result of
many contributory factors. This
means that every guitar is dif-
ferent. Every single Fender or
Gibson or copy or anything is
different from every other. The
reasons, when you're talking
about new instruments is fairly
obvious, Wood was once alive
and changes its state right until
it rots away so no two guitars
will ever be identical.

As guitars get older they
develop idiosyncracies born of
their previous owner's handling
of them. Lacquer cracks if sub-
jected to extreme temperature
changes. Necks warp if the
wood wasn't cured properly or
if they are mistreated. Finger-
boards shape themselves de-
pending on where they're play-
ed most often. Frets smooth
down. Pick ups change their
degree of magnetism. All sorts
of things happen to guitars that
don't happen to amps.

REFUND
The problem, then, for you as

a secondhand guitar buyer is
trying to find what constitutes
a good guitar and what doesn't.
You'll have to accept that
there's always the chance that
you'll buy a pup. In my own
distant past I remember the
first bass I ever bought, an old
Framus Star Bass (that's right,
the same type that Bill Wyman
made famous which shows my
age!). That looked like a fine
axe. Gleaming black wood, a
real 1964 bassy sound. Every-
thing a potential world-beater
(!) would need to start his
career off. Unfortunately, I

didn't spot that the part of the
brute where the neck joined the
body, it had a hastily painted
over hair -line crack in it! Result,
one neckless Framus Star Bass
some three weeks later.

I was lucky, having bought
the guitar from a shop who
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were honest enough to refund
the princely £25 I paid for it.
You might not be, so shop
carefully and, if you can, do
what I didn't - take a more
knowledgeable friend along
with you.

What you should look for,
then, in a secondhand guitar?
Well, it all depends how much
you are paying. If it's your
first machine and you're look-
ing for a good buy then in-
vestigate some of the very
excellent Japanese copies
around at the moment. You'll
never get a Gibson whine or
Fender clang from them, but
some of them are very good
indeed.

WARPS
The first thing to look for

is a warped neck. Try a gui-
tar first of all by looking
down the neck to see that the
fingerboard is straight and
that the frets aren't too worn.
If the neck has an obviously
bad warp, then forget it. If
the warp isn't too bad, how-
ever, a guitar repairer will be
able to fix it. Ditto frets, of
course, because a re -fret is
necesssary on all guitars after
some time, These faults, of
course, are dependant on what
you pay. No cheapo cheapo
Russian axeski with eighteen
switches and six pickups is
going to have as good a neck
as a nice Gibson or Guild but
you pays your money etc etc.
If the guitar you are buying is
in the under £100 range, then
it's probably not worth buying
if it's too warped because the
cost of repairs will be more
than the axe itself. A Les Paul,
however, at £100 is well worth
a few bob spending on it!

Another test is to play a

barre chord up and down the
neck to see if the intonation
is right. If the guitar is o.k. on
the warped -neck -o -meter then
is may be nothing more serious
than an incorrectly set bridge.
Here a knowledgeable friend
will help you spot the phony!
Assuming that the guitar is in
tune at an open E and a barred
E higher up the neck then you
should be o.k. with intonation,
but other pitfalls await the in-
nocent oh my son!

CONNED
Always play an electric gui-

tar through an amp. Never be
conned by the "Sorry, pal,
can't use an amp me grannie's
upstairs in bed". Granny is pro-
bably yon salesman's partner
in nefarious activities! So, play
thrcugh an amp and see if it

hums. If it does you've got
faulty wiring which ain't a pro-
blem to fix but can make an
already slightly over -priced
machine a bit over the top.
One golden rule with guitars
is buy the very best you can
possibly afford. There's nothing
better than having a guitar
that's better than you are and
which will show its pedigree
over the years.

So we've covered neck
warps, bridge problems, worn
frets and minor electrical pro-
blems, what's left? Well, pro-
viding you've checked for
cracks in the bodywork and
joins on acoustics, there's not
much else.

A few more words of wis-
dom though (wisdom???). If
you're buying from a dealer go
to one who knows what he's
talking about, go ready with
cash in your sweaty mit and
don't be too frightened to talk
the seller down a quid or two
(or at least get a free set of
strings or a case!),

BARGAINS
Bargains are still there for

the having. A friend of mine
recently bought a nice blue
Strat (vintage around '60 at a
guess) for the massive sum of
£35. that the axe is o.k.
would be an exaggeration. It's
a little scratched and dented
(so what!) and sings like a bird.

The golden rule, then, is to
take care and buy the best you
can based on what you're
looking for. Who knows, a £35
Fender may be waiting for you
right now ... Good Hunting!

G.R.C.

tSounds GREAT
From Hodges se Johnson

for all leading makes of
groups and band equipt.

Amplifiers & P. A. Systems
Guitars by all leading makes

* Organs, Brass &Woodwind
Leslie Speakers

DRUMS
MICS. & ECHOS.

Extensive
Credit

Facilities

216 Churchill Sq., Victoria Circus, Southend. Tel: 613184
19 Laurie Walk (Shopping Centre), Romford. Tel: 44856

37 St. Botolph's Street, Colchester. Tel: 77463
37/43 Broadway West, Leigh -on -Sea. Tel:Southend 712911

20 Exchange Way, Chelmsford. Tel: Chelmsford 66247

.-cur

SOUND CITY
T HURTS

FOR ONLY 65p
WHEN YOU BUY

ONE SET OF
SOUND CITY STRINGS

Ask your
local dealer

now!

THE CARDIFF MUSIC STRING Cu. LTD.
PONTYGWINDY INDUSTRIAL ESTATE,
CAERPHILLY. WALES CF8 3HU
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STUDIO 

IF you can find somewhere to rehearse 
WHEN you get there 

DO you still find all these problems? 
(i) Easy to find building because it's 

surrounded by double yellow lines 
(ii) Up 24 flights of stairs. 

(iii) Access through one 2' 6" door. 
(iv) Electricity supply consists of 

one light socket. 
(v) Bloke next door keeps saying 
'Stop that !???1! row or I'll call the law'. 

(vi) Too cold. 
(vii) Too hot. 

(viii) Jobsworth comes in at 
10 o'clock to lock up. 

(ix) Acoustics resemble Marylebone 
Station at 3 o'clock in the morning. 

(x) Eight miles to the nearest Pub. 
IF your band works best under these 

conditions we can't help you but 
WHEN you decide you don't need 

these problems 
DO give us a ring. 

Two fully Soundproofed Studios 
available 24 hours a day. One 

750 square feet. One 225 square feet. 
Unlimited parking. 

A SERVI 
THE M 
VOUSTAR 

1111,14hi 

HELPINSTILL PIANO PICKUP 
Helpinstill Piano Pickup transforms any grand piano into an electric 
instrument, and is designed to be quickly attached and completely 

portable. It uses six electromagnetic pickups suspended approximatek 
1:: inch above the piano strings by an adjustable frame which clamps 

securely to the piano. 

HELPINSTILL PIANO SENSOR 
Model 75 for upright piano 

The Helpinstill Piano Sensor uses three electromagnetic pickups of a 
revolutionary new flexible design to convert any upright piano into an 

electric instrument. These sensors slip into position behind the strings 
near the top of the piano, and stick to the frame magnetically 
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CE FOR
USICIAN

'STORAGE AND EQUIPMENT HIRE'
We hire anything from a Church Organ to a Guitar lead.

We Store anything from a Mini Van Full to a 'Half a Dozen' Artics Full,
Twenty Four Hour Service by Prior Arrangement.

Ring Paul Randall for a Quote to your specific requirements.

Unit 2 Abercromby Industrial Estate
Abercromby Avenue, High Wycombe,
Bucks

RING (0494) 23673

PACKHORSE

We manufacture flight cases for all
musical instruments, whatever size,
whatever shape, to give maximum

protection on those long or short trips
to your gear.

Why spend Eff s on your gear and
then have it battered about

on journeys?
Invest now in our flight case range
custom built to your requirements
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GUITAR
SURVEY

Throughout the changes that have taken place over the
last few years in the development of rock music, perhaps
the most constant feature has been the popularity of the
guitar. Everyone seems to have possessed a guitar at
some stage or another, whether it be a Les Paul or a
homemade job made of odd bits of wood and string, and
who hasn't spent some part of their youth posing in front
of the mirror with a tennis racket?

Beat's Guitar Survey is an attempt to cover all the
major manufacturers and distributors in Britain today.
We have looked at all sorts of guitars including electric,
acoustic, classical and pedal steel and we have also
included a number of firms who specialise in strings; a
guitar survey would not be complete if we didn't look
at these accessories as well. There ought to be something
in the survey for everyone - we hope it is of some use.

BALDWIN distribute Gretsch
Guitars in Britain from their

Unit 4, Sterling Industrial Est-
ate, Rainham Road, South
Dagenham, Essex base. For a
long time now these instru-
ments have been firm favour-
ites on both sides of the
Atlantic. The Chet Atkins
models are perhaps the most
popular of all, especially the
Country Gentleman, which is
a hollow body electric. The
body is constructed of lamin-
ated maple, and the headpiece
and finger board are of ebony.
This guitar has dual high sen-
sitive adjustable pickups, a

tone selector switch, a pickup
selector switch, volume con-
trol for each pickup and a

master volume control. An-
other fine model in the range
is the Tennessean, which is
again a hollow bodied electric.
The electronics on this model
are the same as on the Country
Gentleman and in fact the
construction as a whole is
similar, except for the single
cutaway on the Tennessean
(the Country Gentleman hav-
ing a double cutaway).

The BroadKaster guitars
come in hollow bodied and
solid models, of which the
semi - solids are constructed
from laminated maple with
rosewood fingerboards.

Other guitars distributed by
Baldwin include the Sho-Bro
Spanish and Hawaiian seven
string guitars and the Sho-Bud
series of Pedal Steel guitars.
There are a number of different
models of steel guitars avail-
able. The Pro III Custom is
a double neck, ten string
model, with eight floor pedals
and four knee levers. The solid
Birdseye maple body gives the
finest sustaining quality to this
instrument. The Pro II Custom
is double neck ten string
model, with eight floor pedals
and two knee levers. Other
models in this range are the
Pro III Custom, the Double
Twelve String models and the
Lloyd Green 6150.

I VOR MAIRANTS imports the
renowned Martin guitars

direct from C. F. Martin in
America. There is a whole
range of models in stock,
examples being D-45, D-41,
D-28 etc. and the twelve
strings D-28/12 and the D-18
with the FRAP transducer
known as the Martin D18D
which gives greater volume
when required without distor-
tion. Besides Martins, Ivor
Mairants orders a specially
made range of guitars made
by Takamine, who are acknow-
ledged as one of the leading

names in Japanese guitar mak-
ing. This range consists of
Jumbos and classical guitars,
the DF.400S is made of the
finest spruce and rosewood
with abalone inlays all round
and gold plated machine heads.

For those who can't afford
these prices the new Orpheo
classical guitars, also made
under the supervision of Taka-
mine are lower priced. The
full, brilliant tone of these
guitars is achieved through a

new way of laminating the
tops which helps produce a

remarkable resonance.

JAMES HOW INDUSTRIES
market the Rotosound series

of strings and over the past
year, the long established
Rotosound line of gauge selec-
tion, previously known as
Custom Gauge, has proved
more popular than ever before.
This perhaps is due to the
growing experience and confid-
ence of string users in making
up their own sets.

Rotosound present the pick
of the gauge selection strings
in individual Gauge Selection
Sets, on matching Display
cards, allowing positive iden-
tification for old and new
Gauge Selection users. James
How's main office is at 20
Upland Road, Bexleyheath,
Kent DA7 4NR.

CBS/ARBITER distribute
Fender guitars in this

country - the reputation of
which need hardly be explained
to equipment lovers!. Over the
last few years Fender guitars
have remained among the most
consistently popular models
on the market, being used
among many others by Rory
Gallagher, Dave Gilmour, Richie
Blackmore and Robin Trower.
The most popular of the Fender
guitars is the Stratocaster, and
just in case there happens to
be anyone who still doesn't
know about this guitar, (where
have you been living?) some
of the features are: three wide -
range high-fidelity pickups
each individually adjustable,
six independant bridge sections
for perfect string adjustment
and the exclusive Fender con-
toured waist design for max-
imum playing comfort. The
Strat is available either with
or without Fender's smooth -
action synchronised tremolo.

Similarly is the Telecaster,
a favourite for over twenty
years. Features include two
special wide range pickups
and three individually adjust-
able bridge sections for perfect
intonation and string alignment.
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Jimi Hendrix used Marshall amps.
Eric Clapton still does.
Ritchie Blackmore thinks they're great.
The Allman Brothers thought so t(x).
Bo Diddley plugs a square guitar into them.
Jeff Beck just plugs them in.
Marshall Tucker use Marshall.
The Bee Cees
Johnny Winter do too.
Bachman Turner Overdrive to& them through England.
The Osmonds take them round the world.
Sparks like Marshall.
So do Sassafras
And Yes

Chuck Berry uses a 100 watt stack.
The Tremeloes did.
Kenny Rogers and the First Edition still do.
Jefferson Starship use Marshall in the States.
Barclay James Harvest use theM anywhere.
Alvin Lee tried a competitor then came back.
The Mahavishnu Orchestra never stopped.
Cream did
Frank Zappa hasn't.
The Climax Blues Band took them on 200 gigs.
Deep Purple took them to the Rainbow for a sound record.

Steeleye Span wouldn't want to try.
The Edgar Broughton Band use Marshall.
So does Chicken Shack
And Brown's Home Brew.
The Who tried to break them.
Alice Cooper put snakes on them.
Bill Haley and the Comets rocked the world with them.
Jerry Lee Lewis rocked the bop.
Thin Lizzie like their trannie.
Nazareth and
Robin Trower like it all.
Elton John bought a special Marshall mixer.
Paul McCartney and Wings keep coming back for more.
Jim Marshall designs them.
Rose -Morris distribute them.
And 836 UK dealers sell them.

Further amplification needed?
Yes! Please send= details.

Rose -Morris and C.o. T.td. 32 Gordon 1-101.1tie 110all I A NOM NNV 5 I NE.

Nmie

Address

w176
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Continued from page 44.

Besides the basic Tele, Fender
also market two other Tele-
caster models, the Thinline and
the Custom. The former has
two wide range humbucking
pickups, and a lightweight
semi -solid body with a thick
skin Fender finish. The Custom
on the other hand, has two
pickups - one the standard
Tele lead pickup and the new
humbucking rhythm pickup.
There are individual tone and
volume controls for each pick-
up. Another popular guitar is
the Mustang, which features
an exclusive Fender floating
bridge and built-in dynamic
tremolo. There are two three
position pickup and tone
switches on this model.

Fender have a fine selection
of basses also. The Jazz bass
has a special slim neck and
two pickups with two volume/
blend controls for absolute
pickup balance. Other Fender
basses include the Mustang,
the Musicmaster, and the Pre-
cision-possibly the most
popular of the Fender basses,
available either in fretted
or fretless form. Fender also
manufacture a six -string bass,
the Bass VI, which is, of
course, tuned to an octave

below an ordinary guitar. There
are three adjustable free range
pickups, floating tremolo and
floating bridge. The exclusive
Fender trem-lok eliminates
long tune ups.

Finally we come to pedal
steel guitars. The complete
line of Fender Steel guitars
ranges from the Professional
series PS 210 Pedal model to
the Champ and the Studio De-
luxe, which are perfect for the
student player. These latter
models are single -necked, six -
stringed instruments, with ad-
justable bridges and pickups.
The Deluxe 6 or 8 string models
have two adjustable wide -
range pickups, a pickup control
and an adjustable notchless
bridge. These models have
solid hardwood bodies with
the Fender thick -skin finish.

BOOSEY AND HAWKES'
range of classical and acous-

tic guitars and accessories is
comparatively small but worth-
while nevertheless extremely
high quality. Di Giorgio classic
guitars which are made in
Brazil and distributed by
Boosey and Hawkes in this
country are very fine models
-particularly for the young
performer. One of the most
popular of these is the
Amazonia No. 30 guitar-the
wood of which this model
is constructed, say Boosey
and Hawkes, coming from the
heart of the Amazonian jungle.
The Classico is another Di
Giorgio guitar; it is construct-
ed from pine wood, the back
and sides being of rosewood.
The Bel Som is a full size
classic guitar with specially
selected pine top, dark rose-
wood grained back and sides,
rosewood fingerboard with
nickel silver frets and a carved

head. There is inlay on the
back and sides and around
the sound hole.

The Vittoro range is another
selection of classical guitars,
the Vittoro 570 being a small
size guitar at a very com-
petitive price. Features include
a laminated construction, med-
ium brown back and sides
and an attractive sound hole
transfer. The latest addition to
the Vittoro range is the 575,
which is a full size classic
guitar, with a laminated pine
top and with back and sides
of seasoned woods.

ZB. GUITARS is a part
of the ever -developing E.

S. Electronics concern. It was
about five years ago that Z. B.
guitars first appeared on the
market from E. S. Electronics'
2 Upper Fant Road, Maidstone,
Kent base and nowadays, a

Quo's Rossi with Tele.

number of different models are
manufactured including a Stu-
dent model which is a ten
string instrument and is the
least expensive of the Z. B.
range. Other models in this
selection include the 10 string
single neck Custom model,
which has five pedals and one
knee lever (although up to
six knee levers can be fitted
per model). Another interesting
instrument is the single neck
guitar on a double neck body
- Z. B. are pioneers in the
manufacture of this type of
instrument. Z. B. also make
custom models and almost any
requirements can be adapted.

Z. B. Guitars also distribute
the Emmons range of pedal
steel guitars in this country.
The Emmons Guitar Company
was organised in 1963 and
now produce some of the finest
pedal steels available. Two of
the newer models are the
Black Rock, which is a single
neck, ten string model with
two knee levers and the Loafer
which is a twin neck instru-
ment featuring three pedals
and four knee levers.

HORNBY SK EWES distrib-
ute a wide selection of

guitars, all of which are
reasonably priced. In the solid
electric field, Hornby Skewes
have the Kasuga range, of
which there are four main
models. The LG-380B is a

single cutaway model. Two
high fidelity pickups, two vol-
ume and tone controls and a
three way selector switch are
some of the features of these.
The LG-770V is a slightly more
expensive model and is similar
in size, design and specifica-
tion to the instrument ment-
tioned above, the main
difference in design being the

STRINGS SOUND PERFECT

Pk62t© bass guitar strings
gold range for

accoustic and classical
Ask your dealer for Pica to by name

GENERAL MUSIC STRINGS Treforest Glamorgan .
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Thinking of shootin' the
piano player

but never the man with the YAMAHA gitar

Please shoot me up-to-date literature on
Yamaha folk guitars.

Name

Address
BI(FG1)

Kemble (Organ Sales) Ltd.,
Mount Avenue, Bletchley,
Milton Keynes, M K1 1J E.
Tel : Milton Keynes 71771
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The SSH VDF - Super Pedal Synthesiser

-Volume
-Voltage controlled amplifier
-Distortion
-Sustain
-Filter
-Modulation
-Wah
-Vibrato
-Phasing

and a lot more combination effects.

The pedal is mains powered with
electronic voltage adjustment made
with fibreglass printed circuits and
high quality components and has
very low noise.

Is now available directly from: FM Acoustics Ltd., SSH Division,

P.O. Box 18, CH -8702 Zollikon - Station, Switzerland. For £80.00 including P. & P.

iNTROdUCiN' ...THE 200

2000 PICKUP

No preamps, flat response, versatility. Just
stick an Ibanez 2000 on your acoustic guitar,

banjo or mandolin, plug it directly into any
guitar amp or PA system and away you go!

THE 2000 is a new development in piezo-
ceramic pickups from Ibanez. It's complete in

itself and requires no expensive extras to get that
true acoustic sound.

Need another reason to try THE 2000? How
about price - £20.25 at leading music dealers.

Exclusive distribution in
Great Britain

SUMMERFIELD
Saltmeadows Road
Gateshead NE8 3AJ
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Continued from page 48.
curly jacaranda top, with the
rosewood fingerboard designed
in mother of pearl. The LG-
2000V is once again similar
to the previous models, but
with a solid body in natural
coloured maple wood with an
artistic hand carved decoration
on the face. The SG -360 model
is a double cutaway inst-
rument, and has two powerful
pickup units, volume and two
tone controls and a three way
pickup tone selector switch.

Hornby Skewes also dis_
tribute Teranda acoustic
guitars. Once again these are
quite economical models. The
twelve string Western has a

spruce top and a high gloss
finish. The bridge is fully

adjustable. The Western has
a spruce top and a high gloss
cherry red sunburst finish. The
Terada Super Jumbo is another
spruce guitar, and is a very
attractive instrument, having
a decorative finger guard and
bridge.

Hornby Skewes' address is
Salem House, Garforth, Leeds
LS25 1PX, Yorkshire.

CLEARTONE'S CMI guitar
range is continually ex-

panding and at the moment
there are four new models
available. The CMI 1944 Twin

Alvin Lee with his Gibson 335.

Neck has two slim, fast, low
action necks of seasoned hard-
wood. The fingerboards are of
rosewood, with inlaid position
markers and multi -adjustable
metal bridges. Both the 12 and
six string sections of this
guitar are fitted with twin hum -
bucking pickups and are con-
trolled by two volumes, two
tones, pickup selector switches
and a three-way master switch
to activate either neck. The
CMI Stereo Bass is a popular
shaped bass and is wired for
both mono and stereo giving
infinite tonal variations thus
making it an instrument suit-
able for all styles of bass
playing.

Other guitars made by CMI
include the Custom VI, the
neck and body of which are
manufactured from Honduras
Mahogany and the fingerboard
is made of rosewood. The neck
of this guitar is removable and
is fitted with an adjustable
trussrod and the bridge is of
the micromatic type. The Cus-
tom IV is a bass model with
a double cutaway shaped
body. As with other guitars in
this range, the neck is remov-
able and fitted with an adjust-
able truss rod. There is a single
high powered pickup with a

separate tone and volume con-
trol. The Salisbury has a differ-
ent shaped body to the Custom
VI but with all the advantages
and fitments. Cleartone's ad-
dress is 27, Legge Lane,
Birmingham B1 3LD.

OHN BIRCH'S customising
J service is well known to
many customers both in Great
Britain and the U.S.A. Each
model is built on the same
basic principle, but any altera-
tions to suit an individual need
can be incorporated at no
extra cost. The one-piece
maple neck and body -centre
construction was adopted to
avoid joint -weakness and to
allow perfect contouring at the
merging area, so that there is
no obstruction to the hand
over the whole playing length
of the twenty-four fret neck.
Fingerboards may be of
maple, brazilian rosewood or
ebony on request but as all
necks are encapsulated in
heavy two -pack lacquer to
prevent wear, the fingerboard
affects the appearance only.

The most vital part of any
electric guitar is of course, the
pickup, and with the
famous Hyperflux 'G' John
Birch have one of the most

A further

development of the

renowned S.A.I.

Mini Bin fitted with

two horns and a 100w

Maclab 15" speaker

size 28"x 20"x 20"

SRI
APVIC1 1,1 AAAAA 10, t.O.

SOUND ADVICE INSTALLATIONS CO, LTD
Regent Street Warehouse, Regent Street, COPPULL, nr. Chorley, Lancs. (Tel: 0257 791645)
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Guild
ELECTRIC
GUITARS
WITH
HUMBUCKING
PICKUPS !

SEE THEM
AT YOUR
LOCAL
DEALER !

NEW FULL
COLOUR
BROCHURE
AVAILABLE

Send large S.A.E. to the distributors:
TOP GEAR, Harbour Way, Shoreham -by -Sea,
Sussex BN4 5HS

IVOR !4AIRANTS
Britain's leading Guitar Expert

offers a great variety of
Directly Imported Guitars

C. F. MARTIN FABULOUS FLAT TOPS

D-45 ... £950 0021 ... £350 016NY ... £250
(inc. case)

D-35 .. £345 D-28 ... £330 D-18 ... £250
00028 .. £330 00018 .. £250
New MARTIN D -18D with F.R.A.P.

Transducer £350
DF.400S .. £125 DF.319S .. £100 DF.315S .. £65

DF.Dove .. £60 DF.310S .. £55 DF.310 .. £48
DC.135S .. £150 DC.130S .. £110 DC.124S .. £60
DC.115 .. £40

IVOR MAIRANTS
56 Rathbone Place, London W1 P 1AB.

Telephone: 01-636 1481

Open all day Saturday Same Day Mail Order Service
Nearest tube Tottenham Court

Early closing Thursday Road

Chappell's new showroom has everything
for the professional musician.

Gibson, Guild, Tama, Dobro, Antoria, Ovation,
Epiphone, Yamaha, Ibanez, Matsuoka, Levin,
Eko, Fender, Kimbara, Chappell, Sigma, Yamaki -

Virtually every professional Acoustic Guitar
available. Not only jumbos, but classical too:
Ramirez, Gonzalez, Contreras, Yamaha, Suzuki,
Tamura, Bellido, Yairi, Conde.

You name it, we've got it.
Not to mention London's best selection of

new and reconditioned pianos and over 20,000
sheet music titles.

Chappellt*a London's musical department store
\v\\ I Ion( Street, London NVIA 2BR Tel: 01-629 7600
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powerful and noise -free units
ever devised. Heavy emphasis
is laid on the 'Forever' guaran-
tee carried by every Hyperflux
pickup in whatever form it
takes. Besides the features
already discussed on the John
Birch guitar, Shaller machine -
heads are fitted as standard
and a full protective back -plate
to prevent damage from belt
buckles is included.

Some interesting models
that John Birch has construct-
ed recently have been a man-
dolin built on the basis of a
Fender Strat shape for Roy
Wood, a bass for Rick Price
(of Wizzard) and a similar
guitar for Roy Wood made in
the shape of a shovel. The
SCDB DUO is a double -neck

guitar (one bass, and one six
string); a short scale model,
this guitar has an optional
rosewood, ebony or maple
fingerboard, pick - guard and
choice of colour and head
style. The SNCL is a highly ori-
ginal design easily converted to
left or right hand. It is a short
scale 22 or 24 fret model,
with optional purfling and rear
body contours. Other models
include the SCDLX which has
a special thickened body, block
inlays and a pick guard, the 8
string steel guitar with adjust-
able bridge pieces and double
hyperflux supremes in stereo.

So, if you want an excellent
customised guitar get in touch
with John Birch at 106 New
Road, Rubery, Nr. Birmingham.

HOHNER, based at 39-45
Coldharbour Lane, London,

SE5, specialise largely in a

wide range of accessory
equipment such as hamonicas,
melodicas, strings and picks.
The curent attraction on the
guitar side is their 'Mad Axe -
man' offer, where £49.95
(inclusive of VAT) buys an
SP 1 electric with adjustable
pick-up, a lead, strap, pick,
tutor book plus an 8 watt
battery operated practice amp.
Hohner present a ine-up of six

only for students but for the -the Custom and Deluxe.
performer too. The WK 599 SH These guitars are among the
Concerter is a fine Western
Jumbo based on the famous
'Hummingbird' style featuring
the ever popular sunburst fin-
ish with a decorated scratch
plate. The WK 599 is based on
the 'Dreadnought' model. It
features an Easyplay finger-
board and adjustable bridge.
These are extremely inexpen-
sive models, but they are
excellent value nevertheless.

SELMER are one of the
largest distributors of

guitars in this country, and it
is no simple task to do full
justice to their range. The
Gibson range of solid and
semi -solid electric guitars is,
of course, one of the most
celebrated in the world, and
of these, the two SG models
-the Standard and the Special
are among the most popular.
The Standard, made from
mahogany, has two humbuck-
ing pickups, with separate
volume and tone controls for
each. An interesting feature
of the SG Standard and Spec-
ial models is the Tune-o-Matic
bridge. The Special is available
with a stop tailpiece or
optional Bigsby tailpiece.

So to the famous Les Pauls The Kasuga SG1800v.

Chris6c uirc
ROCKS OM WITH

GAUGE SELECTION &
RS66 SWING BASS

GROUP & GAUGE CHART
FOLDERS AVAILABLE FROM

YOUR LOCAL DEALERS

Sole Manufacturers:

JAMES HOW

Industries Limited,

20 Upland Road,

Bexleyheath, Kent.

Tel: 01-304-4711
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If you want a REAL guitar

the first name you should

think 111s

JOHN BIRCH
HOW MANY "FIRSTS" DO WE HAVE TO COME
UP WITH TO PROVE THAT WE KNOW MORE
ABOUT GUITAR -MAKING THAN ANY OTHER
MANUFACTURER?

FIRST
FIRST

FIRST

FIRST
FIRST

FIRST

FIRST

FIRST

FIRST
FIRST

FIRST
FIRST

FIRST
FIRST

FIRST

FIRST

with guitars that are fully playable on delivery
with the all rock -maple one piece neck -body
section
with the contoured neck/body area for easy
fingering
with the non -weakening tunnel truss -rod
with two -pack chemical cure lacquer, sweat
and wear resistant
with completely whistle -free stainless -steel
pick-ups. Unsurpassed for power and sustain
and guaranteed forever against any failure
with the continuous row of balance screws to
eliminate loss of output when bending
with a choice of six pick-ups having entirely
different characteristics
with the interchangeable pick-up system
with ganged tones giving treble and bass cut
on one control
with master volume control as standard
with stereo-mono-antiphase switch as
standard
with left-handed guitars at no extra cost
with a stainless -steel bridge unit fully
adjustable for height and octave individually
with fully protective back plate to prevent
damage
with the incredible MULTI FLUX STEREO
PICK-UP interswitchable for tip to 26 pick-
up combinations in stereo, mono, antiphase
or QUADRAPHONIC

SEND 81/2p STAMP FOR CATALOGUE AND
FURTHER INFORMATION ON OUR CUSTOM-
BUILT GUITARS AND CUSTOMISING REPAIR
SERVICES.

JOHN BIRCH GUITARS LTD., 106 NEW ROAD,
RUBERY, BIRMINGHAM 45. ENGLAND.
TELEPHONE: 021-453 5665

I 01.14.11-"

Continued from page 53.

most popular with rock music-
ians, the Custom especially
because of its great sustaining
capabilities. The twin hum -
bucking pickups contribute to
the clarity of tone and brilliance
of both the treble and bass
frequencies, and other interest-
ing features of the Custom
and Deluxe are the individual
adjustment pickup pole pieces
and the double combination
bridge and tailpiece. The Les
Paul Signature guitar features
a new low impedance pickup
design with three point adjust-
able mounting rings and there's
even a phase switch incorpor-
ated into the design of the
guitar.

The Gibson range of basses
is just as extensive as that of
the solid electric six strings.
One of the newest models is
the Ripper which has two
specially designed 'Super
Humbucking' pickups, a four -
position pickup selector switch
and a mid range control.

Gibson excel at the semi-
solid facet of guitar manufact-
ure. The ES -175D is a beautiful
guitar, easy to play and
comfortable to hold; its arched
top and back is made of
select maple, with a laminated
mahogany neck.

YAMAHA have an excellent
range of guitars -electric,

acoustic, and classical. The
FG-110E and FG-160E guitars
are semi -acoustic models with
volume and tone controls, and

Yamaha say that these are
very popular. The back and
sides of these guitars are made
of maple and the fingerboard
of rosewood. The Yamaha FG-
295S Jumbo is another of
Yamaha's most popular guitars
It is made from a variety of
woods, including mahogany,
spruce and rosewood. Yamaha
acoustic guitars are hand
crafted, the guitar necks, for
instance, being carved from
selected straight -grain hard-
woods, then fitted to sound
boards of uniform thickness
and ideal resonance. The FG-
2500 is a twelve -string jumbo
made of the same woods as
the FG-295S.

Whether you are into jazz,
funk or whatever, Yamaha
seem to have the axe for you.
The SG -175, say Yamaha, is
'the killer'. A two humbucking
pickup model, the SG -175 is
available in cherry red or
natural finishes and has two
tone and two volume controls.
The SG -85 which is the guitar
that Mick Abrahams uses, is
simular to the SG -175 and is
available in natural or mahog-
any. Bert Weedon uses the
SA -90, which is a semi -
acoustic model, and is made
from maple. For jazz freaks,
the AE -18 and AE -12 are
excellent instruments. Both
models have two pickups, two
volume and two tone controls.

Bass guitars form a large
part of Yamaha's range of
instruments. The SB-75 and
SB-55, are fine axes - made
of maple, with, in the case of
the SB-75, an ebony finger-
board, and in the SB-55, rose-
wood.

The bodies of most Yamaha
guitars are made from fine
imported and Japanese woods
such as mahogany, natoh,
matoa and others and are then
varnished in several layers to
maintain lustre.

Kemble - Yamaha can be
contacted at Mount Avenue,
Bletchley, Milton Keynes.

Aflyn
71 Windmill Road, Luton.

Tel: (0582) 414297/36950

Aflyn Audio - amplifiers, accessories etc.
Manufacturers of Audio Services -
custom-built amplification Fabrics and fittings for
(Hire and re-covering D.I.Y. speaker cabinets,
facilities) building and e -covering
Aflyn Music - (vinyl, castors, handles,
Retail of guitars, drums, fret cloth etc.)
Send S.A.E. for catalogue and price list to:
Audio Services, 71 Windmill Road, Luton.
Tel: (0582) 414297/36950
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ORANGE manufacture one
guitar at the moment, but

they say that there is a bass
model on the way soon. The
model available at present is
made of solid mahogany, with
twin cutaways and an ebony
fingerboard. Two humbucking
pickups and a tune-o-matic
bridge are other features of
this guitar, and it has twin
volume and tone controls. This
guitar is available in a choice
of colours. More information
can be obtained from Orange
Musical Industries, 17 Upland
Road, Bexleyheath, Kent.

Rose -Morris's Shaftesbury Bass.

CHAPPELL AND CO. have
a small range of classical

and acoustic guitars at a very
reasonable cost available at
the moment. Taking the folk
guitars first, the 201 is a well
designed instrument built in
Finland, boasting a mahogany
neck and back and sides of

OBELEC
34 Belmont Road,

Twickenham, Middlesex.
Repairs to all electronics-
amplifiers, guitars and mics.
Customising, specials to order

Ed. Oborn - 01-898 1708

rosewood. The soundboard is
selected alpine spruce and the
machine heads are Schaller.
The C-200 is a very similar
model, being made basically
from the same materials, but
it is slightly smaller. Both
these guitars would be excel-
lent for anyone wanting a good
quality instrument at an in-
expensive price.

The same applies to Chap-
pell's classical range. These
are constructed from maho-
gany (neck), mahogany veneer
(sides and back) and laminated
spruce (soundboard). These
are extremely good looking
instruments (like the folk
guitars they were made in
Finland) and are recommended
for anyone, especially begin-
ners.

ROSE -MORRIS have a wide
range of both electric and

acoustic guitars; the most
popular of these are the Shaft-
esbury models which are
reasonably priced and yet first
class instruments. Model 3417
is a Strat replica-an excellent
three pickup instrument,
incorporating master volume
control, two tone controls and
a three-way pickup selector
switch. Model 3414 is similar
in design to a Les Paul, feat-
uring a single cutaway body
in solid wood, with two
pickups with separate volume
and tone controls for each,
together with a three-way
rhythm/treble combined selec-
tor switch.

The 3415 is a solid bass
guitar in a natural wood poly-
ester finish. This instrument
incorporates two heavy-duty
pickups, each with its own
volume and tone control. Also
featured is a solid wood finger
rest, a fast action damper and
pearlex position markers.

Other instruments in the
same vein are the Avon guitars
There are four of these, two
of them basses and two solid
electrics. The Ovation Bread-
winner and Deacon guitars

ROKA ACOUSTIC SERVICES
Guitars and amplifiers serviced
and customised same day by
appointment. Guaranteed work.
Warranty agent for several lead-
ing makes.

FENDER SOUNDHOUSE
67/87 Hampstead Road, London,
N.W.1. Tel: 01-387 3861

THE WORLD'S FINEST PEDAL STEEL GUITAR
ZB GUITARS (UK), 2 UPPER FANT ROAD, MAIDSTONE. KENT. 673355

CLASSIC

FOLK

JUMBOS 0
ELECTRICS

You'll find them all
in the Kimbara range.
Classics with con-
cert specification;
folk and country
western; super elec-
trics which include
the stereo bass.
Prices are low in

relation to quality,
from £30.

CHOICE OF THREE

PROFESSIONAL KITS

Professional gear with
heavy duty hardware. Crisp
metal shell snare drums.
Trim post pedals. Non -

creep positive action Hi -

hats. Integral bass drum
spurs. Choice of 5 finishes.

Please send me brochure

KIMBARA El KENT 0

Name

Address

MORLEY RD., TONBRIDGE

KENT TN9 1RA
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TRY PLUCKING ONE

:14

MEMPHIS VINE
2660

BLACK EAGLE
24098

GUITARS
Distributed by

NATURAL X
2458

JAMES T COPPOCK (LEEDS) LTD Royds Lane Leeds LS12 6LJ

-r
I Please send me more info on I Name

I a/grog/4 guitar(s) no(s) I Address
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are other important models,
the Ovation having some very
interesting features including:
F.E.T. pre -amplification linked
to two new low impedance
Toroidal pickups giving a clear
and powerful sound, a unique
Tri-point mounted bridge
which allows a wide range of
adjustment for action and
intonation, plus a full two -
octave detachable neck with
adjustable tension rod and
ebony fingerboard.

Another fine range of acous-
tic guitars is the Eko range.
The Ranger six string is a

jumbo acoustic with spruce
face and top, and mahogany
sides. The Ranger electric is
the same as the acoustic
model, but is fitted with a

pickup, and volume and tone
controls. Suzuki form the
mainstay of Rose -Morris' clas-
sical guitars-besides this, in
terms of classics, there is the
Alhambra and the Rose -Morris
student guitar range.

FLETCHER, COPPOCK AND
NEWMAN continue to

provide excellent value for
money for the guitarists after
quality gear at reasonable
prices. Their varied lines,
covering both classical and
electric guitars, include the
Columbus and Kimbara brands,
both of which have received
favourable reviews from Beat
in the past. From the extensive
Kimbara classical range, the
N28 is a fine example of good
workmanship combined with
accessible price, featuring high-
ly grained rosewood body and
sides, with a two piece rose-
wood back with inlay. The
neck is finished in natural
mahogany with ebony rein-
forcement, all contributing to
high standard tone and 'feel'.

In the 6 string electric depart-
ment one invariably finds such
'axe mod cons' as (on the
N119) three high response
hum resistant pick ups with
selector switch, and an inde-
pendantly adjustable microset
bridge combined with tremolo

arm. All the Kimbara electric
axes are supplied in plush lined
cases.

One can say in conclusion
that the FCN guitar range is
one of the many that has
suffered a little from the still
widespread reluctance of the
buyer to break away from the
Fender/Gibson syndrome, The
latter are invariably superb
axes, to be sure, but the FCN
range ideally highlights the
point that one can still find the
quality without writing off a

hefty cheque. Fletcher, Cop -
pock and Newman's address
is 'Shelton House', 39-41 Shel-
ton Street, London WC2H 9HL.

CARDIFF MUSIC STRINGS
manufacture Sound City

Strings from their Pontygwindy
Industrial Estate, Caerphilly,
Wales, CF8 3HU base. This
series of strings was originally
designed for Eric Clapton and
this range is a new addition to
their full range which now in-
cludes Cathedral, St David,
Londoner and Summit. They
have also introduced a wire -
wound set of bass strings.

Sound City Strings are made
of high carbon steel and pure
nickel and the tensions have
been calculated to give a

supple feel for easy, fast
fingering.

Besides Sound City Strings,
Cardiff Music Strings also have
a new range of Kay guitars,
including a classical model, a
similar Jumbo and the Kay
electrics which feature the new
multi -ply neck.

S BROTHERS
have a very large range of

guitars, mostly replicas of
other models, but excellent
guitars in their own right. To
take the acoustic guitars first,
the Ibanez Memphis is a well
crafted instrument, with a fine
grained spruce top with selec-
ted mahogany back and sides.

Another of Summerfields
more interesting acoustic gui-
tars is the Gipsy, a copy of
the original guitar made by
Mario Maccaferri for Django
Rei nhardt.

The Ibanez range of electric
guitars is a high-class select-
ion, from the 2350, which has
a detachable neck incorporat-
ing an adjustable truss rod
and two powerful pickup units
with separate pole -pieces. The
FG360S is another solid body
instrument, simular in design
to the 2350, This guitar is
finished in mahogany and as
with most of Summerfield's
guitars, comes complete with
a lined carrying case. Other
interesting Ibanez guitars are

the two double -necks - the
2402, which is a six and twelve
string combined and the 2404
which incorporates bass and
six string. Two transparent
plastic body guitars are also
among the Ibanez collection.
The 2364B is a bass guitar
with extra -powerful pickup
units with seperate polepieces.
The 2364 is the six string
equivilent of the bass model.

Summerfields also distribute
the CSL range of guitars-the
Swinger six string and Groover
bass being the very latest
instruments to be released
from their factory. Another
important model is the CSL
Flying Bird which is a solid
two pickup model with a
rosewood fingerboard with
bound edges and pearloid
markers.

TOP GEAR distribute a

variety of American brands
of guitar, including Ricken-
backer, Guild, Little Buddy
Pedal Steel guitars and Hondo
acoustic models. The Guild
range covers solid, semi -solid
and acoustic instruments, the
newest of the selection being
the M-80CS Double Cutaway
solid electric, which has just
been introduced in this coun-
try. This is a really nice look-
ing axe; some of the important
features being, the two Guild
Humbucking pickups, the polar-
ity reversing phase switch
and the very thin three-piece
mahogany neck. Each pickup
has its own volume and tone
controls and there is also a

master volume control.
The Guild range of semi -

acoustic models has always
been a firm favourite in jazz
circles - perhaps one of the
most popular of this range is
the Artist Award, which is a

single cutaway model.
Guild Solid guitars include

the S-100 Standard, another
two pickup model constructed
completely in mahogany, the
S-90, which is similar to but
simpler than the S-100, having
just one tone and one volume
control instead of the separate
tone and volume controls that
the S-100 has for each pickup.

Rickenbacker guitars have
always been fantastically pop-
uluar in this country, even since
George Harrison brought one
over in 1964. The newest
model in the ever-increasing
line-up is the 4080 Double
Neck, which combines the
4001 bass and the 480 guitar

More information about
these guitars can be obtained
from Top Gear themselves -
the address is Harbour Way,
Shoreham -By -Sea, Sussex.

DAVOLI
distribute Gherson

guitars in this country, All
models are hand crafted and
finished exclusively for Davoli
from selected woods and sup-
plied with a hard case, strap
and lead. Gherson guitars are
solid bodied instruments- per-
haps the most interesting of
them is the Jazz Bass, the body
of which is constructed from
ash and the fingerboard of rose
wood, The neck and bridge of
this guitar are adjustable as
are the pickups. The Gherson
L2FR is a solid, familiarly
shaped guitar, with a solid
mahogany body finished with
attractive inlaid Copper edging.

These instruments are by no
means expensive and have
proved very popular critically-
anybody wanting a guitar of
some class without wanting to
spend the earth would do well
to check them out and can do
so by getting in touch with
Davoli at 859 Coronation Road,
Park Royal, London N.W.10.

COPPOCKS of Leeds have
one of the largest ranges

of guitars in the country at the
moment. Most of these are
familiarly -shaped models and
would be recommended for
anyone wanting a good look-
ing guitar at a reasonable price.
The range of Antoria axes is
so large that there ought to be
something for everybody -
especially in the field of electric
models.

The Woodstock Deluxe and
Custom electrics are solid
models, both constructed in
dark mahogany with rosewood
fingerboards. The Deluxe has
two humbucking pickups with
individual adjustable polepiece,
the Custom having three gold
plated pickups, with a heavy
duty gold plated vibrate tail-
piece as well. Two fine look-
ing basses are the 2366 and
2366 FLB (fretless) models.
Both are sunburst solid instru-
ments, each having a laminated
pickguard, and in each case the
detachable long neck incorpor-
ates an adjustable truss rod.

The range of Antoria acous-
tics is just as wide ranging as
the electric selection. One of
the finest models is the Great
Western Artist a nice looking
axe with a rosewood bridge
and fingerboard with fancy
styled mother of pearl inlay.
Other guitars in the acoustic
series include the Nashville
models which are attractive in-
struments - spruce and rose-
wood constructed again. For
more information, Coppock's
address is Royds Lane, Leeds
LS12 6LJ.
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You
don't
have to
be a
muscle-
bound
roadie to
handle our
equipment
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6OSE sound equipment
gives you everything

you'd expect in the world's
most sophisticated range
of amps and speakers. The
only thing they're short
on is weight. Because we
know that when you're mov-
ing around with your stage
gear you want quality and
reliability, not a hernia.

So Bose have built in
some outstanding features
and left out all the heavy
ones.

Take our 1800 amp for
example. It weighs just 80
lbs and uses light -emitting
diodes to monitor the power

level, smoothing out the
surges that can shorten cir-
cuit life.

Then there's our air -sealed
800 speakers with special

multiple drivers, which do away
with the boom and squeak you'd

expect from ported bass cabinets
and horn -loaded systems. And with
every pair you get our special equal-
iser which brings a crisp sharpness

right across the frequency range. And
they weigh just 43 lbs. Doesn't all this

tip the scales in our favour?

You can pick up Bose amps and speakers at
leading dealers throughout the country . . .

which is more than you can say for a lot of other
makes.

Bose (UK) Limited,
Milton Regis,
Sittingbourne,

Kent
Tel: 0795 75341



BOSE - NO DISTORTIONS
D RITISH and European audi-

ences are in the process of
discovering a comparative new-
comer on the PA scene. The
name on the equipment, Bose,
will already be familiar to many
as the firm specialises in the
manufacture of high quality
hi-fi products. It was in fact
success on the domestic side
which prompted their entry into
PA, when frequent letters from
musicians questioned the pos-
sibilities of using their 901
speakers onstage.

Bose began to research and
they found that with a few
modifications the answer was
definitely yes. 1972 saw the
launching of their Professional
Products line, including the 800
loudspeaker system and, one
year later, the 1800 'Profes-
sional Solid -State Power Ampl-
fier'. So as to avoid imbalance
on the hi-fi side saleswise,
marketing was undertaken with
caution, Still, even without the
aid of advance advertising,
expansion was rapid and is
continuing at the same rate. We
were delighted, then, at the
oportunity of meeting UK Sales
Manager Nick Pearce to further
investigate the Bose product
line.

iThe design goal of the 1800
was to produce an amp
with "absolutely no aud-
ible distortion, sound col-
ouration, noise or hum",

Nick showed us around the
premises, wisely letting the
gear do most of the talking.
The first surprise was a prac-
tical demonstration where he
set up a speaker in just a

minute on a light but very
sturdy stand, and then went on
to point out its advantages. The
various departures from the
traditional loundspeaker design
bring with them advantages
and disadvantages, dependent
on the band requirements. The
speed with which Nick set up
our model emphasises the

extreme lightness of the 800 -
weighing in at only 43 lbs it
must be a roadies' favourite.

The weight also obviously
makes it very easy to set up
the system before the gig. The
interior design incorporates the
the use of multiple, identical
drivers resulting in a much
smoother and better -spread
sound. It is here, though, that
the crunch may come saleswise.
Whether it is fashion or truly
popular, Bose are the first to
admit that the 800 does not
offer the squealing feedback/

distortion effects. While this
would put off the embryonic
Jeff Becks, it is at the same
time a major selling point for
those after clarity and evenness.
With the drivers closely coupled
acoustically, this clarity extends
to both the bass and high -treble
frequencies.

Despite the lightness and
portability of the 800, it scores
well on ruggedness. The case
in which it is permanently
housed is made of 7 ply birch
plywood, covered with cloth -
backed vinyl - plus metal cor-
ners and angle clamps. To turn
from 800 to the 1800 power
amp, twin light -emitting di-
odes which monitor the in-
stantaneous power level being
supplied. Highly resistant to
wear and stress, the diode array
has no moving parts, and can
therefore withstand the rigours
of life on the road.

Service
The design goal of the 1800

was to produce an amp with
"absolutely no audible distor-
tion, sound colouration, noise
or hum," and in this they suc-
ceeded admirably. The Bose
client list reflects the fact that
the equipment is at its best
in an environment where clarity
is the primary consideration -
James Last, Vicki Leandros,
Roger Whittaker and Bruce
Springsteen among many. With
agencies throughout Europe
and even as far afield as
Australia, back-up service is
excellent, and Bose often send
their own engineers on the road
with a band to keep a personal
eye on the gear.

In conclusion, then, we can
commend the Bose PA as being
particularly suitable for vocal
use and clean instrumental
reproduction. It only remains
for the gear to gain the repu-
tation on a wider scale, and
they should certainly nail up a
corner of the market. Tangerine
Dream recently approached the
company with a view to buying,
and if such well-known bands
were to be seen using Bose
their continuing growth and
success would be assured.

Bose UK make a point of
replying personally to enquiries
- the address is: Gas Road,
Milton Regis, Sittingbourne,
Kent.
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ELLIOT
MAZER...
The amazing Mr Mazer!

WHAT have Neil Young
and Barclay James got

in common? The answer is,
not only a 'Harvest' but a

producer as well - Elliot
Mazer, who produced the Har-
vest album for Neil and is now
getting together with Barclay
James to plan the second al-
bum in their partnership. Elliot
is a quiet, studious looking
guy, with nothing of the super-
star about him in spite of hav-
ing produced so many great
albums and artists during his
career. He says straight away
that he is very unused to giv-
ing press interviews. "In the
States no-one wants to know
about producers and anyway I

don't think it's the producer's
role to be a star, it's the
artist's." On talking to Elliot
further, it becomes apparent
that he has some very definite
views on albums and artists.
In fact, he is the complete
opposite of producers like Phil
Spector, who create their own
sound. Elliot's trademark is his
silences!

"What first got me into pro-
ducing was liking records," he
explained. "I was intrigued
about how they were made.
When I saw the producer's or
arranger's name on a record, I

was fascinated and wanted to
know how they did it."

At college Elliot studied
piano, arrangement and com-
position and then he took a

job in a record store, which is
where his lucky break
occurred.

"I was in there one day and
got talking to a guy who
owned a small jazz/folk label.
I told him of my ambition to
produce and he said that if I

came and worked for him de-
livering records to radio sta-
tions, he would teach me
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about producing. He promised
that I'd be producing within a
year. It was a phenomenal
opportunity so I grabbed it. I

was just 19 then."
That man was true to his

word and before the year was
up, Elliot was producing jazz
and folk artists. He remained
there for about four years. "I
wasn't into rock and roll then.
I worked with people like
Rambling Jack Elliot, Lightning
Hopkins and Brownie McGhee
and Sonny Terry. When I

finally left there, I went to
work for a label called Cameo
Parkway as an album producer.
At first I concentrated on jazz
and worked on real greats like
Clark Terry and Maynard Fer-
guson. But the label was

Neil Young.

heavily into rock and roll and
Chubby Checker was one of
their biggest artists. When his
'twisting' career started to
slide, they were wondering
what other moves to make, so
I started producing rock and
roll records. My first one got
into the top 40."

Elliot now has his own
studio, His Masters Wheels in
San Francisco. It's not his first,
but it's the studio he's proud-
est of. "It's one big room,
about the size of EMI 2, and
we're just about to go 24
track. It's equipped just like a
normal studio, with a Neve
desk - I prefer Neve to all
others. I would say that in
many ways a lot of British
studios are far more advanced
than American ones. I defi-
nitely think the best recording
consoles are made in Britain."

Out of that studio have
come albums by Joe Cocker,
the Frankie Miller Band, Andy
Fairweather Low and, most
recently, Barclay James Har-
vest, Elliot first met the band
in 1973 and wanted to produce
them then but was heavily
committed with work for Neil
Young at the time. Eventually
they managed to get together
and the result was Time
Honoured Ghosts, which looks
like being Barclay James' most
successful album to date.

Pick and Choose
Elliot has now reached that

enviable position where he can
pick and choose which artists
he wants to work with. "I
don't work with garbage," he



states. His aim in production is
"to get the most out of an
artist or a song. That's a thing
you can't learn from any other
producer. You can copy sound
techniques and arrangements
but you can never copy one
person's ability to get the most
out of an artist or band. When
I first started working with
Barclay James, my first ques-
tion was, 'how do I make them
stand out more than they did
on their last album? In order
to do that I just took what
they had and tried to get them
to do it better than they
thought they could do it. One
of their best points is that they
all play really well."

Choosing
One of Elliot's main criteria

in choosing to work with a

band is his own feeling about
their music. If he doesn't be-
lieve in their talent, he can't
work with them. "The most
important thing about working
with musicians is of me feeling
that they're good and them
having confidence in me. The
most important thing an artist
can get out of a producer is a
belief that the producer is
making the right decision and
is enabling them to do their
best." Elliot finds that he
works best when he surrounds
himself with variety, a solo
artist to work with, followed
by a band, a constant change
of musical talent and direction.
This is one reason why he feels
he never leaves any kind of
personal stamp on a record.

"I deliberately work with
different artists all the time.
There will be certain similar-
ities on every record I produce
but I believe I have never
created an 'Elliot Mazer' sound.
If you take Frankie Miller's
record and compare it to Bar-
clay James, both done in the
same studio and produced at
exactly the same time, the
sound will be completely dif-
ferent but some of my views
on economy might come over."

These views are the key to
Elliot's particular production
talent, which he goes on to
explain.

Listening
"Space and economy are the

most imortant things on a

record. What you don't do is
far more important than what
you do do. For anyone judging
what a producer can do, they
must think about what they
get out of listening to a record.
If you listen and say 'what a
beautiful drum sound,' or 'ah,
what a great guitar solo,' or
'what a superb arrangement,'
then the record isn't doing

what it should. You should be
aware of the artist and what
he sings, not of whatever else
is there.

"You could take any artist
and go into the studio with a
great arrangement, a great
sound, add overdubs and echo,
and phase, limit, compress,
expand and Dolby some piece
of shit and all you end up with
is a Dolby-ed piece of shit!
People do it, but it's not my
goal. My goal is to record
great songs with great artists
and use all that's necessary to
get that song across. Even a

bad producer can't kill a good
song, he can only hide it."

In some ways Elliot finds
that it's easier to work with a
solo artist than with a band,
but the artist and the songs
have to be strong enough.
"There's a big difference in
talking about Barclay James
and talking about a band
whose collective sound is part
of the image and where the
writing revolves around that.
Solo artists are therefore easier
to work with in that there's
free choice, because the writer
doesn't write things which are
based on what his band can
perform.

"Another of my goals is to
only make records that I enjoy,
and that sell. If I ever have to
become self-indulgent, then it
will be because I think that the
artist or songs are weak and
if that is the case then either
that record shouldn't be made
or that person shouldn't be
doing it. If a record becomes
too produced, with too many
external effects, etc., it just
shouldn't be made."

Strong words, but from a

man who has worked with
great artists, people like Joni
Mitchell, the Band, and Crosby,
Stills, Nash & Young. He has
a new Neil Young album on his
shelf right now, but isn't sure
when it's going to be released.
He's also due to work with
"some superstars I can't talk

Andy l-aanweather-Low.

about yet," and will be pro-
ducing the next albums for
Barclay James and Frankie
Miller. He's extremely strict
about when he works and who
he works with, avoiding all-
night sessions out of loyality
to his family - his fourth
child has just arrived.

"My life is organised, I

want to make records and I

don't want to get involved
with films, TV shows, etc. I

love my family and I think
about them as much as, if not
more than, my work."

He reserves his views on
other producers, but points out
that he thinks good taste in a

producer is more important
than musical skill. "There are
courses in engineering and
musicianship in the States and
everyone is always asking me
how to produce, but I couldn't
tell you. I would just say that
what a producer has to do is
to decide that he is just about
to record something good,
that people can relate to and
he must do his utmost to bring
out all the positive things about
that music and leave out his
own indulgent ideas that don't
fit.

"A band should always wait
to find the producer of their
choice, rather than go with

Barclay James Harvest, a recent Mazer success.

anyone. A new band might go
to a record label that allows
them to produce themselves
and this is completely wasting
their time. And there are labels
who insist on producer com-
mitments before the artist
signs, which can lead to
hassles if that producer isn't
free, or doesn't particularly fit
into that kind of music." In
spite of having already fulfilled
quite a few ambitions as far
as working with particular
artists is concerned, Elliot
Mazer still has two ambitions
left - to work with John
Lennon and Pete Townshend.
Why?

"They are my two favourite
writers. I think I could bring
out more humour in Lennon
but his music couldn't be more
real than it is. I'd make him
angrier where the music is
harder and softer where it's
more beautiful.

"I think Townshend is a

phenomenal singer, and his
voice hasn't been fully ex-
ploited on record yet. I don't
know where Lennon records,
or what kind of troubles he has
making records, but I think he
gets far more fulfillment out of
his songs than most people do.
I think I could help him worry
less."
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COMPLEX 7
-EVERYTHING

I UNDER ON
Two rehearsal studios are available at Complex 7 - the larger is pictured below.

E

HIDDEN away in the back
streets of High Wycombe

are the headquarters of Com-
plex 7, a very new com-
pany designed to provide all
the necessary services for the
aspiring professional musician.
Even though at this time Com-
plex 7 is still shrouded in
a slight air of mystery, it will
not be long before a large
proportion of those people
involved in getting a band on
the road will have sought out
their headquarters and availed
themselves of the services that
the firm has to offer. Beat met
Peter Robinson, one of the
company's directors, who ex-
plained to us how the firm had
come into operation and what
its aims had been.

"Rick Wakeman and Tony
Merrel, who looks after Rick's
equipment, were having trouble
storing and repairing gear and
they decided that since the
problem had got so bad they
would have to find suitable
premises of their own. In
November of 1974, they got
the lease on this place and by
this time they had decided it
would be sensible if they went
into the venture in a big way,
providing facilities for other
musicians as well. In order to
have someone here all the time
to look after the place they got

knew them, having been in the
music business for quite a

while - and they asked me
to take over the day-to-day
running of the place."

Inception
Since its inception, Complex

7 has grown and developed
rapidly. The firm as a whole
now acts as a roof under
which seven different oper-
ations are independently at
work. "We decided at our
first meeting that we would
attempt to provide a full ser-
vice to bands on the road;
hire, storage, repairs, rehear-
sal space, etc. Long term the
idea is that we will be able
to provide a full tour service
to bands, arranging transport,
hotels, providing roadies and
so on."

As already mentioned, the
company can be broken down
into seven different parts or
sister companies. "Complex
7 Studios is the section
that deals with the rehearsal
facilities. We have two studios
here, one of which is 750
square feet in size, the other
being only 250 square feet.
There is a small relaxation
room with a pinball machine
and colour television in be-
tween the two studios. The



rehearsal rooms have only
been open for about two
months, but so far we've had
Back Street Crawler and The
Spiders from Mars here, be-
sides Rick's own band of
course. We don't actually have
a recording studio, but we did
the soundtrack for the Liszto-
mania film by using the Manor
Mobile. It's really a matter for
discussion now whether we
are going to be starting a

recording studio or not."

Hire
C7 Leasing is the name of

the equipment hire company
controlled by Complex 7.
The company specialises in
keyboards - not surprisingly
of course, it's founder being
somewhat of a specialist him-
self in this field! A number of
different models are available,
some of them unique, such as
the special Pipe Organ that is
hired out together with an
operator. A P3 Moog is also
available with an operator to
look after it, the other key-
boards are a little more ordin-
ary."

Perhaps in time, the most
well known section of the
Complex 7 network will be
Birotronics, the company that
manufactures and markets
the Birotron, a new keyboard
instrument which was first de-
veloped in the U.S. by a key-
board player called Dave Biro.
Peter Robinson briefly ex-
plained how Complex 7 be-
came involved with this new
instrument. "David Biro had
been in various bands in the
States and he was looking for
a different type of keyboard
sound which he felt that none
of the instruments he could get
locally could provide. So, being
inquisitive, he decided to in-
vestigate all the possibilities
and began to design his own
instrument. He got hold of a
number of 8 track cartridge
machines and knocked up an
instrument which I must admit
was a bit of a monstrosity in
its original state. It was far too
big to be of any practical use
at all.

"Anyway, he managed to get
Rick to hear it when he was in
the States, and Rick, being
quite impressed with the idea
told Dave Biro that if it was
possible, he would take the
idea back to England and put
up the money to market it. We
all got to work when Dave Biro
came over to England and it's
now at the stage where we
have five models out on the
road being tested - audience
response has been fantastic!
Basically, the Birotron is built
around a series of 8 track

machines which are set off by
the keys, along the same lines
as a Mellotron.

"Chris Franke of Tangerine
Dream has ordered three al-
ready, and of course Rick will
be using two. In fact the only
problem so far has been that
the response has been so good
that we are having to cope
with many more orders than
we originally expected. It
looks as if we are going to
need about ninety a month,
which is far in excess of what
we anticipated. The launching
date in this country is hope-
fully mid -January and by that
time we'll have a good idea of
how many we are going to
have to be making."

The next sister company to
consider is Voustar, the object
of which is to manufacture and
obtain agencies for pieces of
equipment that are not readily
available in this country. At
the moment one of the most
interesting accessories that
Voustar, are promoting is the
Helpinstill piano pickup. "I
have great admiration for
Charlie Helpinstill, the bloke
who invented this piece of
equipment", said Peter. "Usu-
ally if one finds that a certain
instrument or sound is unavail-
able one tends to try to get
around the problem by using
a substitute. Charlie felt that
there was no reliable way of
amplifying a piano, and so in-
stead of using maybe an elec-
tric piano, he went and inven-
ted his own pickup and used
that. It's a really fine piece of
equipment - and we only
want to get involved in pro-
moting first class instruments
and accessories here."

The job of investigating and
discovering new pieces of
equipment for Voustar to sell
is that of Shandbest, the next
in the long line of companies
under the wing of Complex 7.

Products
This company employs two

people to go and find out
about new products, before
they are marketed by Voustar.
"All the instruments and acces-
sories we handle are vetted
primarily by people who know
what they are talking about.
You have to remember that a
piece of equipment may be
technically brilliant, but not
roadworthy, and we intend to
make sure that we get musi-
cians to test the equipment
and bring back a full report on
it."

The Packhorse Case Com-
pany is another department
controlled by the Complex
7 as a whole; its function
is to design and manufacture
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Peter Robinson, one of Complex 7's directors, with flight cases.

The Helpinstill Piano pick-up - one of Voustar's products.

flight cases for artist's specific
needs. With more and more
bands today using equipment
specifically designed for them-
selves, there is an increasing
demand for custom-built cases
and Packhorse have already
begun to make original cases,
having had to design some for
Gong, who are at the moment
experimenting with pyramid -
shaped speakers. Packhorse
have two full-time staff working
on the construction of these
cases at the moment, all the
work being done on the prem-
ises. These cases are made of
fibre glass and aluminium and
are light and yet strong. Other
recent clients of Packhorse
have been Cat Stevens and
Back Street Crawler.

Complex 7 is ideally sit-
uated about forty-five min-
utes from London within easy
distance of both the M4 and
the M40. Heathrow Airport is
only half an hour's drive -
just near enough to London to
be within reasonable reach of
the city, while being far enough
away for musicians to feel
totally divorced from the
hassles of city life.

The company started out, of

course, as primarily a base for
storing gear and Peter Robin-
son said that there would still
be plenty of space for this in
the building. "We have enough
space here to house a vast
amount of equipment", he said,
"a band will be able to leave
all their gear here with ease.
However, at the moment we
are still building in and around
the premises so we don't
really know how much space
we will have."

That last comment is indica-
tive of the state of Complex
7 at the moment. The Com-
pany as a whole is still
very much in the throes of
preparation, and its full poten-
tial will not be realised until
the new year. Buildings have
yet to be completed, and work
on the premises is in no way
finished, but the ideas of the
company are totally under
control. "We hope to be able
to provide bands with every-
thing they need", said Peter.
"Of course it's an uphill strug-
gle, any organisation worth its
weight in gold is never satis-
fied with its performance, but
we hope to be well on top in
the new year,"
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INTERNATIONAL RECORDING STUDIO NEWS AND VIEWS

DREAMING AT THE MANOR
THE Manor has been a hive

of activity as usual over
the past month, and it's good
to see that not only have
regular visitors such as Tan-
gerine Dream been in, but also
lesser known bands such as
Supercharge, who have been
working on an album and a

single. During the latter part
of November and the first week
of December, the Far East
Family Band, a new Japanese
outfit, were in, recording an
album which was produced by
Klaus Schulze.

December visitors include
Christopher Rainbow, who has
been producing an album for
David Lewis.

E.M.I. Band Rinky Dink and
The Crystal Set have been re-
cording with John Leckie do-
ing the engineering. Others at

work at The Manor over the
past month have been Wig-
wam.

GONG AT SARM
CHIEF visitors to Sarm rec-

ently have been Queen,
who finished A Night at the
Opera and the single Bohemian
Rhapsody (Number One at the
time of writing) in the studio.
Other musicians using Sarm
have included David Essex,
Fox, who put the finishing
touches to their latest album,
Ta/es of Illusion there, Alan
Price and Virgin band Gong.

After Christmas Sarm plan
to spend three weeks enlarg-
ing their control room and up-
dating both the desk and
ancilliary equipment.

ON THE AIR

ANYONE thinking that Air
Studios was primarily a

rock musicians place of work
would have been surprised last
month to see the studio play-
ing host to the celebrated
avant-garde composer Stock-
hausen, one of the greatest
twentieth century classical
musicians. He spent four days
in the studio recording an
assortment of material for
forthcoming albums. On per-
haps a more mundane level,
Bebop Deluxe have been
spending some time mixing
their new album, with the
assistance of John Leckie, who
engineered for them.

New band Doctors of Mad-
ness have been recording and
mixing with John Punter
handling the production. Brian
Parrish (ex Parrish and Gur-
vitz - yes, that's right, Paul
Gurvitz, now of The Baker-
Gurvitz Army) has been mixing
an album. This is the second
album he has made in the last
few months, even the first of
the two not having been re-
leased at the time of writing.

Jeff Beck has been putting
the finishing touches to his
new waxing with the assis-

Beck at Air.

tance of Geoff Emerick, and an-
other of the resident engineers,
Mike Stavro, has been work-
ing on the new Olivia Newton -
John album. Other visitors to
the studio over the past month
have included television per-
sonality William Rushton, who
has been recording a commer-
cial, the Martyn Ford orche-
stra, who have completed an
album, and Robin Trower, who
has started work on his new
album.

The organ every
professional
organist has been
waiting for...
The SUPERSONIC SC/444
- by SISGO

Write or phone for
immediate details to:

111066 Albion House, 21 Albion Street, Manchester
Tel. 061-236 1506/1536

SISGO
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NOVA NEWS

DEL Newman, renowned
arranger and producer, has

been spending a great deal of
time in Nova sound Studios
recently. He has been produc-
ing some tracks for Kate Rob-
bins for McCartney Productions
(Kate is Paul's cousin); about
four or five songs were re-
corded and it is thought that
one of these will be chosen
as a single. Del has also been
working with a new band call-
ed Wynsom who have been
working on a single.

Both Barry and Paul Ryan
have been working on new
material independently of one
another, although they have
been helping one another out
on backing vocal tracks etc.
Bill Oddie of The Goodies has
been working on new Goodies
material - perhaps a new
single will soon be forthcom-
ing!

The Biddu Orchestra will be
using the studio just before
Christmas to work on a new
album, and Biddu himself will
be helping to produce Tina
Charles as well. Other artists
booked to use the studio in-
clude Marmalade and the 20th
Century Steel Band.

E.L.P. working with large orchestra.

MUSIC CENTRE GOES SUPERSONIC
ROY WOOD seems almost

to have taken up resi-
dence at The Music Centre!
Having only just released
Mustard, this multi -talented
gent has already started re-
cording again and plans to be
working in the studio at least
until Christmas. A good deal
of recording for Supersonic has
been done at The Music Centre
recently - such bands as
Slade and E.L.O. having laid
down tracks for the pro-
gramme. Other film work has
included the recording of the
sound track of Robin and
Marian, a new Robin Hood
movie starring Sean Connery,

with a score by Michel Legrand.
Other notables in the studio

have included Emerson, Lake
and Palmer who have been
coming in for six or seven
weeks, on and off, and who
have been recording with a

large orchestra. Bruce Welsh
has been doing some produc-
tion work and Tony Wilson of
Hot Chocolate, has been re-
cording for C.B.S. Starfire, a

new American band, has also
been in putting down some
tracks for Bell. On the lighter
side, Mike Yarwood has been
booked at the studio - maybe
he'll make quite an impression
there!

STRAWBERRY
NEWS

.r HE last two weeks of
I November saw a re -fit of

the control room at Straw-
berry Studios in Stockport.

Alterations were carried out
by Westlake, the American
firm who have been develop-
ing a massive reputation in the
studio world for the past few
years with their adventurous
ideas.

Among the work carried out
was the fitting of Westlake
Monitors which are Westlake
enclosures carrying Gauss bass
units and JBL mid and high
range systems.

The major project, however,
was the converting of the con-
trol room over to full 24 track
operation. Tape machine was
supplied by Studer and the
existing desk has been modi-
fied up to full 24 track spec.

Among the more unconven-
tional ideas of Westlake is the
use of stone facing for walls
in the control room. Studio
Manager, Peter Tattersall, told
Beat that he was delighted
with the conversion which, he
felt, had resulted in one of the
best control room sounds he
had yet heard.

COMING NEXT MONTH
IN BEAT

How a live
recording really
works

aciNal
For Your Masters"

16 Track Ampex, 8 Track Ampex, 24 Channel Mixing
Stereo Ampex, Audio & Design Compressors, Limiters,
& Noise Gates, Tape Delay, ADT, Eventide Phasing,
Master -Room Reverb, Full Range AKG & Neuman
Microphones, Grand Piano, Musicians Available.

16 Track . £15 per hour
8 Track .. . . £8 per hour

TELEPHONE US ON 802 7868 or 807 2146
19, Stamford Hill, London N16.

SvN RECORDING STUDIO
8 TRACK, £8 PER HOUR. £120 WEEKEND.
4 TRACK AVAILABLE. AKG. MICS  PIANO 

SYNTHESISER  AMPS.
Our staff will co-operate to produce high standard demos, jingles and
masters. Musicians and singers available to assist songwriters develop
their material on to tape. Very reasonable rates mobile available.
34-36 CROWN STREET, READING, BERKS. 0734 595647

What has 16 -track Scully recording, an advanced
24 -input desk with auto -reduction and computer

logic, BX20 reverb, ADT, Dolby, Moog Synthesizer,
a smile on its face, and costs only £10 an hour?

Acorn Records, Stonesfield, Oxford. Stonesfield 444

COVERS !
COVERS MADE FOR ALL SOUND EQUIPMENT.

TOUGH, HEAVY DUTY LEATHERCLOTH, WHITE

PIPING, NEAT HANDLE HOLES.

BY THE 100, OR ONE OFF

Trade enquiries welcome

GARDNER MUSICAL INST.

435 Resale Road, Hull.
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INSTRUMENT REVIEW 1
1

MXR BLUE BOX AND

DISTORTION

REVIEWING effects pedals
is never a particularly

simple job. It's impossible to
describe the sounds made by
the more adventurous types
and certainly not a worthwhile
prospect to try. Still, certain
units are so good that they
demand a review which is why
we've been having ourselves
a lot of fun over the past few
weeks with several MXR units,
two of which we're reviewing
here.

Although fairly new in the
U.K. MXR equipment is well
known in the States and a few
other countries where it has
been picked up and used by
many top touring British bands.
Recently, though, Rose -Morris
took the wise step of importing
MXR's range and so they're
now available over here.

We'll start with the simpler
unit first, the Distortion +. In
blunt terms this unit is a fuzz
box. As such it may seem at
first to be a damned expensive
one at its price of £37.50.
You're not being asked to pay
for rubbish though. Like all
MXR units the Distortion + is
constructed of really tough
materials with a great deal of
thought having gone into its
roadability. In other words you
can do my favourite trick of
jumping on them from six feet
without fear of them buckling
under your weight. These
machines were built for mad
axe men!

Sound on the Distortion +

is equally well thought out.
Rather than merely knock -up
a cheap transistor circuit that
fuzzes your chords to pieces,
the MXR has a strange ability
to sound like a valve whine
when used on guitar. Used on
bass it sounds like nothing
you've ever heard before being
especially strong on harmonics.
I'm pleased to be able to report
that this unit is probably the
best distortion box yet to have
come our way in terms of the
screaming sustain it pokes out
and the durability of its con-
struction (the latter being an
especially weak point on most

similar machines).
The Blue Box (as the second

unit we tried is rather mys-
teriously called) is a bit of a
killer. Priced at £68.50 it may
seem like an extravagance but
the Blue Box could well be-
come an essential piece of
equipment for an adventurous
player.

Basically, it electronically
locks onto the frequency which
your guitar is giving out at any
one time and duplicates it two
octaves lower. Added to this
the unit also gives you a varia-
tion in the original tone which
can be varied via a blend con-

trol which mixes the two notes
together.

The result is indescribable.
Used selectively this box can
make a guitar played on the
lower strings sound like Jon
Lord's Hammond-that growl-
ing distorted tone that Purple
use so effectively. In a band
with limited instrumental capa-
city that effectively gives you
a hell of a lot of scope musi-
cally which you wouldn't have
had without adding keyboards.

For experimental reasons (in
other words we just got
curious about this one) we
tried it with a bass. Unfor-
tunately, our Yamaha guitar
amp (sorry Kemble, it was a
cruel thing to do to a guitar
speaker) just couldn't repro-
duce a bass tone two octaves
lower than it should have been
at all happily. However, used
with a proper bass speaker,
the Blue Box could well add
an interesting new dimension
to bass guitar playing.

Both the MXR Blue Box and
the Distortion + are well worth
investigating if you're into
effects of the highest quality.
We would expect both to last
for years of pounding and can
give them no higher recom-
mendation other than to say
that, used seriously, these
machines expand one's playing
rather than merely clutter it
with silly noises. Despite their
price, both units are excellent
buys.
GRC. Tested with Antoria 2343

HINSON
FOR YEARS THE ULTIMATE IN ECHO MACHINES NOW BRING YOU THE

A II new EC3
!! LOOK AT THESE EXCITING FEATURES II
* NEW STREAMLINED DESIGN
* SCRATCHPROOF ALUMINIUM FASCIA & COVER
* THREE CHANNEL INPUT & OUTPUT WITH PUSHBUTTON

SELECTORS
* A.C. MOTOR
" INPUT & OUTPUT VOLUME CONTROLS, TONE & SWELL

CONTROLS
* FOUR DELAY TIMES AT 33, 66, 99 & 132 MILLISECONDS
* PUSHBUTTONS FOR ECHO-REPEAT-SWELL SELECTION
* MAINS, SIGNAL & FEED CABLES SUPPLIED
* REMOTE CONTROL PEDAL
* LIFETIME GUARANTEE ON MAGNETIC DISC PRICE £325.00 + VAT AT 8%

CAN YOU SETTLE FOR LESS? E.S.E (BINSON SALES) 2 UPPER FANT ROAD, MAIDSTONE, KENT
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INSTRUMENT REVIEW 2
YAMAHA YTA15A

AMPLIFIER
A

ALTHOUGH relatively new on
the British Market, Yamaha

gear (distributed by Kemble
Yamaha in Milton Keynes) is
already well established, Beat
readers may well remember our
glowing report on their 100
watt 2x12 combo the other
month - one of the very best
amps we've ever tested.

100 watt amps, although very
important, are not, of course,
the only things available from
Kemble. Their line stretches
right down to small practise
amps like the YTA 15 A and
when we were scouting round
for a small amp to review, we
thought a look at this beast
wouldn't come amiss.

The YTA 15 A is a plain amp.
It's currently finished in grey
vinyl with a reasonably strong
cloth grille and a functional
front panel. The controls (cov-
ering a low and high input) are
volume, bass, treble, distortion
and reverb. The rear of the amp
offers a jack socket for the
reverb, two fuses and a piece
of hardboard which covers the
speaker recess. Whilst this is
satisfactory from a strength
angle it does very little cosmet-
ically.

Internal construction is ex-
cellent, the wiring being to
Yamaha's high standard. Reli-
ability should be excellent in
this unit.

One slight problem for Yam-
aha with this amp is its design-
ation. From it's name you might
assume it was a 15 watt amp.

No way. Although Kemble are
modestly claiming a 25 watt
RMS output, you could well
expect considerably more pro-
viding you crank up the tone
controls and wear ear plugs!

Tone range is excellent, A
good bass response comes
from the single 12" Yamaha
speaker as does ample treble.

Reverb is quite adequate but
the distortion control is far
more a mild sustain than a real
fuzz. For many better sounds
this is quite adequate but if you
wanted a real fuzz sound you
would have to use a fuzz box.
Tested with our Antoria 2343
(chosen because it's very much
the sort of guitar that people

M ELECTRONIC
French's Mill, French's Rd., Cambridge

6 CHANNEL MIXER AMP
comprising six independent
channels, each with Treble,
Middle Bass and Echo controls,
Slider Volume. Monitor volume
- Treble and Bass, Echo
Return powered by the 150
Watt amplifier with heat sinks
for cool running. Hi. & Low
input sensitivity switching
Preamplifier distortion typically
0.01% at 1KHz
Power amp distortion typically
0.05% at 1KHz
Hum and noise - 116dB
E187.50

would be inclined to use with
a low price amp like this) we
found the distortion not be-
coming really apparent till we
hit the 6 mark on the 10 point
potentiometer scale.

What is really impressive,
however, is the power of the
amp. Really, Yamaha are ser-
iously underrating their amps
because this one will hit well
in excess of an audible 25
watts, making it for more than
a bedroom practise job. Quite
honestly, this would be ade-
quately powered for small club
gigs especially if miked through
a PA. Certainly, for rehearsals
it has more than enough vol-
ume and that indefinable
quality that we can only call
'punch'.

Retail price of the Yamaha
YTA 15 A is £112.49 including a
staggering 25 per cent VAT.
Apparently, if the amp were
30 watts or more it would only
carry 8 per cent so snotty
letters are well due to your local
M.P.s over that little charmer.
At that price it isn't bad value
for money.. Suitable applica-
tions would be for tuning in a
dressing room (massive bands)
practise use and occasional re-
hearsals (smaller bands). One
factor well worth bearing in
mind is that it would be a

pretty good amp as a first job.
Learning to play electric calls
for a light, portable highly re-
liable simple amp. This Yamaha
fits that bill perfectly. Tested
with Antoria 2343 guitar. GRC

Currently provisions are being made to
manufacture Graphic Equalisers, Guitar
Amps and Combos. Details will be
released in the near future.
For further details contact TONY GIPP
(0223) 66559.

12 CHANNEL STEREO MIXING CONSOLE

 The MM Electronics MP175 with a 4 band equalisation
giving 12 dB cut and boost at frequencies: 100 Hz;
2 kHz and 10 kHz.
 Continuously variable pre -fade fold back and post
fade echo.
 Stereo headphone amp incorporating VU metering.
PERFORMANCE
Noise reference to input -125 dBm
Hum ref input (with internal power supply) -122 dBm
Distortion better than .05% typically .01%.
Overhead level at 22 dBm all outputs buffered.

E250 Retail
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INSTRUMENT REVIEW 3 EKO RANGER
12 -STRING ACOUSTIC

This is the second review
that I've typed of this amp.

The first was done before we
made a rather amazing dis-
covery about this small unit
and was based on its function
as a mere headphone amplifier
delivering 3 watts into either
headphones or any speaker
cabinet handling four ohms or
more.

As such the Etime works
well. Construction is abso-
lutely first class and it has an
undeniable tonal quality which
when coupled with its high
output for an amp of this type
makes it a good buy.

BUT, Beat readers, this little
machine has another use which
was suggested to us by a

brainstorm. Used as a simple
pre -amp it can stretch the
most amazing sounds out of
a main guitar amplifier. We
plugged the unit into our 25
watt Yamaha amp and instant
100 watt valve amp sustain
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ANY regular Beat readers
will know about our love

affair with the Italian made Eko
range of guitars. What's more,
anybody with their eyes on TV
programmes will no doubt have
seen over the years the vast
number of pro guitarists who
use these inexpensive guitars
to great effect.

On initial examination, the
first point to really strike home
is the weight of the guitar. The
Ranger 12 string is exception-
ally heavy for an acoustic on
account of several design fea-
tures, the major contributory
factor being the thickness of
wood used internally where the
detachable neck joins the body.
The Eko is made of spruce on
the top and back and has
mahogany sides with a Rose-
wood bridge and fingerboard.

An unusual feature of the
Eko is the use of a metal nut
at the top which seems to be
a good idea as it will :ertainly
prove resistant to wear and
doesn't adversely affect the
overall tone or feel of the
guitar. The bridge is adjustably
(a good feature on an acoustic
and one which is far too often
neglected).

Retailing at a modest £46.65

poured from the tortured 12in
speaker like there was no
tomorrow.

Now it could be that by
chance ETime have discovered
here the answer to many a

lead guitarist's prayer. Used
with a solid state amp this
machine doesn't give the usual
fuzz box dirtiness but turns
even a modestly powered
amp/guitar combination into
a Les Paul/valve amp fire eater.
That means that you can take
a previously cold solid state
amp and turn it into a warm
sustaining amp just by em-
ploying this unit.

At its price of £15.82 plus
60p. post and packaging in-
cluding VAT the Etime repre-
sents good value as a practise
amp. It can drive headphones
with ample volume to convince
you that you're going through
a really big amp. Through a

speaker cab (we used an HH)
it sounds pretty good. Through

including the iniquitous 8%
VAT the Eko is really fabulous
value for money. In fact it's so
cheap that we are quite sure
that some potential purchasers
may be put off by the price
when they compare it with the
many more expensive but, in
some cases, hopelessly inferior,
Japanese acoustics on the
market. Certainly it could justi-
fiably go out at over £100 even
despite it's styling being less
'American' than some other
acoustics currently available.

The major problem one en-
counters with 12 strings is, of
course, a masive susceptibility
to going out of tune with the
slightest temperature change.
Usually this results in a lengthy
re -tuning session which, with
12 strings, is a major problem
on gigs. The Eko, however, is
certainly one of the least affec-
ted 12 strings we've yet met.
An example of its ability to
withstand the worst conditions
will illustrate our point. We
tuned the guitar before taking
it home on a cold night for a
lengthy weekend try -out. Des-
pite a wait in the cold for a
taxi and an evening in a warm
room followed by a long cold
train journey (thanks, British
Rail) the guitar was pretty

a full blown guitar amp though
it's n winner all the way. At
that price you're getting an
amp to tune up with off stage
and a box that makes any
simple fuzz unit sound pretty
silly.

The idea of using a pre -amp
overdriver is of course, not
new. Ritchie Blackmore has
his tape recorder and Brian
May built his own. Here you
have a ready-made killer for
about £16 and what it'll do
to your sound is nobody's
business!

Internal construction is ex-
cellent with a monolithic I.C.
doing all the work (which
should ensure great reliability)
and good quality jack sockets
plus a well made pair of pots
for tone and volume.

Our first review recom-
mended this amp as a practise
unit for keeping your neigh-
bours happy at 3 a.m. Well,
the E -Time will do that ex -

much in tune when we arrived
at our destination.

To Folk artists who drag
their guitars around in the rain
and snow from gig to gig, this
is a major plus!

Tone on the Ranger was sup-
erb. Despite having been vir-
tually unplayed when we
picked it up from Rose -Morris,
who distribute Eko in the UK, it
suffered none of the usual tinny
rattle that new guitars are
prone to until they're played -in.
Playing near the neck gives a
deep rich, loud 12 string boom
and back near the bridge gives
a fine treble. In fact, again, this
has the tone of a guitar costing
three times the price!

The neck on our Ranger was
dead straight and this aided by
Eko's double 'T bar' truss rod.
Certainly, in our experience,
this will keep the neck in good
nick despite the strain imposed
by the 12 strings.

In all then the Eko Ranger 12
is a good enough guitar for
anybody to own in terms of
both quality of construction
and in terms of tonal response.
It is without any exaggeration,
one of the best value guitars
to have come our way for re-
view. GRC

ceptionally well (better than
any other similar unit we can
think of). As a pre amp
however, it's a death machine
in a tiny case. We would con-
sider it to be one of the biggest
advances in helping the tran-
sistorised lead guitar amp into
the valve sound that has yet
appeared. A very good buy
indeed!

GRC. Tested with Antoria
2343 guitar, Yamaha YTA 15A
amplifier, HH speaker cab.
Available from E -Time, 16,
Foyle St., Sunderland SR1 1LE.
(0783) 43040.
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40 at Lansdowne

F.W.O. BAUCH LTD. 49 Theobald Street, Boreham Wood, Hertfordshire WD6 4RZ Telephone: 01 953 0091
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LANSDOWNE
THE HOLLAND PARK

HIT FACTORY
CONVENIENTLY placed in

Holland Park, just outside
the 'West End studio chain',
Lansdowne has been maintain-
ing a steady and very im-
pressive stream of hits for a

good many years now.
Strangely, this success has
been coupled with a rather low
profile by which the studio has
never quite achieved the con-
stant publicity usually in
attendance on their nearby
brethren. All very incongruous,
as the discreet exterior houses
an extensive range of high -
quality equipment plus a staff
of well -trained professionals to
run it.

With Director Adrian Ker-
ridge busy rounding off a

session, Chief Engineer John
Mackswith took the time to
fill us in on the interesting
background of the studio. On
the ground floor of a block of
flats, the building qualifies as
a historical monument, origin-
ally built at the turn of the
century for artists where they
could both live and work.

When Lansdowne began in
1958 the ground floor layout
lent itself well to a studio
transition, with rapid advance-
ment from mono to stereo
(one of the first to make the
move in 1960) and through
to 4 track in 1964, with the
latter desk being built by the
engineers themselves. Record-
ing success was every bit as
quick as the equipment ad-
vances, with various hits for,
to name a few, Acker Bilk,
Lonnie Donegan, Dave Clark,
Spencer Davis and the then
embryonic hitmaker Jonathan
King.

By the time Adrian Kerridge
joined the studio in 1961 fol-
lowing the departure of Joe
Meek in 1960, Lansdowne
already had an impressive
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reputation, and his first move
was to record Stranger on
the Shore, a big hit for
Acker Bilk! The latest move to
keep right up with current
demand came in 1970, when
the studio closed for two
months to move control rooms
and redesign the interior - the
big item here was a compre-
hensive 24 track Cadac desk.
Bearing in mind the way they
have always been in touch
with current trends, we won-
dered what John Mackswith
anticipated in the future.

Banking
"I really think it is premature

to talk beyond 24 track, be-
cause then you're talking about
the synchronisation of two
machines. If things become
more complicated, the answer
will be to pre -mix more during
the recording. It is common-
place to use 35-40 tracks by
pre -mixing, and indeed I have
used in excess of 72 tracks
before banking them together."
These comments of John's
highlight the fact that Lans-
downe intend to provide re-
cordings of quality without
resorting to the gimmickry al-
ready rearing its head in more
than a few control rooms, and,
to prove the point, an impres-
sive tour of the studio began.

The control room is sensibly
laid out with the desk (28 in
24 out) combining efficiency
with ease of operation. L-
shaped, the controls are within
easy reach of the engineer and
include an extensive array of
the highest quality components,
with Fairchild, Audio & Design
and Universal Audio limiters and
compressors, and the usual
EMT plates, tape machines
line the wall, with models run-
ning from a 24 track beast to

Continued on page 72
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AND ARTISTRY MEET
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TERMS

Lansdowne Recording Studios Ltd
Lansdowne House Lansdowne Road London W11 3LP Telephone 01 7270041



Continued from page 70.

the excellent B62, while a cur-
tain hides two rather potent
Cadac speakers.

The studio itself is on a

lower level than the control
room, but here there is easy
vision with a sloping tinted
glass. Like the control room,
the accent in the studio is on
practicality. They have 38 mic
lines, so nobody will go short
there for a start. Easily ac-
commodating 40 musicians, a

well designed separation can-
opy sits in one corner, with
two more booths opposite.

Depending on the session,
the canopy usually takes care
of the drums or the bass
guitar, as the ceiling absorbs
the higher frequencies without
soaking up the thumps as well.
The booths, too, are ideal for
the rhythm section, if the
requirements call for a slightly
more clinical sound. The lay-
out is matched by superb
acoustic design which com-
pletely forbids the sound from
travelling. The mic department
is well catered for with an im-
pressive fistful of AKGs and
Neumanns.

One impressive addition on
the studio floor is an unobtru-
sive rostrum complete with

cans and little speaker, by
which the musical director can
speak to anybody without
going via the nearest mic, and
by which any foldback system
can be heard. Plans for a re-
duction suite are in the offing,
and the facilities are rounded
off by the all-important kitchen
and lounge.

On the gear side, Lansdowne
are very together, with a Stein-
way baby grand and a jangle
piano free of charge. "We can
also hire virtually anything else
at very short notice," said
John, "so there aren't any
problems with instruments."

All things considered, Lans-
downe have managed to keep

their rates very competitive.
Per hour, 24 track recording
costs £37.00, and 24 track re-
mixing costs £32.00. Twenty-
nine pounds takes care of
copying, editing and playback.
The studio is also ready to pro-
vide night service, which from
midnight to six costs only £26
per hour, and with so many
late risers in the music business
one suspects that the latter is
a handy service indeed.

However, the best tribute to
the endeavours of the studio
is provided by a continuing
stream of illustrious clients:
Mac and Katie Kissoon, the
Rubettes, Jonathan King,
Roger Whittaker, Keith Emer-

son and even the mighty
Wombles. Beside Adrian and
John, the engineers are Robert
Butterworth and Dave Burns,
with assistants Hugh Pagham
and Chris Dibble, all exten-
sively trained to handle any
job from jingles to heavy rock.
One might safely conclude,
then, that there is no reason
for the flow of hits to dry up.
The all-important atmosphere
here is OK, swinging happily
from the friendly to the lunatic.
Uriah Heap, customers before
their move to the roundhouse
stable, were apparently un-
able to work without the
comfort of a giant nine foot
penguin, and ever eager to
please, the studio staff set
about constructing one from
a mass of paper and Sellotape,
which was then painted to
order.

With an ever increasing
number of studios it is indeed
pleasant to encounter one that
is happy and capable to tackle
any project whatever rather
than specialising in a particular
area to gain a quick and easy
reputation. The tapes roll in a
very well organised control
room, and the back up service
provides anything a musician
might want. Even, we are
assured, giant paper penguins.

Success breeds success.

3M, makers of Scotch 250 and 206
Professional Recording Tapes, extend their
best wishes to Lansdowne Studios.
A satisfied and successful customer.

3M and Scotch are trademarks 3m 3M 2313
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Best Wishes
to

Lansdowne Studios

Microphones

Our customers
give us that

Professional image

SUBSCRIPTIONS!

If your regular newsagent is unable to supply your

copy of Beat Instrumental, you can order direct from

us. For details write to:

BEAT INSTRUMENTAL SUBSCRIPTION DEPT.

58 Parker Street, London WC2B 5QB

dezi-dholfvedled 4
LANSDOWNE STUDIOS
(member no: 1267)
44io. a:no. .1ro. ft:no. 6.4sn a 4.. a. 41. 1,-110 le11.1. .11.4 .11 .11 1:.. .11 .11db. 4111, dir

geat oat a,
Tom-toms may be the greatest in darkest Africa
-but for spreading the word round the UK,
you can't beat 'BEAT

For just £18.00, you can promote your company through the pages of Beat Instrumental's MUSIC MART
for twelve issues - and for extra impact, £7.00 will buy you a 1"s.c. boxed display space, with reducing
rates for series bookings.

Write down the copy that you would like to have included in the next issue in the space provided below,
and send to BEAT INSTRUMENTAL & International Recording Studio, 58 Parker Street, London WC2B 508

Name/company:

Telephone No.: Heading Required:

Copy: ,.
wits gra. 
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MUSIC MART
A PAID, AT -A -GLANCE DIRECTORY

To have your company listed,
contact Howard Rosen
01-242 1961

AMP & GUITAR SHOPS

Aflyn Audio, 71 Windmill Road,
Luton, Beds.
(0582) 36950/414297
Barnards Music Studios,
40 Camden Road, Tunbridge
Wells, Kent (0892) 22141
Allan [Millington Limited
172/174 Park View Road,
Welling, Kent
01-303 1429/3441

CHRISTMAS MUSIC FAIR ON
NOW I

Full of goodies nice to see you.

ALLAN BILLINGTON,
172-174, Park View Road,

Welling, Kent. 01-303 1429/3441

Cassmusic Limited, 29 South
Street, Eastbourne, Sussex
BN21 4UP (0323) 37273
Cassmusic Limited,
38 Monarch Parade, London
Road, Mitcham, Surrey
CR4 3HA 01-640 1870
Cravens Music, 188-190
Holderness Road, Hull,
Humberside (0482) 23702
Custom Amplification, 45
Nantwith Road, Crewe,
Cheshire (0270) 4779

let Fender help you
build your reputation.

57/87 Ham pstead Road,
London NW1 01-388 7971/2

J. S. G. Musical Services, 108b
Main Street, Bingley, W. Yorks
(097) 66 68843
Melbourne Pianos
(Inc Unisound),
213/5 Kilburn High Road,
London, NW6 01-624 3900
Music Projects, 76 Balls Pond
Road, London N1 4AJ
01-249 2850

Pall Mall Music, 58 Pall Mall,
Chorley, Lancashire
Tel: 02572 71124

Power Music, 124c Green Lane
Road, Leicester
(0533) 769318
White Sound Equipment,
3 Albion Place, Sunderland,
Tyne & Wear (0783) 78068
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Woodroffes Musical
Instruments Ltd., 119 John
Bright Street, Birmingham
B1 1BE (021) 643 6545

CUSTOM-BUILT
DRUM SPECIALISTS

Eddie Ryan Drum Renovations,
10/11 Archer Street, Piccadilly,
London, W1 01-437 6113

CUSTOM-BUILT
SOUND EQUIPMENT

Accoustic Sound Systems, 17
Andersons, Stanford -le -Hope,
Essex Stanford -le -Hope 6218

Doron Sound Systems, 453
Brook Lane, Kings Heath,
Birmingham B13 OBT
(021) 777 4971
Ice Electronics, 27 Carnegie
House, New End, Hampstead,
NW3 01-794 7350

SYNTHESIZERS

Roy Gwinn, Glen Eyre New
Courts, Glen Eyre Road, Bassett,
Southampton S09 2QN or
contact via Forest Edge
(04258) 7231

DISC -CUTTING
& MASTERING

Midland Sound Recordings,
Meeting House Lane, Balsall
Common, Coventry
(0676) 32468

DISCO SERVICES
D. J. Electronics (Hackney)
Ltd., 83 Queens Road,
Southend-on-Sea, Essex
SS1 1PY (0702) 353033/4/5
Fenton Weill Export & Services
Ltd., 61 South Parade, London
W4 01-994 7220
S.I.S. (Sound Equipment) Ltd.,
12 Military Road, Northampton
NN1 3EU
Tel: 0604 32965

EQUIPMENT
HIRE SERVICES

P. A. SYSTEMS

Atlantis Music Hire Ltd., Reg.
Office: 2-3 Warwick Court,
Grays Inn, London, WC1
01-444 7916

Cascade Music,
42/44 Upper Tooting Road,
London SW17 7PD 01-672 3997

FOR ALL YOUR
Ground Control, 7a Wilby
Mews, London, W11
01-727 9170
H.H.B. P.A. Hire, 16 Wallasey
Crescent, Ickenham, Uxbridge,
Middx., Ruislip (71) 73271/
36986

Larebee Productions, 17 London
Mews, Paddington 01-262 5470
Performance Auilo Hire,
Tinkers, Flimwell, Nr. Wadhurst,
Sussex (058087) 430
Standish Light & Sound Hire
Co. Ltd., 358 Preston Road,
Standish, Nr. Wigan
(0257) 421603
E. Zee Hire Limited, 7-9 Market
Road, London N7
Tel: 01-609 0246
Live Ware, 17 St. Anne's Court,
Wardour St., London W1V 3AN
Tel: 01-734 9901/3
R & C Music, 2 High Street,
Bexley, Kent 29- 51663

PERCUSSION
INSTRUMENTS

Percussion Services, 17-23
Vale Royal, London N7
01-607 8383
Professional Percussion
01-554 0664

EQUIPMENT
REPAIR SERVICES

SPEAKERS

Johnson & Jones, 66 Dalston
Lane, London E8 01-254 9331

GUITAR SERVICES
Brian Cohen, 49 Kensington
Park Road, London W11
Phone: 01-727 8719
Peter Cook, 17 Perimeade
Road, Perivale, Middx.
01-998 3101

KEYBOARD STUDIOS
Ray Moore Organ Centre,
10 Devonshire Street,
Carlisle (0228) 26742

LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
FACILITIES

Aarvak Electronics, 98a West
Green Road, London N15 5NS
01-800 8656

MUSICAL NEEDS
Cerebrum Lights, 168 Chiltern
Drive, Berrylands, Surbiton,
Surrey KT5 8LS 01-390 0051

Zenith Lighting, 60 !field Road,
London SW10 01-352 7048

MAIN AGENTS FOR...

ALTEC & UNIVERSITY
SOUND

Theatre Projects, 10 Long
Acre, London WC2 9LN
01-240 5411

MANUFACTURERS

Elka-Orla (U.K.) Limited, 19
Bluebridge Industrial Estate,
Halstead, Essex
Halstead 5325/6

Hohner, 39/45 Coldharbour
Lane, London SE5
01- 733 4411/2/3/4

GENERAL
MUSIC STRINGS

Treforest Glamorgan

AMPLIFICATION

Harris Sound Equipment,
Clacton Works, Clacton Road,
Tottenham, London N17 6UG
01-808 3655

Hiwatt Equipment Limited,
Park Works, 16 Park Road,
Kingston-upon-Thames, Surrey
01-549 0252/3

for
MARSHALL
The Soundest Sound around

ROSE MORRIS & CO. LTD.

Watkins Electric Music
Limited, 66 Offley Road,
London SW9 OLU
01-735 6568/9/0

White Amplification, 211 High
Street West, Sunderland,
Tyne & Wear (0783) 43627

Zoot-Hom Sound Equipment,
31 Station Road, London SE25
01-653 6018



MUSIC MART
A PAID, AT -A -GLANCE DIRECTORY FOR ALL YOUR
ELECTRONIC
ORGAN KITS

Wins Electronic Musical
Instruments, 12 Brett Road,
Hackney ES 1JP 01-986 8455

BROADCASTING
EQUIPMENT

Alice (Stancoil) Ltd.,
38 Alexandra Road, Windsor,
Berks. (95) 51066

CUSTOM-BUILT SOUND
EQUIPMENT

Summit Amplifications, 493
Green Lanes, Haringey N4 1AL
01-348 8870

CUSTOM-BUILT
PERCUSSION & FITTING

Percussion Services, 17-23
Vale Royal, London N7
01-607 8383

P/A EQUIPMENT

ALLINGTON AUDIO
DEVELOPMENTS

Manufacturers of stage and desk
mixers, now offer a new
economy range of stage micro-
phone mixers. Write for details:

794 A2 Mansfield Road,
Nottingham NG5 3GG

Amek, 8 Stockport Road,
Altrincham, Cheshire
WA15 8ET (061) 928 8688
H/H Electronic, Industrial Site,
Cambridge Road, Milton,
Cambridge, CB4 4AZ
(0223) 65945I

1.111Helectronic
P.A. Systems,
Echo Cents, Mixers,
Broedcarting and
Recording Amplification.

Industrial Site, Cambridge Road, Milton, Cambridge
CM 4AZ (02231 85945

Power Amplification Limited,
8 Macadam Place, South
Newmoor, Irvine, Ayrshire
KA11 4HU (0294) 211051

Reslo, Spring Gardens, London
Road, Romford, RM7 9LJ
70) 61926

Rose, Morris

32-34 Gordon House Road,
London NW5 INE

SYNTI4ESISERS

Synthesiser Music Services
Ltd., 12 Holland Park, London
W11 01-221 5665

MUSICAL INSTRUMENT
SHOPS

Al Music Centre, 88 Oxford
Street, Manchester 1

(061) 236 0340
Andertons Music Centre, 5
Stoke Fields, Guildford, Surrey
(0483) 75928

Assembly Music, Alfred Street,
Bath (0225) 63508

Berry Pianos, 48 Grand Parade,
Haringey, London, N4
01-800 2488

Allan Billington Limited,
172/174 Park View Road,
Welling, Kent
01-303 1429/3441

Cornell, J. P., 31 Spring Bank,
Hull (0482) 215335

Covent Music Centre, 3-4
Whitefriars Street, Coventry,
West Midlands
Tel: 0203 58571

Duckson & Pincker Ltd.,
Harmony Hall, Bridge Street,
Bath (0225) 5676

Euromusic, 13 Princesses
Parade, Waterside, Crayford,
Kent DA1 4.1D (03225) 22544

F. D. & H. Music, 138-140
Charing Cross Road, London
WC2H OLD 01-836 4766

Kempster & Son, 98
Commercial Road, Swindon,
Wiltshire (0973) 5523/26375

Kennard & Sons Limited, 10
New Rents, Ashford, Kent
(0233) 23226

Kitchen, R. S. Limited, 27-31
Queen Victoria St., Leeds 1

Leeds 446341

Loughborough Music Centre,
18 The Rushes, Loughborough,
Leicestershire (05093) 30398

Ivor Mairants Musicentre, 56
Rathbone Place, London
W1P 1AB 01-636 1481

Matthews, 20 The Broadway,
Maidstone, Kent
(0622) 673355

Melbourne Pianos
(Inc. Unisound),
213/5 Kilburn High Road,
London, NW6 01-624 3900
36 Peckham Rye, London SE15
48 High Street, Chatham, Kent

Music Equipment Ltd.,
55 Camberwell Church Street,
London, SE5 01-701 2270
Nicklin & Sons Limited, The
Square, Barnstaple, Devon
0271) 2005
Normans (Burton -upon -Trent)
Ltd., 1 Lichfield Street, Burton -
upon -Trent (0283) 61528
Ross Sound House, 17
Gloucester Road,
Ross -on -Wye Herefordshire
(0989) 2431
Rushtons Music, 28 Oswald
Road, Scunthorpe,
S. Humberside
Scunthorpe (0724) 2400
Sandra's Music Centre,
6 Allhalland Street, Bideford,
North Devon (023) 722 707

Miner
Alves todays muric

lent.] Selmer & Co. Ltd.,
Woolpack Lane, Braintree,
Essex, CM7 6BB.

Dave Simms Music Centre, 1-5
The Grove, Ealing, London
W5 5DX 01-560 0520
David Vane Music, 28 Market
Street, Exmouth 03952-75246
Whitwams, 70 High Street,
Winchester (0962) 65253
Woods (Pianos & Organs)
Limited 15/17 Manchester
Road, Bolton, BL2 1EH
Bolton 27171
Branches: Preston 52865

Burnley 33709

WOODS
of BOLTON I I
all kinds of keyboards

Retail & Wholesale
15-17 Manchester Road, Bolton
Lance (0204) 27171

PERCUSSION SHOPS
Allan Billington Limited,
172/174 Park View Road,
Welling, Kent
01-303 1429/3441

Drumland, 75 Lowfield Street,
Dartford, Kent (32) 24.449

for
LUDWIG
DRUM KITS,
ROSE MORRIS & CO. LTD.
32-34 Gordon House Road,
London NW51NE

MUSICAL NEEDS
Musical Sounds, 274 London
Road, Sheffield 2
(0742) 50445 or 54381
Music Unlimited, 1 Broad
Street, Wolverhampton,
WV1 1JA (0902) 772 840
Percussion Services, 17-23 Vale
Royal, London, N7. 01-607 8383

PROMOTION
& PUBLICITY

PRINTED 'T' SHIRTS

Jigsaw Promotions, 102a High
Street, Beckenham, Kent
01-650 8150

Just Promotions, 170 High
Street, Waltham Cross, Herts.
Waltham Cross 36789/30719

STICKERS

Just Promotions, 170 High
Street, Waltham Cross, Herts.
Waltham Cross 36789/30719

RECORDING STUDIOS

The Studios below are listed
under maximum track capacity.

24 TRACK

Abbey Road Studios, 3 Abbey
Road, St. John's Wood,
London, NW8 01-286 1161
Kingsway Recorders Limited,
129 Kingsway, London
WC2B 6NH 01-242 7245
R. G. Jones Recording Studios,
Beulah Road, Wimbledon,
SW19 01-540 4441
Basing Street Studios (Island),
8-10 Basing Street, London,
W11 01-229 1229
Majestic Recording Studios
Ltd., 146 Clapham High Street,
London, SW4 01-622 1228/9
Strawberry Recording Studios,
3 Waterloo Road, Stockport,
Cheshire (061) 480 9711/2

16 TRACK

Acorn Records Limited, Church
Road, Stonesfield, Oxford
0X7 2PS
(099) 389 324 & 444
Chalk Farm Studios Ltd., la
Belmont Street, London
NW1 8HJ 01-267 1542 &
01-267 4873
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MUSIC. MART
A PAID, AT -A -GLANCE DIRECTORY FOR ALL YOUR MUSICAL NEEDS
Decibel Studios, 19 Stamford
Hill, London N16
01-802 7868, 01-807 2146
Indigo Sound Studios Ltd.,
Gartside Street, Manchester,
M3 3EL (061) 834 7001
Magritte Studios, 15 Holloway
Lane, Harmondsworth, West
Drayton, Middx. 01-897 9670
Pye Recording Studios, ATU
House, Great Cumberland
Place, London, W1
01-262 5495
T.M.C. Recording Studio,
118 Mitcham Road, London,
SW17 01-672 4108

8 TRACK

Bird Sound Studios, Kings
Lane, Nr. Stratford-upon-Avon,
Warwicks (0789) 85705 &
(0789) 3081

Countdown Sound Studio, 104
High Street, Manchester,
M4 1HQ (061) 832 3339
Free Range Sound Studios, 22
Tavistock Street, London,
WC2 01-836 7608
K. P. M. Studios Ltd., 21
Denmark Street, London
WC2H 8NE 01-836 6699
Leader Sound, 209 Rochdale
Road, Greetland, Halifax, West
Yorkshire (04227) 6161
Milner Sound Limited, Studio
117c, Fulham Road, London,
SW3 01-589 6477
Pluto Studios,
3 Waterloo Road,
Stockport, Cheshire SK1 3BD
(061) 744 0434

Riverside Recording Studios,
78 Church Path, (Fletcher
Road), Chiswick, London, W4
01-994 3142

4 TRACK

D. T. S. Recording, 16 The
Broadway, Maidstone, Kent
(Maidstone) 670 326 &
(Medway) 401 467
P. S. L. Studios, la Salcott
Road, London, SW11
01-223 2544 & 01-998 6088
Samma Studios, 90 Lots Road,
London, SW10 01-352 4136

MOBILE

Island Mobile, 8-10 Basing
Street, London, W11
01-229 1229

REHEARSAL STUDIOS

E.C.M. Rehearsal Studio

GLASPANT, CAPEL-IWAN,
DYFED SA38 9LS -TEL: (VEUNDRE)466

Farmyard Rehearsal Studios,
White Line Road, Little Chalfont,
Bucks. 02404 2912

Tracks Rehearsal Studio,
110 Churchfield Road, Acton,
London, W3 01-993 0751 &
01-992 9061

SOUND HOUSES

FENDER

Fender Sound House,
57/87 Hampstead Road,
London N.W.1 01-388 7971/2
JimZ (Electronic Music), 83
Bargates, Christchurch,
BH23 1QQ (02015) 71270
Melbourne Pianos (Inc.
Unisound), 213/5 Kilburn High
Road, London, NW6
01-624 3900
Sound Pad Music Centre,
London Road, Leicester
(0533) 20760

Larabee Productions,
17 London Mews, Paddington
01-262 5470

WHOLESALERS

Cleartone Musical Instruments
Ltd., 27 Legge Lane,
Birmingham 1 (021) 236 6100

CBS/Arbiter, 213/215
Tottenham Court Road,
London, W1 01-323 4881

64 Woods (Pianos & Organs)
Limited, 15/17 Manchester
Road, Bolton, BL2 lEH
(0204) 27171

H/H
Johnson's Music (Lesjay Ltd.),
227 London Road, Sheffield,
S24 NF (0742) 53127

TOUR SERVICES

LIGHTING & SOUND
HIRE

Entec Ltd., 90 Wardour Street,
London, W1 01-903 5790

ON TOUR
MERCHANDISING

Just Promotions, 170 High
Street, Waltham Cross, Herts.
Waltham Cross 36789/30719

Sales Executive
Required

If you feel you can sell
our range of Sound Mix-
ing Consoles, are keen,
energetic and with a

genuine enthusiasm to
succeed, please contact:

Andrew Stirling at:
Allen & Heath
01-340 3291

Acorn Records
Aflyn Music
A.K.G.
Allan Billington
Allen & Heath
A.P.R.S.
Bauch F.W.O.
Birch Guitars, John
Birotronics
Bose
Brodr-Jorgensen
Cetec
Chappells
Coppock J.T.
Davoli
Decibel
Drumland
ECM Rehearsal
Elka-Orla
E.S. Electronics

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS
65 Fletcher, Coppock & Newman
54 FM Acoustics ...
73 Gardner Musical
31 General Music Strings
76 Hamiltons
73 H/H Electronics ...
69 Hodges & Johnson
54 How, James

44-45 Johnson's Music
58 King Music, Simon
37 Kemble-Yamaha

IFC Lansdowne Studios
52 Legh Music, Peter
56 Macdonald Developments
10 Macinnes Labs ...
65 Mairants, Ivor
30 M.E.H.
76 MM Electronics

IBC 3M
66 Nashville Strings

55
50
65
48
31

39
43
53
11

35
49
71

30
17
14
52
13
67
72
21

Obelec
Reslosound
Rochford Acoustics
Roka Acoustics ...
Roost Sound Equipment
Rose -Morris
S.A.I.
Selmer & Co., H. ...
Shure Electronics
Sisgo
Sonor
Summerfield
Sun Recording ...
Top Gear
Vitavox
Wing Music
W.M.I.
Woods of Bolton
ZB Guitars

55
38
37
55
86
47
51

9
34
64
30
50
65
52
11

31
43

BC
55
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BEAT INSTRUMENTAM EQUIPMENT PRICE GUIDE
In the absence of a final ruling from the Government on the rate of VAT to be added to all types of musical in-
struments and equipment (only a few have been finalised so far) prices listed here (unless marked otherwise)
include the latest interim VAT rates.
All prices we list are therefore recommended retail prices, including the appropriate VAT rate of 8% or 25%,
and are subject to alteration without notice. Whilst every endeavour is always made to ensure that all prices
listed here are correct at the time of going to press, it is always advisable to check with your local dealer.
Please note that where prices have been listed 'exclusive of VAT', the retailer will add the appropriate rate on sale.

44.

GUITARS
BALDWIN

GRETSCH
Fk, s/burst. 119.75
Fk, natural. 124.96
Sunvalley, siburst 163.66
Sunvalley, natural 174.30
Rancher. 206.24
Deluxe.. 25017
Supreme 283.41
Electro classic 158.35
Clipper, siburst 158.35
Double Anniversary,

siburst. 343.44
Streamliner, s/burst 250.71
Streamliner, cherry 331.56
Country Club, s/

burst. 315.34
Country Club, nat 331.32
Viking, s/burst 441.74
Viking, natural. 457.71
White Falcon. 613.39
White Falcon, stereo 693.22
Roc Jet, porsche

pumpkin. 250.17
Roc Jet, black 325.08
Roc Jet, red 250.17
Roc Jet, walnut. 325.08
Bass, mahogany. 250.17
Tennessean, cherry 347.76
Nashville, red 365.04
Country Gentleman,

walnut 405.00
Deluxe Chet, red 471.02
Deluxe Chet, walnut 471.02
Super Chet, walnut 534.88
Super Chet, red 53+88
SHO BRO
Hawaiian, 6-str . 250.17
Hawaiian, 7-str . 26744
Spanish 250.17

SH 0 -BUD
Steel guitars:
6138.. 264.60
6139.. 43+16
6140.. 54+32
6152. 231.12
6153.. 783.00

BOOSEY Et
HAWKES
DI GIOGIO (BRAZIL)
No 16 Signorina 39.15
No 28 Classico 47.00
No 36 Bel Som. 71.50
No 30 Amazon. 55.00

TAKEHARU
GT30A small . 52.95
GT3OB small. 52.95
GT85 full size 34.95
GTI20 full size. 39.95
GTI80 full size. 52.95
WT100 jumbo 39.30
WT200 jumbo 5+95
WT100-12 jumbo. 43.50

VITTORO
570 small 12.75
575 full size 19.95
2651 full size. 15.75

CBS/ARBITER

FENDER
Electric:
Jazzmaster S/burst 263.00
Jaguar Sunburst 280.00
Stratocaster S/bst 200.00
Ditto, tremelo. 232.00
Starcaster. 375.00
Telecaster d /I 251-00
Ditto, tremelo. 271.00
Telecaster Stm. 196.00
Ditto, tremelo. 23+00

Telecaster Std 180.00 MIAMI
Ditto, tremelo 285.00 FTI Elec.
Bronco Red 112.00 FT2 Elec
Musicmaster 103.00 FTI Bass.
Mustang. 180.00
Telecaster Thinline 234.00
Ditto, tremelo. 258.00
Precision bass 186.00
Ditto, narrow neck 198.00
Precision bass,

fretless.. 186.00
Jazz bass. 223.00
Telecaster bass. 189-00
Mustang bass. 152.00
Musicmaster bass 92.00
Artist Dual 10 1070.00
Artist Single 10. 662.00
Student Single 10 280.00
Acoustics:
FC-I of Classic 30.00
FC-I 0 Classic. 33.20
FC-20 . 40.60
FC-30 . 52.05
FC-40. 59.30
F -I 5.. 38.95
F-25. 43.35
F-35. 49.80
F-45. 50.85
F-55-12.. 61.90
F-65.. 62.00
F-75. 79.20
F-85. 105.05
F-95.. 13+65

ARBITER
Acoustic:
C -I0 Classic
C -I5 Classic
C-20 Classic
1-110 Jumbo.
1-115 Jumbo.
J-120 Jumbo.
J-125 Jumbo.
J-130 Jumbo.
Electric:
E-250 I p/u solid
E-255 2 p/u solid
E-260 bass.
Elecs. (w/cs.)
E-210 L.P. S/B
E-215 L.P. S/B
E-220 S.G..
E-225 Flying 'V'
E-230 S.G..
E-325 MM copy (no

cs.)
E-325 TV
E-240 Dble. neck 6

and 12 str
E-245 LP Junr
E-265 Stereo bs.
E-270 d/I..
E-275 Dble. neck 6

and bs.

155.00
99.00

135.00
170.00

155.00

CHAPPELL

Classical:
C.I00
C.I01.
C.102.
Steel strung:
C.200
C.201.

CLEARTONE

TANTARRA
4195 Classic 18.28

GUYATONE
HG9I Steel.. 20.66
HG306 Steel. 55.52
HGI88C Steel 8572
KLIRA
Westbury Ju mbo 64.79
310 Electric 64.79
360 Bass . 68.20
Blue Hill 6 37.16
Blue Hill 12 62.17
SM8 Solid 80.13
SM9 Solid 9058
Westside. 113-81
SM19 Bass. 97.18
355 Bass . 7587
149 Classic. 27.62
C.M.I.
CMI Custom VI.
SMI Custom IV
CMI Salisbury
SG2S
SGIOB..
ST300.
HASHIMOTO
G100
GI30
G 160
G200

23.10 G250
35.20
48.75
31.00
40.15
43.45
45.00
80.30

24.75
2805
37.95

82.50
82.40

114.40
106.70
95.70

109.96
122.76
109.96
45.66
4+52
67.49

38.73
4+18
51.42
57.79
6868

2366B Marksman
25.36 2366FLB Fretless bs
2993 2375 Rocketman
32.64 Rosewood f b 101.30

2375 Rocketman
Maple f b. 108.20

2375W Rocketman
White. 127.00

2375L Sunburst I/h 112.25
2375N Rocketman

Natural. 121.50
2375 Ash 148.70
2376 Dixie Fireball bs 131.50
2386 Memphis ctm

d/I.. 151.00
2386L Left -Hand 159.14
2384 Clipper d/I II 136.60
2385 Clipper Tallboy

bs.. 13+25
1912 Twincaster 6830
1917 Twincaster bs 59.00
1755 Soundmaster II 60.20
1752/4 Soundmaster

bs.. 49.20
2370 Semi -Acoustic

Id. 102.00
2371 Semi -Acoustic

bs . 94.30
2374 Semi -Acoustic

Id. 121.00
2395 Semi -Acoustic

nat. 111.10
2457 Semi -Acoustic

Stereo. 196.00
2375W 6/12 str. 220.00
2409B bs. 140.00
2387 Custom Vulcan 188.00
2600 Memphis Vine 118.50
2348 Phoenix. 177.50
2397 Semi -Acoustic

nat. 138.00
698E Gt. Western

elec...
684E Super Electric
698 Gt. Western

jumbo.
698M Gt. Western

jumbo. 77.50
696 Gentleman Jim 5+00
693 Gentleman Jim

d/I.
684/12 Super Jumbo.
684/6 Super Jumbo
684/6L Left -Hand
683
628/12 Californian

jumbo.
628 Californian jbo
79 Californian fk
627/12 Bronco jbo
627 Bronco jumbo
627L Left -Hand.
357 Colt.
697 Tennesse 6.
659 Nashville 6
758 Gt. Western

Artiste jumbo 112.00
756 Herald. 80.50
673 92.00
670 110.00

YAMAKI
112 6-str fk.. 47.00
I 15 6-str jbo 68.00
120 6-str jbo 87.50
21812-str 81.50
220 12-str jbo 9050
225 I2-str jbo 101.03

ANTORIA CLASSICAL
F2871 Flamenco 102.00
2858 Grand Concert. 102.00
2855 58.00
2851 53.00
2.850 43.00
2841 51.00
2840 49.00
2839 4250
361 37.00

J. T. COPPOCK
ANTORIA
2355 Big Jack S.Ac.

Sunburst..
2355M Big John S.Ac

Maple.
2357 Mr. Strad Violin

Bs
2350G Memphis

Custom.
2350 Memphis std
2350ctm Custom

Sunburst.
99.00 2350L Memphis std
99.00 I/h

2351 Memphis d/I
2351DX Memphis d/I
2351 Memphis Ori-

ginal
2391 Memphis Nat
23421V Memphis
2341 Memphis ctm

d/I..
2343 Memphis jun
2350 Memphis white
2405 Custom 74
2451 Memphis Oldie
2350B Memphis bs

 2354 Woodstock
21-uu 2354S Woodstock std
33.00 2345SL Left -Hand.
39°° 2377 Woodstock pro

2382 Woodstock d/I .

3200.
2383 Woodstock ctm
2338 Woodstock std.
2347 Woodstock jun.
2394 Woodstock nat.

MELODY
1200 12/s Folk
1250 I2/s Folk Elec
500 Folk.
525 Folk Elec.
325 Folk.
460 Classic.
450.
350.
600
1300

2345 Woodstock
white.

2354B Woodstock bs.
2354LB Woodstock

34.86 long bs
43.72 2352 Clipper.
30.81 2352M Clipper 01
38.10 2352 Custom.
13.00 2353LDX Clipper
29.95 long bs black.
21.82 2368 Clipper Fireball
15.34 2365 Dixiemaster.
34.48 23658 Dixie bs.

39.38 2365BL Dixie bs I/h

127.30

133.10

8+50

96.65
95.65

00.50

02.50
07.00
18.50

0765
96.65
39.00

14.00
21.50
05.32
74.00
54.00
90.85
93.50
91,00
93.20

102.45
107.65
137.75
118.00
120.35
96.65

216.40
100.00

105.00
84.00

115.00
89.70

91.00
81.00 TAMA GUITARS
72.90 3563 Western 250.00

112.00 3568 188.00
118.00 3560S 180.00

101.50
101.50

90.85
70.60

66.50

57.00
72.00
54.00
62.50
45.00

66.00
51.00
37.00
52.00
44.00
52.00
51.00
97.50
67.00

3558S. 74.00
356IS. 69.00
3566 58.00
3565 4600
35555 26.00
3557/12. 7000
3560/12. 9200
3550S Classical. 9600
3551 Classical 22100
DOBRO GUITARS
1000 745.00
36 285.00
33D. 250.00
33HS 250.00
60SS 197.00
60S 197.00
Dobro Mandolin 200.00
HAWAIIAN
2390 Guitar only 27.20
2391 Outfit 81.60

DAN ARMSTRONG
6-str gtr w/cs
6-str bs. 30x sc. w/cs
4-str bs. 30x sc. w/cs
4-str bs. 34x sc. w /es

194.40
21060
20250
20250

DAVOLI

GHERSON
L/2 F.R., mahogany 105.40
L/2 F.R.,IGoId I/H 113.40
L/2 F.R., walnut 105.40
La sunburst. 8856
L/2 walnut. 88.56
L/2 mahogany 88.56
G2 Bass, natural 91.80
G/S Bass, cherry 89.64
G/2 walnut 8+24
G/3 Tremolo, ivory 89.64
G/2 ivory 7992
L/2 Bass, sunburst 8964
L/2 Bass, black 8748
Jazz Bass, cherry/sun 88.56
Jazz Bass, natural 91.80
Jazz Bass, I/h 102.60
L/2 F.R., I/h maho-

gany 113.40
L/2 mahogany

(chrome). 86.40
L/2 black 88.56
G/2 Tremolo, walnut 88.56
G/2 Tremolo, ivory. 8640
G/2 Tremolo, cherry 8856
G/2 cherry. 84.24
G/3 Tremolo, walnut 91.80
G/3 Tremolo, cherry 91.80
L/2 Bass, gold/

mahogany. 91.80
G/2 Bass, walnut 89.64
G/2 Bass, ivory 87.48
All with hard case
strap and lead

FLETCH ER/
COPPOCK Et
NEWMAN
KIMBARA ACOUSTIC
NI05 Classical 28.50
NI06 Classical 29.95
N169 Classical 30.95
NI75 Classical 37.90
N29 Classical. 46.50
NI08 Classical 59.95
N75 Classical wits.. 82.30
N76 Classical w/cs 104.00
N30 Folk 33.25
N7I Jumbo 38.75
N72 I2st 43.95
N73 Jumbo 53.95

N107 1 2st. 56.50
N95 Custom C&W 99.95
N96 Custom G&W 99.95
K MBARA ELECTRICS
N 14 solid elec blk 1350
N 15 solid gold. 13.50
N 16 solid sun 13.50
N 17 solid nat 1350
N 18 solid mahog 95.50
N 19 solid sun. 28.00
N 20 solid white 32.00
N 21 solid nat.. 43.00
N 23 Bass sun 32.50
N 24 Bass nat 43.50
N 25 Ster Bass nat 21+00
N 26 Bass nat 139.00
N 28 Solid nat. 13+00
RESONATA
N87 Classical. 19.00
N89 Classical. 25.00
VICTOR GARCIA
N187 Spanish 2+75
NI89 Spanish 28.80
NI27 Spanish 3345
LOREN ZO
N98 Student 13.95
NIII Classic. 15.25
N99 Classic 18.95
NI10 Folk. 14.95
NI02 Folk. 24.45
NI 03 Jumbo. 29.60
NI04 12 st 30.30
COLUMBUS
NI97 Jumbo sun 39.95
N36 Semi Ac 6 st 56.50
N 113 Solid. 49.60
N85 solid blk. 62.95
N85/5 solid sun. 62.95
N54 solid mahog 54.75
N66 solid bass 57.55
N77 solid bass 63.95
N82 solid 3 pu 65.95
N83 solid 40.95
N84 solid bs 47.55
N12212 str 42.75

S H ELTON E
N5010 Folk banjo
N5015 Folk banjo

w/cs
N5009 Uke banjo
N1124 Mandolin
N5017 Tenor banjo
N5018 Uke banjo

39.95

69.95
9.75

13.30
38.95
33.95

G.M.S.
PICATO STRINGS (sets)
ES77 elec 1.88
UL77 Rock & Roll 2.00
77 It. gauge, elec 2.00
P750 med. gauge,

elec. 2.25
735L Bass, round

wnd.. 543
735M Bass, round

wnd. +90
736L Bass, nylon wnd 5.43
736M Bass, nylon

wnd. 5.43
738L Bass, flat wnd 543
738M Bass, flat wnd +90
727 'Gold', Folk 2.23
P727 'Gold', C& W 3.22
PI2 'Gold', 12-str 3.67
76 'Gold', Classic 1.78

HOH N ER *
ELEC
AT 2T Solid
FB I W Bass
FT 2T Solid
113 2 Bass.
.113 200 Bass.
LB 200 Bass .

39.15
65.60
32.45
59.00
80.75
52.2.5
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LE 200 Solid
LG 23R Solid.
LP 200G Solid
LS 200C Solid
LS 200 YS Solid .
MB 20013 Bass
ME 20 TS Solid.
PM 302 Semi -ac.
PM 302 B
SA 200 Semi -ac.
SE 2B Bass
SE 2T Solid.
SG 2S Solid
SG 22 Solid
SG 10B Bass
SG 200V Solid
SG 2000 Custom

Solid.
SP I Solid
ST 30 Solid.
ST 300 Solid
TF 200N Solid
XK 250/1 Bass
MORIDAIRA
841 Classic.
842 Classic.
845 Classic.
843 Classic.
846 Classic.
847 Jumbo.
848 Jumbo.
849 12-str. Jumbo
850 Western.
855/F301 Folk
856/F303 Folk
851/W613 Western
852/WE1030 Jumbo

with pick-up

80.45
86.15
78.15
59.15
5915
36.30
42.75
44.55
46.10
43.60
39.75
28.95
40-35
40.45
46-55
58.35

58.35
2780
55.90
70.40
56.50

16975

22.50
26.85
39.15
29.40
54.50
4500
5865
57.90
79.50
38.25
50.30
93.75

50.70
MUSIMA
16I2N Acoustic 14.65
1612S Acoustic 14.30
730 Classic. 17.75
731 Classic. 19.60
732 Classic. 24.55
TAKEHARU
G85 Classic 26.70
120 Classic. 32.05
MORIDAIRA BANJOS
FB IR 4 -String 38.75
FB 2R 5 -String 39.85
GB I 6 -String 41.10
HONDO
H 130 Folk. 26.95
H 150 Folk. 26-95
H 155 Jumbo. 29.30
H 160 12/s Jumbo 34.50
H 175 Jumbo. 2960
H 180 Jumbo D/L 31.70
H 200 Folk. 3180
H 210 Jumbo. 3405
H 220 12/s Jumbo 3860
H 305 Classic. 1525
H 310 Classic. 2310
H 320 Classic. 30.15

HORN BY-SKEWES

PALMA ACOUSTICS
M5309. 7.84
500 9.86
300N. 12.50
580 16-85
C103N 1955
WFS.. 24 00
FW301. 3500
FW301-12. 43 50
203.7 52.55
KASUGA ACOUSTICS
GIOOL.. 32 00
G200 43.00
F140 41 00
D200 4600
T250 (I2-Str). 51.00
D350 77 00
TERADA ACOUSTICS
G306 44.00
G307 48-00
G3I0 54.00
F604 51 00
FVV650. 65 00
W624. 61.00
FW654. 98 00
KASUGA ELECTRICS
SG360. 122.00
P8420. 126 00
LG380B. 128.00
SE480S 13100
LG770V. 174 00
SG1800V. 212 60
LG2000V 268 00
ZENTA ELECTRICS
ME2OTS 29 90
EG501 27 00
EG502. 23.92
EB51 I. 31.50
HEG5006. 38 00
HEGB5004. 4800
H ET5001. . 41.00
HES5000. 42-50
HEP5002.. 53.00
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IVOR
MAIRANTS
MARTIN
D.18 250.00
D.28 330.00
D.35 345-00
D.I2-28. 340.00
016NY inc case 25000
D.41 inc case. 550-00
0021 inc case 350.00
D.45 950.00
A ROSTEG U I
No. 2. 20.00
No. 4. 2200
No. 6. 24.00
CALABERT
OS 20.00
A. 22.50
B. 26.00
C. 3300
E. 75.00
Palosanto inc case 100-00

M1TSUMA
JG.101 21.00
JW.304/ 12. 40.00
JW.305/12. 45.00
JG.102. 28.00
JG.103.. 3200
JC.42. 35.00
JC.43. 48.00
JC.45 inc case 10000
JC.46 inc case 12000
03. 80-75
JF.20 I. 19-00
I F.202. 22-50
JF.203. 27.50
JW.303 30.00
SAKURA
C.I325 45.00
C.II4B. 18-00
C.I I 3A.. 17.00
LS2B.. 4800
LS2S/B 44.00
LS2DGS. 55-00
F.339R. 42.50
MD.25.. 30.00
CI325 45-00
C1365. 74-00
TG.30. 26-00
TG.I O. 20-00
TG.20. 23.00
18.24 60-00
18.24D 70-00
18.24DN. 85.00
I75DC in case 90-00
175DG in case 110.00
ORFEO
DC.101 25.00
DD.103. 30-00
DC.107 35-00
DD.I 10. 37-50
DC.I12 42-50
TAKAMINE
DC.II5 40.00
DC.I 24 60-00
DC.I 25 88-50

JOHN BIRCH
SCSL Elec 259-20
SCDL Elec . 239-50
Twin -neck. 379-00
Strut copy. 248-40
'Rickenbircher' bs

frm 259.20
SVL (Flying V) 259.20
Custom gtrs to order.

KEM BLE

YAMAHA
Classics:
G55. 36.00
G65. 40.00
G90. 43.30
G 120 49.26
GI50 55-00
G180 66.36
G220 78-33
G280 97 00
GC3 Handmade 120 00
GC6 Handmade 170.00
GCI 0 Handmade. 230.00
Folk:
EGIION. 47-06
FG75N 42 45
FGI 60 Jumbo 58-27
FG I 70. 59.54
FG200N Jumbo. 7260
FG260 Humbo 12 St r. 82-70
FG280 Jumbo 83-14
FG300N Jumbo. 107-00
FG360 Jumbo 110 00
FG580 Jumbo 133-70
FG295. 80 00
FG700S Handmade 179 00
FG 100 Handmade 259.00

To avoid unnecessary repetitions, cer-

tain abbreviations are frequently used

in our listings: electric - elec; custom

ctm; semi -acoustic - s/ac; organ - org;

professional pro; standard std;

acoustic - ac; folk - fk; bass - bs;

string str; de luxe - d/1; jumbo -

jbo; piano - pno; left hand - I/h; scale -

sc; case - cs; banjo - bjo; monitor - mt.

FGI200 Handmade 289-00
FG 1500 Handmade 363-00
FG2000 Handmade 410-00
Folk w/pu:
FG110E. 66-32
FG160E Jumbo 80-67
Semi -Acoustic:
SA30.. 9773
SA60.. 219.50
SA75 Bass 229.81
SA90. 276-52
Solids:
SG30 96-58
SG35 117-04
SG40 130.66
SG85 201.11
SG90 New Model 230.00
SG 175 New Model 360-00
SB35 Bass 117-04
SBL55 Bass Long

Scale. 170.46
SBL75 Bass Long

Scale.. 198.86
Acoustic -Electric
("Jazz"):
AEI2 250.40
AEI8 328.77

ORANGE *
Orange custom

guitar.
Case

B. L. PAGE *

AVON
3403A 2 p/u..
3403B 2 p/u w/bg
3404A 2 p/u
34048. 2 p/u w/bg
3405A I p/u bs.
340513 I p/u bs w/bg
3407A 2 p/u
340713 2 p/u w/bg
3440 West One.

56-77
59-55
58-91
61-69
55-56
58-33
64.71
72.41
40-51

ACOUSTICS
OVATION
Balladeer 6-str w/bg. 242.70
Balladeer 12-str w/bg 334.50
Glen Campbell 12-str

w/bg.. 372.70
Folklore w/bg.. 273.30
Classic Balladeer 242.75
SHAFTESBURY
WESTERNS
3190 I bo w/cs 105.04
3191 Jbo wits 123.74
3192 lbo w/cs 140.43
3193 Jbo w/cs 159.08
3194 lbo w/cs 176.76
3167 6-strlbo 31-80
3168 12-str lbo 3977
SIGMA
3170 Dreadnought 55.50
3171 Grand

Flk. 46.15
3172 Grand Concert

60.87
275.00 3173 Dreadnought 73-66
2750 3041 Classic 4418

3042 Classic 67.75
EKO
3131 Rio Bravo. 57.00

MICRO -FRETS
Calibra 165-00
Calibra I 184-08
Signature.. 2I120
Signature Customs 211-20
Swinger. 21120
Stage II.. 224.40
Swinger Customised 244.20
Spacetone. 277-20
Huntington. 33000
Baritone 6/s Bass 198.00
Signature Bass 184-80
Husky. 211 -20
Thundermaster. 264.00

ROSE -MORRIS

Including 25% VAT
ELECTRICS
SHAFTESBU RY
Ned Callan Cody

w/bg.. 124.00
Ned Callan Cody Bs

w/bg.. 12400
Ned Callan Hombre

w/bg.. 117.80
Ned Callan Hombre

Bs w/bg. 124.00
3413 90.91
3414 6-str 1 I I 37
as above wits.. 132.66
3415 Bs 98-58
as above w/cs.. 121.58
3417 85.21
OVATION
Breadwinner. 325.23
Artist Elec Ac 404-80
Deacon 387.11
Country Elec Ac 404.80
TOP TWENTY
1971 bs.. 50.40
1970 6-str 33-43

3132 Rio Bravo 12-str 63.00
1780 Ranger. 39.95
1894 Ranger elec 54-25
1793 Ranger 12-str 46-65
1893 Ranger 12-str

lec.
3135 Colorado Ilk
3137 Studio L fik
3140 Navajo
3141 Navajo 12-str
3151 Sombrero -6
3152 Sombrero -12
3153 El Dorado -6
3154 El Dorado -I2
3143 El Paso
3142 El Gaucho.
3138 Studio R -M
Left-hand to order 15%
extra
ACOUSTIC GUITARS
1512 Kansas 6-str 8.54
1511 15-11 6-str 7.27
Texas llso 21.00

CLASSIC GUITARS
SUZUKI
3065
3066
3067 matt finish
3068
3069
3070
3071 handmade

60.39
1671
16-40
28.95
33.95
47.12
54-40
79.35
88-64
67.71
89.14
22.10

24.52
26-53
28-96
38-28
48.13
91.32

150.24

ALHAMBRA (Spanish)
3087 18.58
3088 23.54
3089 32.89
3090 78.49

STUDENT
3057 Dulcet 13.60

ROSETTI

EP1PHONE
FTI45E Folk 59.50

FTI65E 12/s Folk 92-75 Les Paul Triumph Bs . 52.3-00
EC20 Classic. 44.50 Les Paul Custom,
FT130E Folk 4450 Ebony. 539.00
FT! 35E Folk 75-50 Les Paul Custom,
EA260E Bass. 109-95 White. 55050
EA250E Elec. 105-00 Les Paul Custom,
ET278 Elec. 9900 Cherry. 565.00
ET280E Elec 79-95 Les Paul Custom,
ET275 Elec. 99.00 Wine 539.00
ET285 Bass. 109.95 Les Paul De Luxe,
FT335 Folk. 76.00 Gold. 439.00
FT350 Folk. 92.75 Les Paul De Luxe,
FT365 Folk. 99-00 Cherry. 46500
FT550 Folk. 119-00 Les Paul Signature,
FT565 12/s. 12900 Gold. 417.00
FTI6ON 12/s Folk.... 69.50 Les Paul Signature Bs,
FT570BL Folk 105-00 Gold 375.00
EC24 Classic. 61-50 Les Paul Spec (1955)
EB98 Banjo 0/F. 125.00 ltd. ed., S/b 40800
FTI20 Folk. 39.95 Les Paul Standard,

ltd. ed. 46800
SG Custom, White 53000
SG Custom, Walnut 494.00
SG Std., Cherry 335.50
SG Std., Walnut 335.50
SG Scd. Bigsby,

Cherry.. 342.50
SG Std. Bigsby,

Walnut... 34250
SG Std. Bigsby, Sun-

burst. 36650
SG Spec., Cherry 290.00
SG Spec., Walnut 29000
L5 -S, Cherry . 746.00
L6 -S Custom, Black 389.00
L6-5 Custom, Nat 37500
L6 -S De Luxe, Wine . 295.00
L6 -S De Luxe, Nat.

1150 Satin. 275.00
12.50 Marauder, Nat. Satin 259.00
1990 Marauder, Wine 289.00

Left-hand:
SG Std. Bigsby,

Cherry. 342.50
Les Paul De Luxe,

Gold. 439.00
SG Std., Cherry 335.50

KISO-SUZUKI SG Spec., Cherry 290.00
9502 Classic.. 31.95 Les Paul Gust.,
9503 Classic.. 34-95 Cherry. 56500
9504 Classic.. 3750 Les Paul De Luxe,
0595 Classic. 4150 Cherry.. 465.00
5983 hi/made Classic. 6895 Bass Range
9651 Folk.. 3975 Ripper Bs. (L9-5)
9682 Folk. 36-50 Ebony, Maple 32900
9653 12/s Folk.. 4700 Grabber Bass, Nat.... 252-00
9507 Folk. 45.00 EB-3, Cherry. 30750
ROSETTI Jumbo Range
Raver Elec. 37.75 J-200 Artist, S/b 559.00
Raver Bass.. 37.75 J-200 Artist Nat 575.00

TATRA Cherry, 415.00
9198 Classic.. 17.99 Dove Custom, Nat... 430.00
9225 Classic. 21-99 Gospel, Nat Top 377.00
Hi -Spot Nylon....... 1275 Heritage Custom,
Hi -Spot Steel. 11-75 Nat Top/Rose
EROS CLASSIC Back 377.00
9580 1425 Hummingbird
9581 15.95 Custom, Cherry... 334.00

Hummingbird
Custom, Nat. 341.00

SJ De Luxe, Nat 299.00
SJ De Luxe, S/b. 27300
1-50, Nat Top 247.00
J-45, S/b. 242-00
1-40, Nat Top 212-00
J-55, Nat Top 299.00

EROS
9578 Elec
9579 Elec
9585 Bass
9586 Bass
9353 Folk.

9353E Folk Elec.
9356 12/s Folk..
9356 12/s Folk Elec
9350 Folk.
9351 Folk..
9587 6/s Electric

79.95
59.00
89-95
79.95
33-95
49.00
3950
59.00
2999
36-80
79-95

EROS MK II SOLIDS
9711 6/s. 59-95
9712 6/s 59-95
9713 Bass 6500
GEISHA
9645 Classic..
9646 Classic..
9644 Classic.
LARAMIE GUITARS
9716 Classic..
9717 Jumbo.
9714 Jumbo.
9715 12 String

24-75
25.95
30.50

DYNELECTRON
Guitar 159.50
Bass. 159.50
Fretless Bass. 159-50

SELMER

GIBSON
Howard Roberts

Custom, Cherry 757.00
Johnny Smith DN

2 p/u, Nat. 132500
Johnny Smith D, S/b 1325-00
Johnny Smith N,

I p/u.. 1280.00
Johnny Smith, Sib- 1280.00
Super 400 CES, Nat 1580-00
Super 400 CES, S/b 1580.00
Byrdland, Natural 110000
L-5 CES, S/b. 1195.00
L-5 CES, Nat. 1195.00
L -5C, Single Cut-

away Acoustic Nat 859.00
Super 400 C Outfit,

Single Cutaway
Acoustic, Nat 982-00

ES -175D, Sunburst 529.00
ES -175D, Natural 529.00
ES -I50 DC, Walnut 446-50
ES -150 DC, Natural 44650
ES -345 RD, Cherry 547.50
ES -345 TD, S/b. 568.50
ES -345 TD, Walnut 547-50
ES -355 TD-SV,

Cherry. 755-00
ES -355 TD-SV,

Walnut. 755.00
ES -335 TD, Cherry 445-50
ES -335 TD, S/b 465.50
ES -325 TD, Cherry 378.00
ES -325 TD, Walnut. 378.00
Les Paul Recording 52900
Les Paul Recording 550-00
Les Paul Triumph Bs 489.00

SAXON
Classic Range
810 2000
813 3150
814.. 33-75
815 42-75
816 4975
Folk Range
812 3200
817 36-00
818 40.50
Jumbo Range
819 39-00
820 43-50
821.. 44.00
822 12 str 44.50
823 44.00
824 58.00
825 62-00
Solid Range
Saxon 830 Sid.

Electric. 69-00
Saxon 831 Sid

Electric. 65.00

SELMER GUITARS
5650 Rancher 6 -

string. 27.75
5651 Rancher 12 -

strong. 34-00
Jumbo Electric Flattop
Mod.
5423 1-1 60-E Custom,

S/n. 350.00
I2 -String Flattop
5440 B -45-12N De

Luxe, Nat Top 307-00
GIBSON LTD. ED.
54200/05° Citation,

S/b. 2900.00



BANJOS &
MANDOLINS
54300 AA Tenor 3175.00
54301 AA Plectrum 317500
54302 AA 5 String 3175.00
54303 Tenor. 317500
54304 Plectrum. 3175-00
54305 5 Str. 317500
54306 TB -800 Tenor

D L. 117500
54307 TB -250 Tenor 599.00
54308 TB -100 Tenor 405.00
54309 RB-800 D L 1190-00
54310 RB-250 5 -

String. 63500
54311 RB-100 5 -

String.. 438-00
54314 PB-800 D L

Banjo. 1190-00
54315 x8-250

Pletrum Banjo 63500
54350 F-5 Artist

Mandolin 1190.00
54361 F-12 Artist

Mandolin 99500
54352 A-5 Mandolin 795.00
54353 A-12 Mandolin 635-00
MSA PEDAL STEEL
GUITARS
54552 CS -10 w/case 975-00
54551 Sid Kick

w/case. 483.00
54553 Red Baron

w/case. 37500

SUMMERFIELD
STUDENT CLASSIC
APG701 . 17.99
C114.. 20 00
IBANEZ & CIMAR
CLASSIC
304.

309
361.

362
363
364.
370.
375.
387.

388..

25.00
27.50
32.50
35.50
38.50
41-50
41-50
47-50
47-50
45.00

HIROSHI TAMURA
CONCERT CLASSICS*
P35. 120.00
P45. 150-00
F45.. 150.00
R. MATSUOKA
CLASSIC*
M20. 87.50
M25.. 97.50
M30. 11500
M40.. 140-00
M50.. 165.00

MITSURU TAMURA
HAND MADE
CONCERT*
P800 250-00
P700 210.00
10P1200 375 00

MASURU KOHNO
CONCERT*
M.K.I O. 375-00
M.K.IS. 540-00
M.K.20. 720-00
M.K.30 950-00
IBANEZ & CIMAR
WESTERN & FOLK
60 38.60

610.

65
615
615/12.
620.

647.

647/12.
684BK.
755.

755/12.
369.
370C.
370/12.
371.
355
355/12.
LH620.
LH647.
LH647/12
LH615.
LH615/12.

45-00
44-00
50-00
55.00
55-00
55-00
60.00
58.50
55-00
60-00
45-00
39.50
42-50
42.50
36.99
38.50
57-50
59-50
6200
55.00
59.50

R. MATSUOKA
WESTERN
DREADNOUGHT*
D50. 150 00
060. 175-00
D80. 220 00
LEVIN
W36 130.00
W32. 185.00
WR34. 145.00
W12-36 165.00
LG17. 90 00
LG I 9. 110 00

MACCAFERRI REPLICA*
MAC.I 100.00
MAC.2
MAC.2 Special
MAC.3

CSL & IBANEZ
ELECTRICS
2350
2350DX .
FG360S
2351 DX .
23510XCS.
2341
2341 DX .
2350W
2451
2452B.
2342
2343
2337DX .
2344
2402
2402DX .
2404
2364
23648.
2372
2372DX .
2373
2380
2381
2399DX .
2387
2387B.
2388B/S
2388B/DX
2388B/DXS
2388
LH23888/S.
2613
2616CS.
2368F
2453
2455
2457ST.
2355
2355DX
2355M.

100.00
105-00 UKULELES
120-00 S.L.I...

U.K.!
U.K.99
PPS.

BANJOS
FBIR 37 50
FB3R 40-00
FB5R 4200
DX80 . 75-00
591. 200.00
712. 33-50
584C.. 15.00
MANDOLINS
524.
523
522
513.
516
511.
512.
80
100.

E.M.I
8166

Acoustics -8% VAT incl.
Electric-% VAT 'tic!.
*Prices include Hard

Shell case

2352C.
2352DX .
2369B/W.
LH2352C
LH2352DX.
LH2350.
LHFG360S..
LH2351 DX.
LH2372.
LH2380.
2348
23488...
2671 PRO
2671
J.S.Artist
S.400

90.28 480 2 p/u in '4000'
04.17 Bass series . 290.00
47.57 620 Deluxe Stereo
99.57 2 p/u 380.00
12-85 320 Thin Semi -
09.31 Acoustices 3 p/u
09-31 short scale. 370.00
35.42 330 2 p/u double
6204 cutaway. 360.00

208.33 330/12 12-Str model
167 82 of '330' 470-00
173-61 360 Deluxe Stereo
248-84 2 p/u dble cutaway 430.00
648-14 360/12 12-Str model
240-00 of '360' 500-00
225-00 370 3 0/u Stereo dble

SUMBRO ELECTRICS cutaway. 470.00
GE I.
SG6M.
SG42M.
LP2G.
LPGC.
LPSGC.
LS200 .
SC36W.
SC36W.
SC3.
18200

3414 Bass Guitars
60-18 4000 1 p/u solid. 370.00
67.13 4001 2 p/u Deluxe
67.13 Stereo solid. 430.00
71-76 400I/LH Lefthand
71.76 version of model
7870 '4001'. 520.00
6944 4001/8 8-Str version
7523 of model '4001' 620-00
67.12 4005 Deluxe hollow
90-86 body 2 p/u. 490-00

STUDENT GUITARS
PSI. 999
EGI. 9 50
KPI . 9 99
HAWAIIAN GUITARS
2391 62 50
2390
HG308

02-43
38-30
02-43
26.74
23.84
18.05
55.09
12.26
52-77
44.68
09.37
23.84
32.52
36-57
96.76
19-90
96.76
15-74
50-46
50.46
79.40
50.46
79.39
90-97
02-55
38-89
44.68
56.25
73.61
96-76
44.68
73.61
12-26
51-62
77.55
56.25
58.56
77.08
21-53
56.62
38.89

HG 118C.

Rickenbacker Twin Neck
Guitars
362/12 Thin body

semi -ac models
360 & 360/12
guitars 1080-00

27-78 4080 Solid inc
92 59 models 480 & 4001 920 00

115-74

GUILD
AA Artist Award 850-00
X-500 S -Ac 2 p/u 670.00
X-175 S -Ac 2 p/u 450.00
CE -100D S -Ac 2 p/u 420.00
SF -6 Starfire Six 630.00
SF -4 Starfire Four 390.00
SF -2 Starfire Two 320.00
SFB-2 Starfire Two Bs 370.00
S100 -D Deluxe Solid

2 p/u.. 320.00
S100 -DS Deluxe Solid

2 p/u Stereo 340-00
5100-S Standard

200-00 Solid 2 p/u. 280.00
190.00 S1005 L/H L/H 2 p/u
165-00 S100-SB Standard
62.50 Solid 2 p/u Stereo . 300.00
41.09 S100-SCS Standard
30-00 carved Stereo Solid
35.00 2 p/u.. 340.00
35.00 S-90 Solid Double
44-50 p/u 230.00
36-46 S-50 Solid I p/u. 180-00
7.99 M-TSCS Solid 2 p/u

I c/away. 350-00
M-80CS Solid 2 p/u

2 c/way 350-00
M-85-2 Solid 2 p/u

I c/way bs. 340.00
M-85-25 As above

Stereo wrd 360-00
JSB-I I p/u Solid

TOP GEAR
RICKEN BACKER
Solids:
430 2 p/u, nat mahog.
450 Original 2 p/u
450/12 I 2-str model

of '450'
456/12 Convertible

6/12 Str like 450/
12

1.99
2.40
6.50
0.70

c/way bs. 250.00
JSB-I LS As above

Long Scale . 250.00
JSB-2 L/H L/H 2 p/u

2 c/way bs. 330.00
24000 JSB-2LS As above
270.00 Long Scale . 300-00

JSB-2S As above
310.00 Stereo wrd... 330.00

JSB2F Carved Stereo
2 p/u As above

360.00 Fretless.

Acoustic:
D55 -NT TV Rose-

wood Dread-
nought. 423-36

D50 -NT Bluegrass
Special Rose
Dreadnought.. 354.24

D44MBL Bluegrass
Jubilee Maple
Dreadnought... 336-96

G-41 NT Jumbo 17x
Body D /nought. 328-32

G-75NT 1 Size 15x
Body D/nought. 319.68

G-37BL Arched Back
Maple D/nought 267-84

D-4ONT Bluegrass
Jubilee Mahog
D/nought 267-84

D-35NT Bluegrass
D/nought Nat 233.28

D -355B Bluegrass
D/nought Sun-
burst. 224.64

D -25M Bluegrass
Mahogany D/
nought. 198-72

D-25ML/H. 218.59
D -25C. 198-72

Jumbo & Folk Acoustic:
Navarre Rosewood

17" Jbo 456.00
F-5ORNT Navarre

Rosewood 17" 518.40
F-50RNT Navarre

Maple 17" Jbo 423.36
F.50SB Navarre

Maple 17" Jbo,
S/burst.. 414-72

F-48NT Navarre
Mahog 17" lbo 354.24

F-47NT Bluegrass
151" Folk. 311-04

F-40BL Bluegrass
16" Folk. 272.00

F-30NT Aragon 151
Folk Nat. 207.36

F-3058 Aragon 151
Folk, S/burst. 198.72

F-30 NT L/H. 228-10
F-20NT Troubadour

131 Folk, Nat. 164.16
F-20SB Troubadour

131 Folk, S/burst 155-52
F-20 NT L/H. 180-58

Twelve -String:
F-512NT Custom

Rosewood 17" Jbo. 544.32
F-412BL Custom

Flamed Maple 17"
Jbo. 483-84

F-212XLNT Extra
Large Mahog 17"
Jbo 362.88

F-212XLNT L/H 399.17
F-212NT Mahogany

16" Folk. 319.68
F -I I 2NT Standard

15} Folk. 241-92
G-3 I 2NT Rosewood

16" D/nought 388-80
G-212NT Mahogany

16" D/nought 319.68

HONDO
H -I50 Brand Concert

Folk..
H -I55 D/nought
H-210 Deluxe D/

nought.
H-310 Concert

Classic.
300-00 H-320 Deluxe Con-

cert Classic.
H-175 5/burst De-

luxe D/nought
H-180 5/burst De-

luxe D/nought
C9-900 Size Student

Classic.
CG -I50 Student

Concert Size
Classic..

FG-5500 Student
Folk.

FG-8500 Student
D/nought

LITTLE BUDDY
4141 Junior Pedal

Steel.
4142 Pedal Steel
4140 Professional

Twin Neck Pedal
Steel.

25.11

25.11

26.73

11.72

15.07

16-74

17-58

222.81
300-31

697.50

W.M.I.
K.230 Mini wstrn 10-95
K.410 Concert D/

Lux. 23-95
K.440 Auditorium

Folk. 21-50
K.450 Auditorium

f lk. 2 scratch plates 22-50
K.5201bo wstrn 29.75
K.530 Jbo wstrn 32-50
K.550 lbo pce back 29-95
KDG.70 D/I Jbo 34-50
KDG.88 D/I Jbo w/cs 66.00
K.475 J. L. Seagull 27.50
Classic:
KC.265 Student 14-95
KC.333 Concert 17.95
Electric:
KEB.130 Bs long scale 29.95
K.120 Single p/u 24.95
K.220 S.G. 2 p/u 29.50
Banjo:
KB.52 Deluxe 34.50

Z.B.

EMMONS
Pro. DIO. 843.38
Pro. SIO. 594.00
Pro. S12 . 692.18
SS8 243.49
SSIO 392.72
ES8. 194.10
ESIO 206-18
GSIO 387.81

SHO-BUD
6155 Pro. 11 860.55
6143 Pro. DIO 837-44
6150 Lloyd Green 654.90
6148 Pro. 510. 552.08
6140 Professional 553.08
6138K Maverick 284.32
6138 Maverick 258-46

ZB GUITARS
Student SIO 314-09

23-44 S 10. 601-85
25.11 511. 652-90

SlOon DIO cab. 649-96
28-46 SI I on DI I cab 697-09

DIO. 808.09
20-09 D10-11. 85417

DI I. 901-30

AMPLIFIERS, P.A. SYSTEMS AND SPEAKER CABINETS
ASS

I x 12 60W wedge
mt.

2 x 12 120W wedge
mt.

2 x 12 120W Id bs
2x 12 120W flare
2 x 12 120W flare

plus 2 has
4 x 12 240W lb bs

reflex .
1 x 18 100W bs
1 x 18 100W fld hn
2 x 12 200W Cres-

cendo Tractrix
2 x 15 200W Cres-

cendo Tractrix
I x 18 150W Cres-

cendo Reflex.
1 x 18 150W Cres-

cendo fld hn
I x 15 200W Gauss

Tractrix.

2 x 15 400W Gauss
Tractrix. 324.00

I x 18 200W Gauss
Reflex. 186.30

I x 18 200W Gauss
4860 fld hn. 259-20

Twin Horn Cab plus
97.20 X/0 on app.
92.34 Ass Gauss P.A..

103.68 Ass Crescendo P.A.

162.00

139.32
129.60
178-20

194-40

220-32

149.04

197-64

194.80

BEES KIT

York SOW
Ely 100W.
Oxford twin horn

100W.
Cambridge fold horn

100W..
Cabinets, empty:
I x 12 std
1 x 12 horn.
2x 12 std

49.00
110.00

142-00

185.00

2000
69.00
28-00

I x 15 w bin
I x 18 folded horn
Disco:
Standard.
Goliath
Light bank.

63.00 G410 120W s/state... 442-00' AMPEG PA E@T
80.00 G412 120W sistate... 471.00 SR6 120 s/state 6 ch.

AMPEG BASS COMBOS amp 2 spkr cols
36.00 G I 15 120W s/state... 353.00 CSR6 Mixer.
39-00 8410 120W sistate 412.00 A120 slave .
39-00 $48 cols.AMPEG PIGGYBACKS

B155 60W valve 415.00
B I SN 30W valve 336-00

AMPEG AMPS
HDSVT 300W valve . 451.00
H DV4B 100 bs valve 288.00
1-1DB25B 55 bs valve . 244.00
HDV4 100W gtr

valve.. 319.00
HDV2 60W gtr valve 300-00
HDV6B 240W s/state 333-00

AMPEG SPEAKERS
EXSVT 240 8 x 10 327-00
EXB4B 240 2 x 25

dble fldd horn. 501.00
EXB2513 120 2 x 15 169.00

336-00 EXV4 120W 4 x 12 238-00
394.00 EXV42 120 2 x 12.. 235.00
397.00 EXV6B 240 2 x 15 271.00

BOOSEY Et
HAWKES

HAWK
9860 Little 'un SW 33-50

FIREHAWK COMBO
AMPS
9875 15W. 62.35
9876 30W. 79-50
9877 50W. 118.95

AMPEG GUITAR
COMBOS
VT40 60W valve
VT22 100W valve
G2I2 120W s/state

688-00
366-00
199.00
161.00

BRODR
JORGENSEN

ROLAND
PA 60 6 ch PA amp 201.81
PA 120 8 ch PA amp 305 74
JC 60 60W combo 252 44
JC 120 120W com.. 342 83
C 2030200W 12x sp 114-37
C 2038 I5x sp 119 98
C 2038B 15x bass 140.75

CALREC

ENTERTAINMENT
MICROPHONES
CM 450D 48-60
CM 450C 51.71
CM 602D Omni

Direct.. 30.12
CM 652D Full Rge 30.12
CM 654D Hand Held 30.12
CM 655D Close

Group.. 30.07
CM 656D Ball

Headed... 37.07

CANARY

'B' Series Mixers
12/I. 496.00
12/2. 573.00
15/2.. 697.00
18/2. 857-00
Freight Cases
12 Ch 31-00
15 Ch 38-75
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18 Ch 4400
'A' Series Custom Mixers
20/6/2. 2860.00
16/8.. 260000
24/2.. 170000
Crossovers
2 way Stereo . 68.19
3 way Stereo 79.04

CARLSBRO

VALVE AMPLIFIERS
60 TC
100 TC
60/5 P.A.
60 P.A. Reverb
100/7 P.A..
SOLID STATE
Stingray Mk. II
Stingray Super Mk. II
Stingray combo Mk.

II .
Stingray Super -

combo.
Bs Combo (Stingray

Amplifier) .
Bs Combo (Super)
Marlin Mk. II.
Slave Mk. II.
Scorpion.

09-00
4400
2300
3700
6300

16.00
4400

88.00

217.00

257 00
28500
15300
92.00
9600

SPEAKER UNITS
4 x 12x 120W . 153.00
I x 18x 100W.. 107.00
Mini Bin 100W. 130.00
Bass Bin (2 x 12x Tn

Horn) IDOW . 149.00
Bass Bin (I x 15x Tn

Horn) 100W . 135.00
2 x I 2x PA BOW 121.00
2 x 12x PA 120W 155.00
2 x I2x I horn PA

80W. 157.00
2 x 12x I horn PA

120W. 191.00
2 x I 2x I horn PA

240W. 21000
Horn Units (2) 10700
ACCESSORIES
Twin Deck.
Reverb Unit
Fuzz Unit..
Wah Wah Pedal
Wah Swell Pedal
Wah Fuzz Pedal
Phazer..
Super Phazer.
Sennheiser MED-

413N Mike.
Sennheiser MD -

416N Mike.
Microphone Lead
Microphone Stand
Boom Arm
Amplifier Stand
Disco Stand

15300
6300
1400
14.50
15-00
21-00
26-00
3900

Vibro Champ, I x 1065, horn cabs. 81.57
8 -inch 68.20 1066, 2 x 12 cols.,

Champ, I x8-inch 61.60 100W, pr. 15857
Bassman 100, 4 x 1067, 6 x 10 cols.,

12 -inch. 40810 300W, pr 12787
Bassman 100, top..... 231.00 1068, 250W slave 191.60
Bassman 100, en- 1069, 8-ch. mixer 257.41

closure. 21700 Solid State amps 
Bassman 50, 2 x 15- 071 50W, L & bs..... 11884

inch. 33990 072 100W L & bs.... 12757
Bassman 50, 2 x D 073 50W PA.. 11884

110F 438.90 074 100W PA 15350
Musicmaster bass, I x 075 100W Slave 111.36

12 -inch.. 96.80 060, sound/light
PAI00 PA system 433.40 control. 4347
PAI00 top. 28820 061, lighting cabs ,

PAI00 column 185.90 set 3. 5060
Hi Freq. Horn.. 5720 949, fuzz sound 10.36
Cover Set. 2530 041, minireverb
PAI60 4 x SC3-10 78000 mixer, 6 than...... 66.50
PAI 60 Amp Top 47000 041F, footswitch.... 2.88
PA I 60 SC3-10 Celestion spkrs:

column 9300 1051, G I 2M, 25W.... 1533

CERWIN VEGA

052, G 12H, 30W. 18 28
053, G 15M, 50W 2298
055, G 18C, 100W 41-23
056, SIO, 15W. 5.49

J. T. COPPOCK
ELGEN
00W Lead
00W Bass.
00W Stereo.
00W Stereo Slave
00W, 4 channel PA
00W PA Slave .

SOW G/P
SOW combo, w/re-

verb.
50W Bass combo
Fld Hn cab FH 150A
Fld Hn cab FH100A
1 x 15 cab 150W.
I x 15 cab 100W
4x 12 cab
4 x 12 cols. (pair)..
2 x 12 cols. (pair)

Mixer 6, 6 chan 12
inp, 100W amp
inc 100W.. 31000

Compact Mixer, 6
chan basic w/out
power. 12500

Mixer 12 Echo F, 12
chan, 15 inps 42000

Stereo Mixers:
Mixer 12 15. 992-00
Multicore, for 12-I 5

mixer. 16000
Slave Amps:
UP 100 ,solid state,

100W. 108-00
UP 200, solid state,

200W. 132-00
UP 100 - 100, stereo

200W. 145.00
P.A. Cabinets:
VP 25, 1 x 12", 40W . 44.80
VP 40, 1 x 12", 40W . 53.50
DK 45, 1 x 12". 45W. 58-50
DK 75, 2 x 12", 75W . 92.50
DK 90, 2 x 12", 75W. 92.50
DK 90, 2 x 4" twtrs,

I x 12" mirange,
1 x 12" bs, 90W 115.00

DK 120, I x 15", 2
H F. horns, 120W 150.00

DK 180, 4 x 12", 4 x
4" twtrs, 180W 196.00

DK 200, 2 x 15" wfrs,
2 x mirange horns,

124.50 2 x H.F. horns,
12450 200W. TBA
37.50

11300
12950
86.50
86.50

172.00
14800
21000
7900
81-50
58.00
24.00
91.50
22.50

CUSTOM SOUND1
Excluding VAT

40-95 Amplifiers:
CS 700A.

51.45 CS 700 B.
825 CS 700C.

10.92 CS 700D.
6.96 CS 700DS

2825 CS 7000 PA
19.12 Enclosures:

CS 71I2W 45 00
CS 7212 66 00
CS 7212H 84-00C.B.S. ARBITER Musical Inst. systems CS 7215. I I TOO

G.32 200W.. 256.03 CS 72155 180-00
GB.38 400W 453-09 CS 7215A 285-00
BF.36 300W 30579 CS 7115 83-00

612.70 8.36 300W. 285.89 CS 7115S 117 00
B.48 400W. 405.82 CS 7115A 180 00

63250 B.36MF 300W 34559 CS 71125 180.00
35750 B.48MF 400W 455.05

FENDER
Dual Showman, 2 x D

130F speakers
Dual Showman, 2 x D

140F speakers
Dual Showman, top
Dual Showman,

Reverb Enclosure
2 x DI30F speakers 29260

Quad Reverb, 4 x
12 -inch speakers 45980

Quad Reverb, 4 x
D 120F speakers 66000

Super Six, 6 x 10 -
inch speakers 443.30

Super Six 6 x D 110F
speakers. 77220

Vibrosonic Reverb
I x D 130F spkrs 410.00

Twin Reverb, 2 x 12 -
inch speakers 39580

Twin Reverb, 2 x D
120F speakers 490.60

Bandmaster, 2 x 12
inch. 386.10

Bandmaster, 2 x D
120F 49280

Bandmaster, top 249.70
Bandmaster enclo-

sure. 170.50
Super Reverb, 4 x

10 -inch.. 339.90
Super Reverb, 4 x

D 110F JBL. 508.20
Pro. Reverb, 2 x

12 -inch.. 313.50
Vibrolux Reverb, 2 x
' 10 -inch. 260.70
De Luxe Reverb, I x

I2 -inch . 207.90
Princeton Reverb,
1"" 1 x 10 -inch. 15620
Princeton, I x 10-
L inch. 115.50
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Amps
AI800 400W 400W

(Led meters). 45000
A1800/I 400W I -

400W VU meter
+LF/FIC c/cover 550.00

A3000 500W ,-700W
Led meters.. 795.00

A300/I 700W +
700W VU meters

c/cover 895.00
A3000/RS 850W -!-

850W stab. P/s TBA
PA Sytems-
complete with Amps
900 V, 3 way system

35-1000 Hz + 2
am"- v 4 ch 1718.00

1800)..Y 2 cols 3 way
35-1800 Hz 4 4
amps x 8 ch 3295.00

2800W 4 way system
32-20000 Hz
a amps x 4 ch. 2796.00

5600W 2 cols 4 way
32-20000 Hz , 4
amps x 8 ch 5281.00

11,200W 4 ch x 4
col array 4 x 4 way
32-20000 Hz + 8
amps 16 di. 9942.00

2800/5600/11200 are
designed for ex-
pansion up to
50,000 watts..

Vocal Reinforcement
systems
V.30A 150W. 226.18
V.328 300W 315.74
V.34 300W. 325.70
VH.36 400W . 527.74
VH.48 600W . 652.14

Sound Reinforcement
systems
L.48CF 500W. 418-25
L.48CFD (L.48CF w

hrn ext op).. 517-77
L.48DD 2000W. 1027.84
HRM. 1100W. 29384
M.36 300W. 375.00
M.48 600W 43069
HMF.4 200W. 403.31
HF.6 100W.. 244.09
MLT.4 250W.. 305-79
PZ.12 35W 181.87

CLEARTONE

CMI
1037, 50W L&B. 11923
1038, 100W L&B 138.70
1039, 2 x 5 cab ,

120W, Id. 122.21
1040, 2 x 15 cab ,

120VV bass 11862
1050, 2 x 12 cab ,

50W, Id 97.50
1062, 1 x 18 cab ,

100W, bass. 98.81
1063, 4 x 12 cab ,

100W, d... 129.00
1064, 4 x 12 cab ,

100W, bass. 12900
1047, 2 x 10 cols ,

60W, pr. 110 II
1048, 4 x 10 cols ,

120W, pr. 142.26

160.50
133.50
97.50

18300
227.50
820.00

DAVOLI

DAVOLI
Amplifiers:
Lead org bs 50W 106 00
Lead org bs, 100W 140.00
Lead org bs, 200W 210.00
Cabinets:
850 I x 12" SOW 59-50
B60 I x 15" 60W 85.00
1380 2 x 12" 80W 92-00
B150 4 x 12" 150W TBA
Combination Amps:
16, 6W 33.00
Tempest 25, 25W,

I x 8". 63.00
Tempest 25T, 25W 67-00
Tempest 50, 50W 130.00
Tempest 50T, 50W 134.40
Super Studio 500,

SOW I x 12".. 141.00
Super Studio 1000,

100W I x 15" 205.00
Storm 25, 25W, I x

12". 62.00
Storm 50, 50W, 2 x

12" 133.00
Mixers:
8092K, 6 inp solid

state mixer amp.
50W. 85-00

Clubman, 6 than rev.
SOW. 160.00

P.A. Horns:
Boxed unit, 100W

driver and flare 110-00

P.A. Bins:
Exponential, full

range bs reflex cab,
2 x 12" spkrs,
100W. 145-00

Titan 100, reflex cab,
I x I 5" spkr, 100W 164.00

Titan 150, as above
w Altec 150W spkr
150W. 19550

Microphones:
K 700 36.00
K 695. 35.00

DISCO SUPPLIES

Glitter Disco Systems
Super Stereo 300W 351-00
Studio 150W -I Zero

3000 313-20
Studio 150W u/o.. 246.24
Super Mini. 19980
Glitter Speakers:
Phase Is 2 x 12". 84.24
Phase Its 2 x 12"

2 horns.. 12636
Phase Ills.. 96.12
Standard Disco Range:
Disco Mini 150W 149.04
Stereo Innader 75 x

75W. 210.60
Disco Mini (less amp) 106-92
Standard Speakers
I x 12" speaker. 27.00
2 x I" speaker. 5400
I x 15" I x 12" 1-

2 horns.. 106.92

D. J. ELECTRONICS

Excluding VAT
Di. 100 Mk. II
D.J. Disco Amp.
D.J. Disco Mixer

Mk. V.
D.J. Disco -Vox Mk. II
D.J. Stereo Mixer
D.J. Powermaster

100
D.J. Powermaster

150.
D.J. Stereo Power -

master 200.
D.J. Stereo Power -

master 300.
D.J. 30L Mk. II
D.J. 30L Mk. III.
D.J. Disclite Mk. II
D.J. 100 volt
D.J. 150 Amplifier
D.J. 150 Slave

63.00
93-00

60.00
90.00

109.00

7300

88.00

120.00

150.00
49.00
5400
1950
94-00
94.00
8900

ELECTROSOUND

Custom-built, prices
on application

ELECTRO-VOICE

FC100 horn 40.80
1823, I IOW driver 38-50
1829, 60W driver 39.60
848A CDP speaker 6500
Eliminator 1. 412.00
Eliminator II. 345.00
Sentry IV system 549-00
EVM12L speaker 70.00
EVM 15B speaker 76.00
EVMI5L speaker 7500
EVMI8B speaker 82.00
SP8B, 8 coaxial. 32.90
12TRXB. 69-00
T25A driver 44.00
T350, VHF driver 48.00
8HD horn. 1850

ELKA-ORLA

6101 Univers.' Amp
50 281.10

6102 Universal Amp
100. 315-18

6103 Universal Amp
200. 509- 11

6104 Reverb III. 119.22

E.S. ELECTRONICS

006 SR, 150. 126.90
007 PA200/R 220.86
010 PAIOOT/C. 143.64
011 PAIOOS, 120W 143.64
012 PA67TC. 9207
013 PA605 92.07
015 8200. 142.78
016 FH100. 169.56
017 HF100 138.24
918 FH200 251.10
019 FH400 367-20
020 PA3 & 4. 167.40
021 PA60M. 100-44
022 SI20 16578
023 SID disco cab. 279.72
024 Unit 63 disco 180.36
002 N/S.. 211.68
003 PA I 00/R 180.36
004 API 50 16578
005 AP200 202.50

FM ACOUSTICS
SSH E -I df pedal.
SSH Vdf super pedal
SSH Phazer-filter
SSH Distort, booster
FM CSEST horn.
FM C7EST horn.
FM C8 H.F. horn
FM C35 15 cell horn
D2 Multicell driver
D4 Driver.
D5 Driver
E2 -E4 Network 3 -

way.
E2 -E4 Network in

housing.
Dest double entry

72.00
89.00
57.00
41.00
23.00
48.00
31.00

304.00
57.00
5700
6200

4200

60.00
11-00

FAL

Minstrel 2.
Super Minstrel.
Maestro .
Phase 50.
Super 50.
Phase 100, 2 amp
Super 100 amp.
P100 slave.
120, 6 amp.
50, I x 12 cab.
100, 2 x 12 cab
Duo 100, 2 x 12 cab
Maior, 4 x 12 cab
Disco.
Disco pre -amp.
Power Disco.
PA 200 cols (pr).

1960
24.30
43.74
43.96
63.72
73.98
82-94
41.90
96.98
31.86
56.92
97.74
87.97
87.97
18.50

129-60
146-88

FARFISA *
RSC 350 Rotating

sound cabinet,
160 -watt amp

RSC 180 Ditto, with
80 -watt amp.

OR 200, 106 -watt
amplifier and two
speaker cabinets

TR 70, portable, 60W
two than

CL30 Amp./Cab

FELDON AUDIO
JBL
4311 Control mt
4311WX Control mt
4320 Studio mt.
4320WX Studio mt
4330 Studio mt., 2 -

way.
4330WX Studio mt ,

2 -way
4331 Studio mt
4331WX Studio mt ,

2 -way.
4332 Studio mt., 3 -

way.
4332WX Studio mt ,

3 -way .
4333 Studio mt., 3 -

way...
4333WX Studio mc ,

3 -way .
4340 Studio mc., 4 -

way...
4340WX Studio mt ,

4 -way .
4341 Studio mt., 4-

way..
434IWX Studio mt ,

4 -way .
4350 Studio mt., 4-

way...
4350WX Studio mt ,

4 -way .
4375 Line Array
4380 Colinear Array .

TBA

TBA

GARDNER

Loudspeaker units
I x I 2" + hn 60W pr. 127-50
2x 12" 4 hn 100W pr 176.25

1 x 15"-1.2 has 100W
pr 202.00

2 x 12" bin 400W pr 416.00
I x 15" bin 200W pr. 253.08
4 x 12" Id cab 100W

ea.. 130.00
2 x 15" bs cab 100W

ea.. 130.00
2 x 12" Id cab 60W

ea.. 90.00
4 x 12" p.a. cols

200W pr 270-00
2-hn unit pr 90.00

1 hn unit pr 65.58
Amplification
100W combo 182-50
6 ch 100W p.a 128.12
100W slave 75.00

G.M.S.
P&N microphone stands:
GM102F, floor 15 26
GM167, floor. 9.00
GM I 19F, boom stand 23 00
GM139, boom stand . 17.98
GM I 15, boom 8.70
GM120, boom 10.45
GM121, boom 11.58
GM137, boom 7.63
GM 109, table cop 8.95
GM I 1 I , table top 10-30
GM 148, low level 10 44
GM 149, low level 11-81

G.P. ELECTRONICS
I.C. 130 89.42
S.L. 130 72.66
PA 130 119.02
PAR 130. 134.59
Mini Disco. 27054
5 OR Combo. 210.95
100R Combo. 250.50
Chassis Amp 46.11

HAMMOND
LESLIE TONE
CABINETS

10 24000
30 365.00
45. 440 00
47. 470.00

588-60 47RV. 565 00
22 470.00

340.20 22RV. 565.00
251. 545.00
700 490.00

513.00 710 595-00
770 565 00

232.20 18 290.00
237.60 60 415.00



825 400:00
760 56500
910.. 73000
9420 Combo pre -amp 92.00
9370 Combo pre -amp 134.00
9340 Combo pre -amp 76-00
9875 Combo pre -amp 51.00

H H ELECTRONIC

AMPLIFIERS
IC.100 1/13/o tw. rvb.

100W. 148.98
IC.100S 1/b/o 100W 120.53
IC.100 Combo, Tw.

rvb. 75/100W 22264
IC.100S Combo,

Sust. 75 /100W 204.23
MA.I00 5 Ch. P.A

with rvb. 100W 149.82
MA.1005 5 Ch. P.A

100W. 128.89
S.130 Slave 120W 97.09
P.A. LOUDSPEAKERS
212DC Dual Con-

centric 2 x 12"
160W. 99.94

412DC Dual Con-
centric 4 x 12"
160W. 15066

115 Bass Compact
I x 15" Hn. Lded.
100W. 108.81

Mini -Horn 50W 67.79
Radial Horn 100W 107.14
Mon. combo 145.22
Mon. ext 74.50
INSTRUMENT
LOUDSPEAKERS
412BL I/b/o 4 x 12"

200W. 167.40
21 5BL I/b/o 2 x 15"

200W... 179.12

ECHO UNITS
Single -head Echo 145.63
Multi -head Echo 157.36

HILL

Modular Desks:
16/2 A series . 600.00
16/4 A series . 755-00
16/2 B series. 780.00
16/4 B series. 940-00
16/2 C series . 110.00
16/4 C series . 138000
16/8 C series . 1940.00
16/4 D series. 1540.00
16/8 E series. 2020.00
24/16 F series 5100.00

Non -Modular Desks:
MI02 10/2. 230.00
MI021310/2 40000
M162 16/2. 350.00
M161316/2. 55000
MI62 FC 16/2 70000
Power Amps:
C108 S 100W/8 ohms 70.00
1C116 S 100W/16ohms...70.00
1C204 S 200W/4

ohms.. 110.00
IC208 S 200W/8

ohms. 110-00
IC404 S 400W/8

ohms. 180.00
1C402 S 400W/2

ohms. 180.00
IC802 S 800W/2

ohms. 300-00
Wedge Monitors:
W12 50W. 65.00
W I 2JBL 100W. 12500
W 15CH 100W JBL 28000
W15RH 200W .113L 375-00
Horns:
JBL2420 H.F. radial 190-00
JBL2482 M.F. radial 28000
Bins:
815 15" 200W

Gauss reflex.. 145.00
Martin 15" 200W

Gauss. 199.00

HOH N ER *
Schaller Solo Uni 66.85
Orgaphon 55MH 311.20
Orgaphon Box 80

Spk. 134.15
Dynamite 3355
Leslie 830 77525
MARLBORO
GA2 Amp.
GA3 Amp.
G 40 R Amp
GBO 12 B Amp.

GBO 15 B Amp.
1500 B Amp
1500 B Amp
1500 B Amp
150013 Speaker.
PA 500 P.A. Amp
SM 600 Mixer
2C4 10H 4 x 10 Col

9015
129.00
65.00
65-00
64.00
9015
9015
90.15

HORN BY-SKEWES

MILES PLATTING
V50.. 96.69
V50.5 spkr. 77.00
V.100. 115.34
C.50 160.35
PA.50 . 1 1 1 76
PA.50.5 PA spkr. 130 00
PAI00 13300
PA 100S PA spkr 215 00
ZENTA
Z3.. 19.95
CD6SD 2995

ICELECTRICS *
ICE
Stereo mixer. 129.60
Mono mixer. 97.20
100W Slave chassis 51.84
100W Slave cased 7020
Mono Disco 307.39
Stereo Disco . 391.63

JOHN BIRCH
Penetrator:
15in. Crescendo
ISin. Gauss
I 2in. Crescendo
I 2in. Gauss

t
151.20
18360
10260
129.60

KEMBLE

YAMAHA
YTA I 5A combo 112.49
YTA25 combo 12386
YTA 45 combo. 185.56
YTA95 combo 244.47
YBA45 combo bs 136.47
YBA65A combo bs 231.70
G50112 combo 169.00
GI0013212 combo . 239.00
G100115 combo 285.00
G100410 combo 29500
B50115 combo 199.00
81001 15 combo 29500
Lead Stacks:
YTA I 00A . 348.45
YTA100A. 37684
YTA200A.. 470.11
YTA300A.. 68226
YTA400A. 803.92
YHSI00 Horn unit 189.00
TS100 Slave Cab 21215
TS WO Slave Cab 24054
TS200 Slave Cab 333-81

Bass Stacks:
YBAI 00. 399.18
YBA200 681.18
YBA300 963.18
BS100 Slave Cab 28200
PA and Ensemble:
EM60A 100.00
EM70. 120-00
EM90A 170-00
PM200B. 23200
PM300.. 34900
PM400.. 412-00
PM 1000. P.O.A.
Cabinets:
ES60A pr 2000
ES90A pr 30-00
PS75B pr.. 380.00
PSI00B pr. 515.00
PS400 pr. 980-00
TS100 pr.. 424.30
TS200 pr.. 667.62
BS100 pr. 564-00
YHS100 pr. 378430

Complete Systems:
YPAI50B 61200
YPA200B 74700
YPA206. 524-30
YPA206H. . 902.30
YPA208. 656.30
YPA208H.. 1034 30
YPA406. 767-62
YPA406H 1145 62
YPA408. 899.62
YPA408H.. 1277.62
YPA606. 1191.92

34.35 YPA606H.. 156992
38.70 YPA608. 1323.92
85.10 YPA608H.. 1701:92
7760 YPA800. 1392.00

YES600A.. 120-00
YES700A.. 150-00
Y E 5900A 200 00
Rotary Speaker Cabs.:
RA50 w/cover 30240
RAI 00 w/cover. 468.72
RA200R w/cover 719.28

LEM

Venus G20 combo 6650
Mars B30 combo 9075
Mars GR30 combo 10725
Saturn B50 top. 8250
Saturn GR50 top 9900
Pro. Lem mixer. 20625
Baby Lem mixer/amp 24750
Studio Lem mixer 41250
Rack. 5775
100W amp. III -37
180W amp. 156-75
Voltage regulator.. 61.05
Flight case 29.70
LP60 PA cab 113.37
LG I00 PA cab 193 87
LG300 PA cab 305.25
Telescopic stands 24.20
911 Bass amp, 2 x 15

cabs. 35970
912 amp, 4 x 12 cab 363-00
Lem Audio road po 464.05

L.S.E.

Sound Units
Jinglemaster.
STAK S.L.
STAK I
STAK 5
RAK S.L.
RAK 5
RAK Cab
Slave Pwr Amp 100
Disco Mixer Type

145
Disco Mixed Type

145/S.
Disco Unit.
Disco Unit w 100W

Amp.
Disco Unit Deluxe

(Double T).
Mixer 800/M
Mixer 800/MP.
Lighting Units
Discotron MKII I-

1000
Discotron MII 2-2000
Strobe Super (self-

contained).
Strobe Super 6

TBA

PI

MACIN NES

CROWN INT/AMCRON
IC150 Stereo Pre -

Amp. 21060
D60 Power Amp 167.40
DI 50A 280-80
DC300A. 453.60
M600. 89640
M2000.. 1792.80
VFX-2 Var Elec

Crossover Unit 190-00
0C150 Output Con -

Cent.. 240.00
Walnut Enc for D60

Amp. 24-00
Walnut Enc for

0150A or IC I 50
Amp.

Walnut Enc for
DC300A Amp

IC150 Acc Packs
ES2I 2 75W two Unit

Sys. 440 00
IMA Intermod Dist

Analyser. 495.00

MAINE

Artist Amp. 100A 136 40
Standard Amp. 100S 110-05
Booster Amp. 100B 88-35
Footswitch. 7.75

MAURICE
PLACQUET *
AM PEG
Ampeg V4 stack 565 00
Ampeg V4 B System 575.00
Ampeg B 15N porta-

bass. 315 00

Ampeg V2 system.
ACOUSTIC
371 system.
271 system.

630.00

MME

395-00 03, 200W, Slave 327.45
II, 120W, graphic
Slave.. 134.70

675.00 11/80, 80W, graphic
Slave.. 124-80

500W, Slave. 907-50
10, 200W. 353-92

Sound Blender 150W 187-50
Slave Amp 150W 87:00

Excluding VAT
Nolan 100 amp. 112.50
Nolan 50 amp 75-00
Nolan MP 50 amp 75.00
Nolan 50 combo 115.25
Nolan Session Master

straight 50. 132.75
As above I- tremolo 135.00
As above I- reverb 164.25
Nolan 4 x 12 Celes-

tion cab 123-75
Nolan 2 x 12 dual

cone cols, pair 11700
Nolan 2 x 12 plus

horn cols pair 162-00

NOVANEX

Combos
(25M VAT)
Aut 3.
Aut 6.
Aut 10
P 15.
P 25.

(8M VAT)
U30.
U40.
RG30.
RG50.
U50.
U60.
U70.
B70.
RG80.
U8ON.
U/B100
BP/KR/UP120..
Power generators, mixers
LM30. 9900
LM40. 119.00
L50. 145.00
L60. 160-00
L75. 195.00
L100 265.00
L125 299 00
X41. 149.00
X61. 195.00
X81. 241.00
X82. 379.00
X102 435 00
X122 489 00
X162 599.00
X1245 890 00
X1645. 1090 00

ORANGE *
CABS
115 Bass 60W, I x

15" inv. horn. 152.25
114/110 Bass, 100W,

I x 15" inv. horn 214-20
113 Reflex Bass, 2 x

31.00 15", 12W..21420
113/200 Reflex Bass,

35.00 2 x 15" 200W 285.45
40-00 109, 4 x 12^ 120W 144-96

107, 2 x 12" Monitor,
60W. 89-25

I I4/4H, I x 15" inc.
horn, 4 horns and
Cross..

106, 4 x 12" anti -
feedback col.

HORNS
106/HO Horn units

for col. (pr) 169-40
108 Horn unit, 100W 163.35
108/V Horn unit de

luxe, 100W ,inc.
Vitavox S3. 217.80

ANOS
1048, 6 chann, 120W

PA 285-75
105, 6 chann., 200W

custom PA (prof) 472-95
102, 120W, graphic

PA 147-30
120/80, 80W, graphic

PA 139.80
104/1-X150, 150W,

6 chann. PA 254.10

3750
44.00
63-00
87.00
99.00

35.00
53.00
3500
75.00
75-00
89.00
99.90 DYNACORD
99.90 Perfect combo 362-88

240.00 BasskingT Bass Amp 174.96
24000 Imperator Bass amp 233.28
31500 8.1001 b/o amp. 388-80
435-00 HiFi Favorit II 285.12

G.2002 527.68
Eminent 100. 64152
Eminent II. 291.60
Gigant.. 55728
Gigant II 59292
A.I000 35964
D.310 H, 80W cab 26892
D.350, 80W cab 262-44
Magic HS 9072
Echochord Mini 262-44
Echochord Super 359-92
SUNN
Self -Contained Units
Studio lead. 24000
Studio bass.. 228.00
Guitar Amplifiers
190L 330.00
Model T 420-00
Concert lead... 330.00
Coliseum lead. 570.00

12, 120, 120W. 142.35
15, 80W combo 203-85
I5/R 130W, combo
with Hammond
reverb. 244 65

115, 210, 120W,
combo. 259-50

115/120R, 120W,
combo. 300-30

PA :CE

Excl. VAT
6-chann. mixer amp

w graphic e/q 200.00
F.P.R. Slave 200W.. 118.03
(350W version) 132-00
Stereo 5 -way graphic

e/q. 80.00
10 -way Parametric

e/q. 250-00
12 chann. mixing

desk 1050.00
18 chann. mixing

desk 2250-00
Bass bins. 120-00
Radial and sectorial

hns 165-00
Disco console. 180-00
Twin reverb unit 120.00
Phase unit std mono 70.00
Phase unit std stereo 120.00
Phase unit std deluxe 180.00
Electronic cross-

overs from. 30.00
Custom built prices I r 11P

on application "4. ft; 717

B. PAGE Et SON

Coliseum 880.. 597.00
Bass Amplifiers
190B. 276 00
Model T 420 00
Concert bass 276.00
Coliseum bass.. 570-00
Coliseum 880.. 597-00
Mixer & Mixer Amplifiers
Studio PA. 228-00
Concert Controller I 438-00
Concert Controller III me
Model 80 . 747-00
Model 81. 897-00
Model 80P. 897 00
Model 8I P. 1047 00

Speaker Enclosures:
249 75 3125 216 00

412S 258 00
144 96 610S 216.00

610M. 504 00
1155 168-00

I I 5M. 186 00
2155 210 00
215M. 246 00
2I5SH. 268 00
4I5M. 330.00
118M. 318 00
I I 8MH 360 00
212S 150 00
410S 156 00
4I0M. 348 00

CONTROL AUDIO -
CONTROLLER
OPTIONS
Model 40 I 257 -00
Model 41 140700
Model 42 1557.00

Mode
Mode
Mode
Mode
Mode
Mode

60 1407.00
61 1557.00
62 1707.00
80 1557-00
81 170700
82 185700

ROOST

AMPLIFICATION
Inclusive of V.A.T.
(Valve)
50W 2 Chann

overdrive fac.
SOW 2 chann

integral reverb
150W 2 than

overdrive fac.
150W 2 chan

integral reverb
150W PA 6 than

indiv echo controls
150W Slave
Session Master SOW

comb 2 x I2x.
Session Master as

above w reverb
Session Master 50W

comb amp 4 x 12x.
Session Master as

above with reverb
Session Master 50W

Bass comp amp
8 chan mixer.

88 72

1 I 5.5 I

11383

140.62

159-03
97-09

155.68

180-79

214.27

239-38

169.07
187.04

CABINETS
Styled as support
cabinets for Master
combinations
2 x I 2x 100W 8202
2 x I2x 120W 86.21

Standard range:
2 x 12x 100W 82-03
2 x 12x 120W 8621
4 x I 2x 200W 132.25
4 x 12x 240W 140-62
I x I 2x 30/60(90

stage monitors pr. 90.40
I x I5x 100 Folded

hn bass bin 163.22

JBL, Gauss, Crescendo
etc. speakers can be
supplied in above units.
Prices ex covers

ROSE -MORRIS

MARSHALL
Amplifiers:
1959 100W lead
1987 SOW lead.
2068 100W Artists
2048 50W Artist
1992 100W Bs
1986 50W Bs
1989 50W Org.
2098 100W Ld Trans
2099 100W Bs Trans
Speaker Cabinets:
1982-1982B 4 x 12 ea.
1960-1960B 4 x I2 ea.
1935-1935B 4 x 12 ea
2045 2 x 12 60W
1995 1 x 15 SOW
1990 8 x 10, 100W
2064 I x 12 Powercel
2065 I x 15 Powercel
2052 I x 15 Powercel

Bs Boost.
2049 2 x 12 Artist
2069 4 x 12 Artist
2056 2 x 15 Powercel
2097 8 x 8 Pair
2095 100W Folded

Hn. Bs

67.90
1842
7758
3660
67-90
1842
18-42
43.00
4300

59.00
45.60
45.60
86.85
67.96

145.60
14263
166-40

199.09
123-06
149.82
341-71
180.45

145-60
Combination Amplifiers:
2040 Artist Reverb 21251
2041 Artist Reverb 259.69
2059 100W Artist 327.45
2077 Transistor Bs 243.12
2078 Transistor Ld 243.13
PA Amplifiers:
2003 100W 61/p 185:35
2071 6-ch Mixer 68.30
1917 20W Set-up 141.82
1994 Transistor Slave 97.98
2050 9-ch Mixer 331-75
2070 I 2-ch Stereo

Mixer.. 1070.00
2051 Transistor Slave 183.64
1985 SOW 4-ch. 118.42
PA Speaker Cabinets:
2043 2 x 12, 2 x 10 pr 254-28
2047 I x 12, 1 x 10 167.45
2056 2 x 15 Powercel 341.71
2957 Single H/F Hn 213.30
Disco Units:
1993 2 -Deck Disco 175-54
1994 -Slave Amp. 97.98
1995;1;x:12 Spkr Cab 67.96
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ROSETTI

LEO PORTABLE AMPS
9641 w -tremolo 2595
9642 Leo ten. 37.75
SHURE
VA300S Speaker

Column
VA3015 Monitor

Speaker
VA302E-C Control

Console .
PM300E Booster

Amp.
A3PC-C Console coy
A3PC set of covs
A3PC-S Speaker coy
A3S-C console stand
A35-5 Speaker std
A3 I PC -S Monitor coy
P300R rack mount

kit..

146.45

106-27

424.45

176.90
8.64

29-37
10-37
27-65
10.56
864

691

S.A.A.S.

Complete P.A. system
1200W/360W fld bck 5643 00

S.A.I.

Disco Units
Pro Stereo. 26730
IVs Magnetic 192-24
IVs. 187.92
IV.. 171-72
Amplifiers
SA 280S Stereo Slv 162.00
FC 150 Slv 103.63
60 Watt Sly 81.00
50 Watt T. B 86-40
Cabinets
Mini Bass Bin. 97-20
Super Lead. 97-20
Gauss Folded Horn

18 194-40
Bini Bin Horns. 155-52
Eliminator EV Horn 178-20
Eliminator EV Horn

& EV Driver. 210.60
15" 205.20
2 x 12 2H. 103.68
2 x 12 68.85

SAPPHIRE

15007 PA30
15005 Slave
15000 10 Watt combo
15001 30 Watt

combo.
15002 50 Watt

combo.

45-00
35.00
45.00

85-00

11900

SELMER

SOLID STATE
7980 15 SS Combo 37-50
7981 Super Reverb

30 Combo. 119.00
7982 Lead 100 126-00
7983 Bass 100 101.00
7984 Slave 100.. 79-00
7610 Futurama 3

Combo. 20.35
7930 L B I 00 . 183-00
7925 SL 100 Slave 132-00
7920 PA 100 188-00

VALVE
7404 Treble

Bass 100 SV 119-00
7402 Treble

Bass 50 SV. 99.00
7403 Treble "N"

Bass 50 SV Rev 115.00
7408 PA 100/6 SV Rev 170 00
7407 PAI00/4 SV 135.00
SPEAKERS
7940 Lead 100 129 00
7945 Bass 100 97-00
7960 PA.60H Col 109.00
7451 TV -35 PA Col 57.00
7450 TV -20 PA Col 77-00
GIBSON
7110 G -I0. 80.54
7120 G-20. 120 00
7135 G-35. 152 00
7140 G-40. 156-00
7150 G-50. 176.00
7155 G-55 wi Phase

Shift 255.00
7180 G-80. 290-00
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GIBSON SG SYSTEMS
PRO AMPLIFIERS
7500 SG212, Amp

2 x I2x 450.00
7500/1.. 13.90
7501 SG2I 2A, Amp

2 x 12x Altec . 585.00
7502 SG115.1, Amp

1 x 15x1I3L. 55000
7502/1. 13-90
7503 SG4 I 0, Amp

4 x 10x 45000
7503/1. 15.20
7504 SG6I0, Amp

6 x 10x 63500
7504/1. 1850
7505 SG215, Bass
7504/1.. 1850
7505 SG215, Bass

Amp 2 x I 5x 420.00
7505/1. 16.50
7506 SG8 I 2, 6-Chann

2 x 12x 675.00
7506/1. 45.00
7508 SG8I 2HD, PA

Head only. 47700
7508/1. 9.25
7509 SG8I 2 Col 2 x

12x 99.00
7509/1- 9.00
7511 SG 100G Guitar

Syst Head only 359-00
7512 SG10013 Bass

Syst Head only 259-00

AIM

SHURE
MBEMMEM

VA302 E6 Vcl Master 643-70
Separate Units 
VA302 Control

Console. 393.84
VA300-S Speaker Col 13648
VA301-S Monitor

Spe. ker. 98.50
VA305-HF Speaker 61 35
PM300E6 Booster

Amp. 16330

SHARMA
ORGAN SPEAKER
CABINETS
500. 15025
500 Professional 17068
500 de lu)Je 188.08
650 251-58
650 Combo 282.06
Sharmette . 250-80
900. 318.00
900 Combo.. 347.87
2200 279.74
2000 Professional.. 324.15
2000 Combo. 35283
2000 de luxe. 329.92
2100 437-07
2300 454-56
5000 42368
5000 Combo 45430
500 GT. 435.78
5200 609-66
5300 734-00
PA 332.15
Combo IV. 3736
Combo de luxe. 41.28
Reverb.. 51.99

DAVE SIMMS
MUSIC PRODUCTS
August Amplification
PA 1004 ch 109-65
2 x 12 PA Cols. prs 138-10
2 x 12 PA Hn Cols prs 175.00
1 x 12 PA Cols prs 89.00
I x 12 PA Cols pr 120.50
2 x 12 Inst. Cab . 75.33
4 x 12 Inst. Cab . 125.20
"V" 4 x 12 Inst. Cab 132.50

I x 15 Folded Hn Bin 133-00
Add on Hn per pr. 93-75
August Disco Consoles
MD3 Garrard dks 183.21
MD I. 133.00
MD3 BSR dks.. 173-00
MD2. 97-95
MD3/100W 241-00

SIMMS WATTS
12073 Vocalblndr.

reverb. 244.95
12051 Vocal Blndr 224.95
12058 Hammond Rvb
mxr 99.00
12052 100 TSL slv.. 105.00
12054 2 x 12 PA cols,

wtin hn, pr 199-00

2063 I x 12 PA cobs
hn. pr. 144.95

2028 Add-on hns 55-00
2071, HP100 129.95
2072 PA 100. 129.95
2067 50 amp. 109.95
2011 AP 100 amp 169-95
2033 2 x 12 PA Col

pr 149-95
2032 H100 Col pr 359.90
2016 GElOamp 175-00
2055 2 x 12 cab 89.95
2062 2 x 12 cab hn 119.95
2066 1 x 16 cab, hn 99.60
2065 2 x 15 Bs cab 89.00
2075 60/100 Pro -

combo amp 219.95
2008 Disco Dex Mk

II IA . 249-95
2010 Disco Dex Mk

III. 169-95
2009 Disco Dex Pro 244-95
101 Echo Dek. 79.50
2019 Guatone Rev 29.99

SOUNDCRAFT
16/2 mixer. 1000.00
12/4 mixer. 1175-00
16/4 mixer. 1450-00
Soundcraft/Court Acoustic
PA's prices on application

SOLA SOUND
Reverb mixer
Doppletone.
6-ch mixer.
Graphic equaliser
Mighty Atom amp
Compact 10
Power Pak 15
Power Pak 30..
Bass 30

42-00
42-00
35-00
4200
25-00
33-00
48-00
85-00
75-00

SOUNDOUT
SrJries Illa, mono 283.50
Se ies II, mono 170W 349-92
Series II la, stereo__ 366.12
Series II, stereo

170W. 486.00
Series IVa, mono 22680
Series IV, mono

170W. 291.60
Loudspeakers:
HE I c, 1 x 12, 50W 58.32
HE2c, 2 x 12, 100W 90.72
DL3, 100W F/rng . 191.16
DL6, 100W Firng 110-16

STRAMP *
2100-A, 100W amp

top. 213-60
2120-A, 120W amp

top 199.30
3120-A, 120W, 4-chn

amp, top. 192-30
SLI00, 120W slave

amp. 127-90
SL200, 240W slave

amp. 177.90
MPIO, 10-chan mixer 577-15
MP -16, 16 -than. mix. 1427-90
EX -2 Cross -over 113.60
K-85 Power Baby

combo.. 265.45
K-95 Bass Baby

combo.. 285.00
2050 -BB, 100W cab 163-60
2100 -GB, 200W cab 206-60
2100 -BB, 100W bs

cab 213 60
370-B 70W horn p.a

cab. 142.15
3140-BH, 140W hn

p.a. cab 186-45
3140-B 140W p.a

cab. 156-45
3200-B, 120W bass

horn cab. 427-90
H-50, 70W tweeter

horn. 156.45
H -I00 120W tweeter

horn 227 -IS

SUMMIT
I x 18" Gauss Driven

200W Bs Bins
Twin Driver 100W

Large Flair Hns .

181.40

I x 15" plus hn Gtr
cabs (Gauss/Altec) TBA

4 x 12" Celestion
G I 2H cabinets 125-57

4 x 12" Custom 60
cabs. 128.33

4 x 12" Custom 60
bass cabs. 129-85

2 x 15" Ported cabs TBA
2 x 15" Ported Bass

cabs.. TBA
4 x 12" Celestion

G I 2H PA cols pr 237-21
4 x 12" Custom 60

PA cols pr. 242.74
2 x 12" Celestion cols 73.13
2 x 12" Custom 60

cols.. 74.52
2 x 12" Celestion

cols with hns. 102.20
2 x 12" Custom 60

cols with hns. 103.58
Boxes of 4 hns-as

add ons to the 4 x
12" cols pr. 162.38

Boxes of 2 hns-as
add ons to the 2 x
12" cols pr. 104.60

Inc13% VAT

THEATRE
PROJECTS

ALTEC
VOICE OF THE
THEATRE
COLUMNS AND CABS
12048 SOW 399-60
12088 SOW. 394-20
1215A, folded L/F hn,

ISOW. 226.80
1225A, portable H/F

hn, 100W 432.00
1207C col spkr 75W 199.80
1211A col spkr 50W 172.80
1217A col spkr 75W 270.00
828D spkr cab.. 97-00
815A L/F hn cab 135.00
8I6A L/F hn 1 x 15 64-80
STUDIO MONITORS
9844A 30W 388-80
9845A SOW 507-60
9846-8A 100W. 496.80
9849A 60W 291.60
AMPLIFIERS:
9477B 130W Mono 275.40
9440A 2 x 225W 669.60
MUSIC SPEAKERS AND
COMPONENTS
417-8H 12" 100W 71 28
418-8H 15" 150W 75 60
421-8H 15" 150W 89.64
60I -8D 12" duplex

20W. 108.00
504-8G 15" duplex

65W.. 194.40
511B Sectoral hn 55.08
811B Sectoral hn 39.96
808-8A 30W H/F

driver 75.60
N809 -8A crossover

/attenuator 46 98

THOR *
147W, push button

amp. 130 20
147W, L/13/0 amp 119.54
147W, Slave amp 104.65
85W, Slave 77 50
300W, Horn folded

bass cab. 262.70
300W, 2 x 15 lead cab 187-50

TYAS

LIC.60 2-chan amp 7500
LC.60, 60W slave

amp. 6000
GA 125W gtr amp 8500
PS 125W slave amp 96.00
T125 amp.. 13000
60W combi 125.00
2 x 12" 100W spkr pr 108-00
Horn units pr 85.00
Bins, each 12000
Disco I x 12", each 30.00
PA 2 x 12", pr 10800

TOP GEAR
Exc. VAT.
AXAMP

10932 Batt, Port 13.95

PEAVEY
Combinations:
P -I 12 Pacer 45W w/

reverb I x 12. 153-90
TNT 45W 1 x 15 Bs 17010
CL -212 Classic SOW

Rev 2 x 12. 20550
CL -410 Classic SOW

Rev 4 x 10. 23490
V-212 Vintage 120W

Rev 2 x 12. 332.10
V-410 Vintage 120W

Rev 4 x 10. 364-50
V-160 Vintage Rev

6 x 10 396-90
D -2I 2 Deuce 11110W

Rev 2 x 12. 29970
SN-I 15 Session 200W

Rev I x 15 JBL 445.50
SN-212EV Session

200W Rev 2 x 12
EV. 461.70

SN-2I 2 Session
200W Rev 2 x 12 36450

M-212 Mace 160W
Rev 2 x 12. 39690

M-412 Mace 160W
Rev 4 x 12. 445-50

Heads only:
F Festival I IOW

Dual Channel Re -
verb 25110

RM Road master
200W 3 -Chan 332-10

CY Century 100W 15390
CY/60 Century 60W

all-purpose 145.80
B Bass 210W Dual

Chan 25110
M Musician 210W

Dual Chan Rev 267.30
SAP Standard 130W

Rev all-purpose 18630
F -800G 410W Rev/

effects. 461.70
F -800B 410W Bass

with equaliser 396-90
Speaker Cabs (Instruments):
115 All purpose 80W

I x 15. 105-30
212 Grt/K /board

100W Cab, 2 x 12 . 12960
215 All-purpose

ISOW, 2 x 15. 17820
412M Gtr/K /board

200W Large, 4 x 12 194-40
412F Gtr/K /board

200W Large, 4 x 12 19440
412S Gtr/K/board

200W Stackable,
4 x 12. 194-40

215H Gtr/K/board
150W Cab, 2 x 15
( 22680

118S Bs/Org 100W
Stackable, 1 x 18 22680

PA/20/60 4-Chn 60W
Rev amp with 2 x
10 cols 162.00

SPA Standard 130W
Rev mixer Rev 186.30

PAI 20 100W 4-Chn
202.50

PA400 200W Rev 12
Inp P.A.. 26730

PA600 210W Rev 18
Int, P.A.. 48600

PA900 400W Rev 27
lnp P.A.. 623.70

800M S Chn Hi -Lo
Rev mixer 283.50

260B Booster 130W
Slave. 15390

800B Booster 400W
Slave. 299.70

1200M 12 Chn Hi -Lo
Rev Mixer 62370

MO Monitor 130W
w. Equalisation 170-10

PA Cabs:
210 2 x 1030W col 4860
4104x 1050W. 89.10
4104x 1065W col 89.10
I I 2H 1 x 12-, Hn

SOW Tiltback 72.90
412 4 x 12 150W Col. 121.50
215H 2 x 15 I- Hn

150W Col. 22680
Vocal Projector Enclosures:
115HT 1 x 15 -Hn

Encl 75W.. 186-30
Microphones:
Exc. VAT.
PML Low Imp 39.00
PMH High Imp. 39.00
HIWATT
DR504 AP50 Amp 124-74
NCAI08 AP100 Amp

solid/state . 194.40
DR 103 AP I00. 16200
DR201 AP200 Amp 201.36
DRS! 2 PA50/6 Amp. 14256
DRI 12 PAI00 /6 Amp 170.10
DR203 PA200/6 Amp 253.28
STAI00 Slave 100

Amp. 127-98
STA200 Slave 200

Amp. 187-92

STA400 Slave 400 298-08
5E4121 Ld 75W 4 x

12 cab. 132.84
5E2120 Ld 100W 2 x

12 155-52
5E4123 Ld 100W/Bs

75W 4 x 12 tab 147.42
5E4122 Ld 150W/Bs

100W 4 x 12 cab 165-24
5E260 AP 2 x 15 hn

bin, 100W 20574
5E320 Ap 4 x 12 hn

bin, 150W. 205.74
5E2150 150W 2 x 15

Bs Ref. cab. 166.86
5E4124 4 x 12 PA

col., 75W 126:36
5E4125 4 x 12 PA

col., 100W. 152-25
5E4126 4 x 12 PA

col., 150W. 17010
5E2123 2 x 12 PA/

Mt. cab. 30W. 77.76
5E2124 2 x 12 PA/

Mt. cab., 75W 95.58
Twin -Turntable

Disco. 253-50
Type B 8-ch. mixer 460-50
Type A 8-ch mixer 289.50
SA212 SOW 2 x 12

Comb. amp., Ld 181.44
SA2I 2R 100W 2 x 12

Comb. 233-28
SA4I 2 SOW 4 x 12

Comb. amp., Bs 228.42
SA4120 100W 4 x 12

Comb. amp 254-34

TURNER

x 15 Bs Hn 194.40
1 x 12 Mid Ring. Hn 162-00
2 x 12 Mid Ring. Hn 270-00
I x 10 Mid Rng. Hn 145-80
Rad. Hn. VHF

Tweets 29700
Wedge Mt., pr. 28080
Hexagonal Mt 22680
B200 Pro. Power amp 16200
B300 Pro. Power amp 21600
A300 Pro. Power amp 283-50
A50 Pro. Power

amp. 43200
TPS 16/2 mixer. 162000
TPS 24/2 mixer. 226800
TPM 16/2 mixer 2154-60
TPM 24/2 mixer 296460
TPM24/8/2/5 Ulti-

5 Way Crossover 162.00
Belden Multiway

Cables. on app.
Cannon Pigs-Stg.

Boxes.
Gauss Spkrs
J.B.L. Spkrs

VITAVOX

Bass Bin CN308. 433.35
6200 Bitone Repro 311-70
Major Bitone CN343 383.20
15 in. Loudspeaker 70-00
5.3 Pressure unit 80-00
H.F. Horn CN 157 43-35
500 Dividing Ntwrk 25.00
2205/531 Multicell

Hn CN129. 36385

VOX *
AC30. 20150
AC50, 120-90

Speaker Enclosures:
FBI 18. 110.05
FB215. 116-25
FB212. 9300

W.E.M.

Copicat Echo. 7600
Clubman.. 5250
Westminster. 58.00
Westminster key-

board . 58.00
Westminster bass 66.00
Dominator 30 12500
Dominator 30 bass 135.00
Dominator 50 lead 160.00
50 Keyboard. 16500
50 Amp Top 100-00
100 Reverb.. 21500
100 Standard. 195.00
GX 40. 84-00
GX 100 11000
AX 40. 84-00
AX 100. 11000



Dominacitr Mk 111..... 85.00 Intruder. 145.00 JW.I51, I x 18, YGM-4 40W rvb 119.88
Dominator Bass...... 95.00 X39. 285.00 150W RMS. Folded YGL-3 Twin rvb
Power Musette. 85.00 Horn Guitar/Bass 90W. 213-84
Halle Cat Echo. 250.00 Enclosure 17+90 YBA-2B Bs mate
Slave Power Stage.... 9500 M.40, I x 12, 40W 30W. 97-20
Bandmixer 100 Mk II
Reverbmaster..

14000
21000 WHITE * RMS. Angled

Monitor Enclosure 42.90
YBA-450W, 15x spkr
Amplifiers:

152-28

Audiomaster Mixer 8000 PAW.80, 2 x 12, 80W YBA-I 50W, bs. 96.12
LW.100 Guitar/BassPre -mixer IV. 61.00 RMS. P.A Enclosure YRM- I 50W Id w/rvb 11988

Super Dual 12 80.00 amp. (100W, RMS) 140.80 (pairs). 151.80 YBA-I A 100W bs 129.60
Super 40. 80.00 PA.I00, 6 -channel, PAW. I 60, 4 x 12, YGL-3A 100W head-
Starfinder 100 Bass... 25.00 full mix amp. 160W RMS. P.A. rvb/trem 152-28
Starfinder Twin 15 ... 115.00 (100W RMS). 285.45 Enclosure (pairs). 26950 Monoblock 325W bs/
Starfinder Super 80.. 125.00 PA.200, 6 -channel full PAR.I 52, I x 15, Id. 243.00
Super Starfinder 200. 160.00 mix amp. (200W 150W RMS. Folded Speaker Systems:
Aggressor. 130.00 RMS). 396.00 Horn Bin 166.10 YS -15P 15" ported bs 87.48
1 x 12" 50.50 SL.100 Slave amp. H.I 00A Altec Horn/ YT -I5 2 x 15" Id/bs... 110.16
I x 12" w/vol control 62.00 (100W RMS). 128.70 Driver/Crossover. . 171.60 YF-I0 4 x 10" Id/bs 110.16
2 x 12" 52.00 MGW.6, 6 -channel H.10IV Vitavox YC-810 8 x 10" bs.... TBA
2 x 10" w Horn. 62.00 Mixer (full mix).... 185.90 Horn / Driver / YC-6 10 6 x 10" Id..... 139.32
Club System. 80.00 MGW.I 2 12 -channel Crossover 115.80 Y -2I22 x 12" 1 d . 103.68
4 x 10" 65-00 Mixer (full mix).... 440.00 YF-12 4 x 12" Id. 149.04
6 x 10" 100-00 LW.I 00C, 4 x 12 YCV- 188 1 x 18"
Club 2x 12".
Band System.

6500
95.00

160W RMS, Guitar
/Bass Enclosure.... 130.90 WING

Vega cab 300W....
YCV-215 2 x IS"

272I6

Band 2 x 12". 8200 MW.150, I x 15, Vega cab 400W.... 272.16
TRAYNORFoot Monitor 105.00 150W RMS. Folded YCV-212 2 x 12"

Vendetta Mk II. 155.00 Horn Bass Enclo- Combos: Vega cab 200W.... 171.72
4 x 12" A Super. 9800 sure.. 166.10 YGM-3 30W rvb 97.20 P.A. Amps:

YVM-2 P.A. amp
30W.
YVM-3 P.A. rvb

30W.
YVM-4 4-ch w/rvb
YVM-6 6-ch w/rvb
YPM-I 100W slave
MX8 8-ch mixer
MXI6 16-ch mixer
P.A. Speaker Systems:

74.52

97.20
1-46.08
2n01

TBA
I 

CM -8, 6" speaker..... 19.95

ZOOT-HORN

BB. I, I x 15", 150W
bass bin.

88.2, 2 x 15", 300W
198.45

YSC-2 4 x 12" cols bass bin. 340-20
(Pr). 139.32 BB.3, I x 15", bass

YSC-3 4 x 8" cols bin. 198.45
(pr). 100.44 FB.3, 3 -way wedge.... 261.88

YSC-8 6 x 8" cols FB.4, 2 -way wedge.... 131.56
(pr) 171.72 FB.5, 2 -way wedge.... 237.60

YSC-9 15" x 12" x HU.I H/F horn unit . 151.20
hn cabs (pr) 388.80 C.I /I Reflex, I x 15 129.60

YM- I Mtr cabs (ea) 58.32 C.2 Reflex, 2 x 15.... 216.60
YSC-7A Cols (pr) 20412 C.3 Reflex, 1 x 15, bs 129.60
YSP-I Sibilance Pro- C.4 Reflex, 2 x 15, bs 216.60

jector (ea). 51-84 MC/l, I x 12 tab..... 116.64
EQ-I Graphic e/q 51.84 0 -channel Mixer..... 97+24

0 -channel Mixer..... 97+24
5 -channel Mixer..... 1278.02

W. M . I .

Amplifiers:

23 -channel Mixer 1703.62
25 -channel Mixer 1300.00
SDI8 hn-loaded cab 259.20
3 -way crossover 248.40

PERCUSSION INSTRUMENTS
D. H. BALDWIN
GRETSCH
Outfits:
4627 Rock 'n Roll TBA
4029 Avant Garde
4028 Black Hawk
4015 Name Band
4025 Progressive Jazz
4002 One Nighter

Plus.
4007 One Nighter

Plus.
Snares:
4160G, 14 x 5.
4160, 14 x 5
4157, 14 x
4153, 14x6}
4109, 14 x 5
4102, 14 x 51.
4105, 14 x 51
4190, 14 x 61
4191, 14 x 6}
4192, 15x8
4193, 15 x 8
4105, 14 x 5#
Bass Drums:
4259, 26 x 14
4260, 28 x 14
4262, 20 x 16
4263, 32 x 16
4264, 34 x 16
4265, 36 x 16 ,1

4271, 26 x 14
4272, 28 x 14
4273, 30 x 16
4274, 32 x 16
4275, 34 x 16
4276, 36 x 16
4110, 22 x 14.
4111, 24 x 14 TBA
4115, 26 x 14.
4117, 28 x 14
4244, 18 x 14
4249, 20 x 14.
4247, 22 x 14
4269, 24 x 14
4271, 26 x 14
4272, 28 x 14
Tom Toms:
4415. I 2 x 8
4416, 13 x 9
4420, 14 x 10
4421, 15 x 12
4417, 14 x 14
4418, 16x 16
4422, 16 x 18.
4419, 18 x 16
4423, 18 x 18
also in walnut
Cymbals:
K. Zildjian and Ajaha
price being revised

BOOSEY Et
HAWKES

BEVERLEY
COMPLETE OUTFITS
Panorama 21. 330.80
Panorama 21. 270.00
Panorama 24 306.60
Galaxy 18 218.00
Galaxy 21 23+00
Galaxy 24 236.00

AVEDIS ZILDJIAN
CYMBALS
(Prices for all types except
Swiss and Pang as stated)
(Available in Types and
Weights as Catalogue)
7386 8" 15-58
7387 10". 18.28
7389 12". 23.12
7390 13". 25.79
7391 14". 31.17
7392 15". 33.78
7393 16". 36.00
7394 17". 38.70
7395 18". 44.08
73955 18" Swish 51.07
7399 19". 46.79
739620". 51.07
7396S 20" Swish 59.13
7396P 20" Pang. 59.13
7400 21". 56.97
7397 22". 6+50
7397S 22" Swish 72.20

AVEDIS ZILDJIAN
'BRILLIANT' CYMBALS
(Prices for all types except
Swish and Pang as stated)
7387B 10".. 22.58
7390B 13". 30.10
73918 14". 35.47
7392B 15". 37.63
7393B 16". 40.31
7394B 17". 43.00
7395B 18". 47.83
7395B 18" Swish 55.91
73968 20". 55.91
7396BS 20" Swish 63.18
7396BP 20" Pang 63-18
73978 22". 68.80
7397BS 22" Swish 76.03

AVEDIS ZILDJIAN
HI -HAT CYMBALS
7390HH 13" 51.61
7391HH 14" 62.34
7392HH 15" 67.73
7393HH 16" 72-02

C.B.S. ARBITER
ROGERS
Outfits.
Studio X. 947.00
Compact X.. 789.00
Studio VII 59100
Londoner V. 54500
London VI 600 00
Ultrapower VII. 825 00
Ultrapower IX. 98000
Starlighter IV. 490-00
Londoner Super 10 433.00
Starlighter Super 10 385.00
Drums:
Dynasonic snare 5 x

14" 110.00
Dynasonic snare 64- x

14 115.00
Superten snare 61 x

14 56.00
Powertone, 14 x 20

bs.. 128.00
Powertone, 14 x 22

bs.. 134.00
Powertone, 14 x 20

bs 142.00
Powertone, 8 x 22 t.t. 6+00
Powertone, 9 x 13 t.t. 67.00

Powertone, 10 x 14
t.t. 80.00

Powertone, 12 x 15
t.t 88.00

Powertone, 16 x 16
t.t 97.00

Powertone, 16 x 18
t.t 115.00

Powertone, 18 x 20
t.t . 142.00

Powertone bongoes 55.00
Powertone tumbales

brass.. 108.00
Powertone timbales

copper 118.00
Accusonic timpani

20 inch 261.00
Accusonic timpani

23 inch 282.00
Accusonic timpani

26 inch 333.00
Accusonic timpani

29 inch 350-00
Concert Tom -Toms:
8"
10"
12"
13"
14"
15"
Drum/Cymbal stands:
Giant..
Supreme!.
Samson I.
Supreme II.
Supreme II, floor stnd
Samson I, floor stnd .
Supreme I, floor

cymbal stnd..
Swivomatic Dual

Tom -Tom stnd.
Hats:
Swivomatic Hi -Hat

hinged heel 30.00
Swivomatic Hi -Hat

adjust. footboard 30.00
Supreme. 4+00
Pedals/Beaters:
Swivomatic, hinged

heel.. 33-00
Dualmatic clutch
Hoop Spacers (set of

6)..
Hi -Hat Extension rod
Super Muffler
Swivomatic, adjust.

footboard. 33.00
Rocket.. 23-00
Two-way Pedal

Beater..
Felt Pedal Beater
Wood Pedal Beater
Thrones:
Samson 31.00
Paiste Cymbals and
Gongs:
2002:

3" Hi -Hat Sound
Edge.

4" Hi -Hat Sound
Edge..

5" Hi -Hat Sound
Edge.

3" Hi -Hat.
4" Hi -Hat.
5" Hi -Hat.
6" Crash Med/Ride
8" Crash, Med/Ride

20" Crash, Med/Ride

40.00
40.30
44.50
47.50
55.50
59.00

22" Crash, Med/Ride
24" Crash, Med/Ride
18" China type.
20" China type.
8" Bell cymbal
11" Splash cymbal

Formula 602:
3" Hi -Hat Sound

Edge.
4" Hi -Hat Sound

Edge.
5" Hi -Hat Sound
Edge.

3" Hi -Hat.
4" Hi -Hat.
5" Hi -Hat.
6" Thin.
7" Thin.
8" Thin.
9" Thin.

20" Thin.
22" Thin.
24" Thin.
19" Flat Ride Med
20" Flat Ride Med
18" China type
20" China type.
No. I Seven Snd. set .
No. 2 Seven Snd. set .
No. 3 Seven Snd. set .
No.4 Seven Snd. set .

19-00 No. 5 Seven Snd. set .
19-00 No.6 Seven Snd. set .
20.00 No.7 Seven Snd. set .
17-00 14x Joe Morello Hi -
17.00 Hat.
21.50 71" Joe Morello

18" Joe Morello
21.50 20" Joe Morello

2" Finger Cymbals
26.00 Cymbal Cleaner

22" Dark Ride..
Cup Chimes with

stand.

Dixie Cymbals:
14" Hi -Hat.
16" Hi -Hat.
18" Hi -Hat.
20" Hi -Hat.

60 25 6" Symphonic 442 40
72-55 tand.
50.15
63.65
2+70
29.35

6930

75.60

8030
54-20
57.80
64-70
36-90
41.60
44.50
50.55
55.45
71.00
85.40
50.20
63.75
50.20
52.55
21.75
25.80
44.10
50.20
50.20
50.20
63.75

75.60
44.05
50.20
63.75

4.95
1.75

105.20

142.20

23.20
16-52
20.70
27.10

&no Stambal:
14" Hi Hat 33-00

1.20 16" Hi -Hat. 21.35
1.55 18" Hi -Hat. 26-25
2.50 20" Hi -Hat. 3290

Gongs:
7" Symphonic
Stand.
10" Symphonic
Stand.
12" Symphonic
Stand.
16" Symphonic
Stand
20" Symphonic
Stand.
22" Symphonic.
Stand.

69.30 24" Symphonic
Stand.

75.60 25" Symphonic
Stand

80-30 28" Symphonic
4800 Stand
49.35 30" Symphonic.
55.20 32" Symphonic
31.60 Stand.
38.00 34" Symphonic
47.05 Stand

3.60
2.40
2.00

9.30
2.50

14.00
3.05

19.30
3.55

30.60
12.55
44.95
15-00
77.95
30.05
99.90
30.05

126-45
30-05

157.40
40.00

203.30
256.70
50.00

358.65
62.50

74 95 HOHNER *

CLEARTONE *
SLINGERLAND
Outfits:
4N Lacquer 20".
4N Pearl 20".
4N Chrome 20"
4N Lacquer 22".
4N Pearl 22".
4N Chrome 22"
.50N Lacquer.
.50N Pearl
50N Chrome.
60N Lacquer.
60N Pearl
60N Chrome.
58N Lacquer.
58N Pearl
58N Chrome.
80N Lacquer.
80M Pearl

N 20" Lacquer.
N 20" Pearl
N 20" Chrome
N Lacquer 22".
N Pearl 22".
N Chrome 22"

57N Lacquer.
57N Pearl
57N Chrome.
2R Lacquer
2R Pearl.
2R Chrome
14N Lacquer.
14N Pearl
14N Chrome.
9N Lacquer
9N Pearl.
9N Chrome.
65N Lacquer.
65N Pearl
65N Chrome.

375.82
405.89
417.48
381.60
411.70
423.26
460.86
492.69
507.15
541.54
587.81
60+01
429.04
43+84
449.29
506.84
544-13
426.16
455-09
469-54
431.94
460.87
475.32
731.79
783-87
811.64
429.05
469.54
484.01
56+36
627.98
649.40
359-62
394.33
407.07
456.23
48+01
496-73

IIN 2 x 24 Lacquer 928.17
I IN 2 x 24 Pearl 986.03
I IN 2 x 24 Chrome 1014-94

DAVOLI
UFIP CYMBALS
RITMO
0".
I"
2"
2"
4"
5"
6"
8"

20"
22"
24".

RED SOUND
2'
3"
4"
5"
6".
8"
0".

9.50
10.26
11.12
13.82
17.56
18.90
21.00
31.10
3726
45.90
54.00

5.40
8.10
8.64 Snares:
8.80 31, 14 x 5}" 44 23

12.88 33, 14 x 51" 52.33
16.74 35, 14 x 51" 55 03
19.48 36, 14 x 6+" 57.19

SON OR
Outfits:
K120.. 201.70
K130.. 279.05
KI32. 341.00
KI62.. 516.85
KI89.. 605.30
K189 P.A 645.85
Snare Drums:
D426 (chrome). 130.00
D441 (acrylic).. 56.15
D454 (chrome). 56.15
D555 (chrome). 11+15
D556 (chrome). 120.80
Tom Toms:
T620. 4590
T628. 49.70
T629. 4970
T630. 58.50
T632. 86-80
T658. 7910
T659. 74.90
T660. 7+90
T662. 03.20
T663.. 27.75
T652 (air tuned) 1+15
Bass Drums:
G230 K130, 20".
K231 K130,22".
G260 K162, 20".
G261 K162,22".
G262 K162, 24".

12.00
12.00
58.30
58.30
78.20

HORNBY-SKEWES

HOSHINO
HSD500 260 00
HSD500T 340 00
HMI000. 160 00
HM2000. 188-00
HCT8. 230.00
HM300.. 110 00
HK600M. 36.00

KEMBLE *
YAMAHA -Outfits
YD680.. 314 00
YD665 334 52
YD660.. 299 23
YD260.. 15365
Metal snare:
SD6500M. 47.70

ORANGE *
Single drum kit. 528-00
Double drum kit 748-00

PREMIER
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37, 14 x 54" 46.39 274 14" 6.53
1002, 14 x 54" 30.73 274P 14" pair 1307
1005, 14 x 51" 31.27 275 15" 7.83
1180, 14 x 4". 27.11 275P 15" pair. 15.61
1182, 14 x 54" 2830 276 16" 923
2000, 14 x 53" 59.35 278 18" 13-18
2001, 14 x 51" 56.65 280 20" 1501
2003, 14 x 51" 61.51 282 22" 17-93
2004, 14 x 64" 61.51
2006, 14 x 12" 6907 Super Zyn:

352 12" 17442011, 14 x 143 57-73 353 13" 196037 Hi Fi, 14 x 51" 4233 354 14" 219860 w 20" BD. 10319
B60 w 22" BD 106-54 354P 14" pair.43-90

355 15" 23.9862 w 20" BD. 15422
B62 w 22" BD 15757 355P IS" pair. 4790

356 16" 26-30
1 1 1 w 20" BD 272.48

358 18x 3051Bill w 22"BD. 27351 3585 18" sizzle 3132D111 w 24" BD. 28215 360 20" 34-99202 w 20" BD 39064 360S 20" sizzle 3586B202 w 22" BD. 39172 362 22" 43.74D202 w 24" BD. 40036
203 Kenny Clare 45668 374P 14" pair. 43-22

204 Kenny Clare 499.82 375P IS" pair. 5276
303 w 20" BD 448.63 376P 16" pair. 57.78

B303 w 22" BD. 44971 Krut:
D303 w 24" BD. 458.35 6206P 6" straps pair . 3.13
707 w 20" BD 60043 6208P 8" straps pair . 3.94
8707 w 22" BD. 60259 6210 10". 2.59
D707 w 24" BD. 61987 6211 II" 3.13
717 w 20x BD. 530.12 6212 12". 3.73
8717 w 22" BD 53120 6213 13". 4.81
D7I7 w 24" BD. 539.84 6214 14" 5.72
808 w 20" BD 99603 6215 15" 6-80
13808 w 22" BD 998-19 6216 16". 8.05
D808 w 24" BD, 1015-47 6218 18". 1.50
1031 w 22" BD. 199-58 62185 18" sizzle. I .72
81031 w 22" BD 19958 6220 20" 3.07
1033 w 20x BD. 226.15 6220S 20" sizzle. 3.34
BI033 w 22" BD...... 229.72 6222 22" 5.66

Outfits (w/out cymbals) 6224 24" 8-95

60 w 20" BD. 98-93
B60 w 22" BD 102.28
62 w 20" BD. 139-10
B62 w 22" BD 142.45
III w 20" BD 246-19
BIll w 22" BD 247.27
DI I 1 w 24" BD 255.91
202 w 20 BD 290.09
13202 w 22" BD 291.17
D202 w 24" BD. 299-81
203 Kenny Clare 316.93
204 Kenny Clare 360.07
303 w 20" BD. 335-23
B303 w 22" BD 336.61
D303 w 24" BD. 344-95
707 w 20" BD 460-78
B707 w 22" BD. 462.94
D707 w 24" BD. 480-22
717 w 20" BD 480-82
8717 w 22" BD 421.00 Snare Drums:
D717 w 24" BD. 430.54 410 Supersensitive 5"
808 w 20" BD 817.18 411 Supersensitive
B808 w 22" BD 819.34 61"
D808 w 24" BD. 836.62 400 Supraphonic 5"
1031 w 20" BD. 173-77 402 Supraphonic 61"
81031 w 22" BD 177-34 404 Acrolite.
1033 w 20" BD. 203-90 405 Piccolo 13"
131033 w 22" BD 207-47 Stands and Fittings:

201 Speed King Pedal
Bass Drums: 1042 Atlas Cymbal
24, 28 x 17". 72.31 Stand
26, 26 x 17" 71.77 1124 Atlas Hi -Hat
27, 18 x 15" 52-87 Stand.
30, 20 x 17" 59.35 13645 Atlas S/Drum
25, 24 x 17" 6907 Stand.
32, 22 x 17". 60.43 10262 Drum and
170, 20 x 15" 44.17 Timp Stool.
161,20x 17" 49.57 1400 Std. Cymbal
171, 20 x 17" 44.50 Stand.
172, 22 x 15" 47.52 11231 Std. Hi -Hat
163, 22 x 17" 51-52 Stand.
173, 22 x 17" 48-06 1363 Std. S/Drum
175, 24 x 15" 51-95 Stand.

Timbales: 10251 PortoSeat

531,13 & 14 x 6. 77.71 1372 Cymbal Arm....
532, 13 & 14 x 6. 71.77 Orchestral Drums:
Tom -Toms: 942 12 x 8 Tom Tom
433, 13 x 9" 3505 Super Classic.

435, 14 x 14" 45.85 944 13 x 9 Tom Tom
436, 16 x 20". 55.03 Super Classic.

9440, 14 x 10" 38-8346 14 x 10 Tom Tom
442, 12 x 8" 32.35 Super Classic.

947 15 x 14 Tom Tom444, 14 x 9" 36-67
445, 16x 16". 50.17 Super Classic.

448, 18 x 16". 55.03
948 14 x 14 Floor

433, 13 x 8". 25.27 Tom Ton Super

435, 14 x 14" 36.18 Classic.

441, 12 x 8" 18.79 950 16 x 16 Floor
442, 12 x 8". 23-76 Tom Tom Super
445, 16 x 16" 30.46 RI Classic..

952 18 x 16 Floor446, 16x 16" 37-69
448, 18x 16" 3937 Tom Tom Super

Classic..
Cymbals: 954 20 x 18 Floor
Zyn: Tom Tom Super
232P 12" pair. 9.29 Classic..
233P 13" pair. 0.91 497 6 x 51 Melodic
234P 14" pair. 2.96 Tom Tom
235P 15" pair. 4.58 488 8 x 51 Melodic
236P 16" pair. 0.09 Tom Tom
268S 18" sizzle 3.50 489 10 x 61 Melodic
269S 20" sizzle 5.34 Tom Tom
272 12" 4.27 461 12 x 8 Melodic
272P 12" pair. 8.59 Tom Tom
272 13" 5.45 462 13 x 9 Melodic
273P 13" pair. 10.91 Tom Tom

R4

ROSE -MORRIS

LUDWIG
Outfits:
2001 Octaplus 1053.04
2005 Quadraplus 697-00
993 Pro Beat. 687.93
990 Deluxe Classic 488.79
989 Big Beat 567.25
980 Super Classic 475.21
983 Hollywood . 544.60
985 Rock -Duo.. 722-56
1005 Mach 5 657-76
1000 Mach 4 579.30
995 Jazzetce 434.48

119.17

122.17
78.44
81.48
58.84
72.44

27.37

20-85

31-37

22-82

24-11

22.82

22.82

16-29
24.11
7.48

66.39

69.39

70-91

75.45

90.53

99.55

114.67

134.29

30.16

30-16

40.75

45.28

49.79

To avoid unnecessary repetitions, cer-

tain abbreviations are frequently used

in our listings: electric - elec; custom -

ctm; semi -acoustic - s/ac; organ - org;

professional - pro; standard - std;

acoustic - ac; folk - fk; bass - bs;

string - str; de luxe - d/I; jumbo -

jbo; piano - pno; left hand - I/h; scale -

sc; case - cs; banjo - bjo; monitor - mt.

463 14 x 10 Melodic
Tom Tom

464 15 x 12 Melodic
Tom Tom

465 16 x 14 Melodic
Tom Tom

920 20 x 14 Bass
Drum Super
Classic..

922 22 x 14 Bass
Drum Super
Classic..

924 24 x 14 Bass
Drum Super
Classic

926 26 x14 Bass
Drum Super
Classic
Accessories:
7821 Single Tom

Tom Holder.
7812 Double Tom

Tom Holder.
13452 Double Tom

Tom Floor Stnd
7791 SturdiLok Tom

Tom Holder.
13401 SturdiLok Tom

Tom Floor Stand
13041 Bass Drum

Anchor
1306 Curved Re-

tracting Spurs
1324 Hoop Mount

Stick Holder

LATI N -AMERICAN
2357 Tunable Bon-

goes on Stand
2351 Timbales,

Copper, on Stand
2353 Timbales, Brass,

on Stand.
2359 Timbales,

Chrome, on Stand
1261 Single Cowbell

Holder.
1271 Double Cowbell

Holder.
128 4" Cowbell.
129 5" Cowbell.
2388 Black Beauty

Cowbell.
2389 Timbale, Cow-

bell.
2390 Bongo Cow-

bell.
2391 Mambo Cow-

bell.
2387 Agogo Bells
133 Cowbell Holder
1323 Bell Block Hol-

der
2383 Vibraslap Small
2384 Vibraslap Large
2380 Afuche Small
2381 Afuche Medium
2382 Afuche Large
2392 Metal Tubo

Small.
2393 Metal Tubo

Large..
2361 Claves Small
2368 Claves Medium
2364 Maracas Small
2365 Maracas

Medium.
2366 Guiro Small
2367 Guiro Medium
100 /I Concert

Temple Blocks
w/stand.

Sticks, Brushes,
Miscellaneous
190Wire Brushes
190A Wire Brushes

52-78

61.85

69.39

128-23

137.30

146.33

156-90

1369

1957

24-11

2019

25-41

4.57

6.53

3.90

69.39

11-64

111.64

120/0

1.64

2.61
5.1 I
6-26

10.43

14.48

17.19

14.03
17.65

2.61

3-26
11.32
14.48
14.91
16/6
20.82

1.95

2/4
3.16
3.16
4.07

4.99
5.90
6/8

68/0

191 Wire Brushes
19IA Wire Brushes
195 Wire Brushes
Hickory Sticks all

grades.
Hickory Nylon Tip

Sticks, all grades
351 Gladstone

Practice Pad
941 4" Headless

Tambourine.
951 10" Headless

Tambourine.
952 10" Headless

Tambourine
Double Jingles

88 Hi -Hat Sock
Jingle

73 Ching Ring
75 Ratchet...
97 Sleigh Bells....
74 Slapstick
774 Large Wood

Block.
775 Small Wood

Block.
72 8" Tunable

Tambourine.
99 10" Tunable

Tambourine.
99A 10" Tunable

Tambourine
Double Jingles

1094 8" Calf Tam-
bourine.

1090 10" Calf Tam-
bourine Double
Jingles..

1.95
1.95
2.26

1.95

2-26

6-42

8.49

849

M646 Concert Band
Bells wi'h damper 254.85

CYMBALS
Avedis Zildjian
5241 8"
5242 10".
5243 13".
5244 14".
5245 15".
5246 16".
5247 17".
5248 18"
5243 WC 13" Wide

Cep...
52485 18" Sizzle
5248SW 18" Swish
5248T !3" Trio.
524P:1C 18" Mini -

Cup.
5249 19".
5220 20".
5220P 20" Pang .
5220SW 20" Swish .
5220S 20" Sizzle
5220MC 20" Mini -

Cup.
5261 21".
5221 22".
5221 SW 22" Swish .

Kenny Clarke Pairs
5215 13"-14" High

Hat pair . 53.00
5216 14"-15" High

Hat pair . 60.50

High Hat Matched Pairs
5243/2 13" pair. 48.00
5244/2 14" pair. 58-00
5245/2 15" pair. 63-00
5246/2 16" pair 67-00

Avedis Zildjian Brilliant
5333 10". 21.00
5334 13". 28 00
5335 14". 33.00

11 08 5336 15". 35.00
5337 16". 37.50

687 40.00
15-40

5338 17".
5339 18" 44.50

5'90
11 -75

5340 20". 52-00
5341 22". 64.00

489 5206 Cymbal Snaps 0.54
5197 Cymbal Polish,

bottle. 1.313.59

3.59 Super Zyn
5172 Super Zyn 12"..

12.39 5173 Super Zyn 13"..
5174 Super Zyn 14"..

13.02 5175 Super Zyn 15"..
5176 Super Zyn 16"..
5177 Super Zyn 18"..

1629 5178 Super Zyn 20"..

16.84

22.72

M USSER
M51 Kelon Portable

Xylophone. 504-07
M42 Kelon Elite

Xylophone.. 364.68
M4I Kelon Piccolo

Xylophone (21
Oct.) 219.65

M39 Kelon Jiccolo
Xylophone (2
Oct.) 263-30

M31 Kelon Windsor
Marimba. 566.03

M61 Kelon Triette
Marimba. 383.01

M30 Brentwood
Marimba. 861.74

M250 Concert Grand
Marimba. 1240.50

MI50 Century
Marimba. 1095.47

M75 Century Vib 1295.41
M55 Pro Vibe 1058-85
M40 One Nites Vibe

(Sgle Spd). 839.19
M45 One Nites Vibe

(Variable Speed) 912.45
M2044 Deluxe Bell

Lyra.. 1133.07
M2041 Standard Bell

Lyra.. 146.44
M2040 Lightweight

Bell Lyre.. 109.81
M655 Chromatic

Steel Bells. 52.10
M656 Chromatic

Aluminium Bells 147.85
M635 Classic Chimes

If Brass. 802.58
M665 Classic Chimes

If Brass. 1167.26
M660 Classic Chimes

If Chrome. 1167.26
195 M645 Concert Band
195 Bells 204.17

Zyn
5114 Zyn 12".
5115 Zyn 13".
5123 Zyn 14".

5124 Zyn 15"
5116 Zyn 16"
5121 Zyn 18".
5122 Zyn 20".
51985 Zyn 20" Sizzle
5125 Zyn 22".
Kamala
5257 Kamala 10"
5258 Kamala II"
5259 Kamala 12"
5262 Kamala 13"
5263 Kamala 14"
5264 Kamala 15"
5265 Kamala 16"
5273 Kamala 18"
5274 Kamala 20"
UFIP CYMBALS
Standard
5205 12".
5207 13".
5208 14".
5209 15".
5210 16".
5211 18".
5212 20".
5213 22".
5214 24".

Red Sound
5145 12".
5146 13".
5147 14"
5148115"
5150 18".
5149 16".
5157 20".

6302/PFW 22" Bs.... 425 00
6302/SFW 22" Bs..... 460 00
6302/PF 22" Bs 475-00
6302/SF 22" Bs 508.00
6302/PNP 22" Bs 445.00
6302/SNP 22" Bs 477-00

14 50 6304/PFW 24" Bs 434 00
;7.00 6304/SFW 25" Bs 465.00
24 00 6304/SFW 25" Bs 480 00
29-00 '304/SF 21" Bs 513-00
31.50 t304/PiNP 24" Bs 450.00
33 50 t;304/SNP '24" Bs 483 00
36-00 6312/PFW 24" Bs 412 00
41.00 6312/SFW 22" Bs 437 00

63 I 2/PF 22" Bs. 491 00
41.00 6312/SF 22" Bs 518 00
41.00 6312/PNP 22" Bs 449 00
4750 6312/SNP 22" Bs 475.00
41 00 6314/PFW 24" Bs 424 00

6314/SFW 24" Bs 448 00
41 00 6314/PF 24" Bs. 50100
43 50 6314/SF 24" Bs. 524 00
47 50 63 I 4/PNP 24" Bs 459.00
55 00 6314/SNP 21" Bs 480.00
55.00 6324/PW 24" Bs 389.00
47 50 6324/SW 24" Bs 405-00

6324/PFW 24" Bs 389-00
47-50 6324/SFW 24" Bs 405-00
53 00 6324/PF 24" Bs. 432.00
60-00 6324/SF 24" Bs. 459 00
67 00 6324/PNP 24" Bs 395 00

6324/SNP 24" Bs 435.00
6332/PFW 22" Bs 343.00
6332/SFW 22" Bs 361 00
6332/PF 22" Bs. 399 00
6332/SF 22" Bs. 418.00
6332/PNP 22" Bs 367.00
6332/SNP 22" Bs 386.00
6342/PW 22" Bs 301 00
6342/SW 22" Bs 319 00
6342/PFW 22" Bs 301.00
6342/SFW 22" Bs 319-00
6342/PF 22" Bs. 337.00
6342/SF 22" Bs 353-00
6350/P 22" Bs 207-00
6350/S 22" Bs 227-00
635I/P 22" Bs 240.00
6351/S 22" Bs 259.00
6355/PNP Concert

Torn -Toms 324.00
6355/SNP Concert

Tom -Toms. 351 .00
Snare Drums:
6356 Cust Metal

Snare 5 x 14". 32.50
6357 Cust Brass

Snare 5 x 14". 49.00
1197 6358 Cast Brass
1390 Snare 64 x 14" 59.00
16.07
17.90
20.08
24.10
27.85

3.52
4.27
4.94
5.69
7.03
9.20

11.55
11.72
14.40

2.00
2.42
3.01
3.52
4.27
5.10
6.11
8.54

10.46

9.32
12.91
15.70
17-91
20.02
28.90
35.10
47-42
65.19

4.90
8.00
9.48

10.80
17.91
12.86
20-46

SELMER

PEARL
6300/PFW 22" Bs.....
6300/SFW 22" Bs.
6301 /PFW 24" Bs.....
6301 /SFW 24" Bs.....

622.00
668.00
638.00
687.00

Accessories:
6360 Bs Drm Pedal...
6361 Hi -Hat Stand....
6362 Cymbal Floot

Stand.
6363 Snare Drum

Stand.
6364 Cymbal Boom

Stand.
6365 Drummer's

Stool

PEARL MAXWIN
Outfits:
6400 Stage -705 22"

Bs Drm
6401 Stage -704 22"

Bs Drm
6402 Studio -504, 22"

Bs Drm
6403 Studio -503, 20"

Bs Drm
Snare Drums:
6410 Snare Drum Kit,

5 x 14', 12"
6411 Metal Snare

Drum, 51 x 14,"
Chrome.

6412 Wood Snare
Drum, 51 x 14"

6413 Wood Snare
Drum, 51 x 14"

Accessories:
6420 Bs Drm Pedal
6422 Hi -Hat Stand
6423 Cym Floor Std
6424 Snare Drm Std

19-00
22-50

11.00

13.00

20.00

28-00

179.00

157.00

139-00

85.00

26.00

22-00

19.50

16.50

9.00
10-00
5.50
6.50

SIM MS -WATTS

ASBA
Metal Shell Drums:
6I5M 24 x 14 Bass....
6I3M 22 x 14 Bass....
633M 20 x 14 Bass....
120 D/I t -t fitting.....
510M 14 x 9 Tom

Tom
511W 13 x 9 Tom

Tom
505M 16 x 16 Tom

Tom

199.00
199-00
199.00
21.00

109-00

109.00

175.00



509M 12 x 8 Tom
Tom 109.00

Altuglass:
6I5A 24 x 14 Bass 19900
613A 22 x 14 Bass 199-00
633A 20 x 14 Bass 199-00
120 D/I t -t fitting..... 21-00
50IA 14 x 9 Tom Tom 109.00
511A 13 x 9 Tom

Tom 109.00
505A 16 x 16 Tom

Tom 175-00
Single Headed Drums:
510SH 10" Tom Tom 59-00
5I2SH 12" Tom Tom 5900
513SH 13" Tom Tom 69-00
514SH 14" Tom Tom 6900
515SH 15" Tom Tom 115.00
507SH 71" 75-00
508SH 81". 75.00
Stands:
240 Hi -Hat. 55-00
102 Snare Drum 35.00
133 Cymbal, floor 38.00
134 Cymbal, floor 4400
Pedals and Cowbells:
222 Bass Drum. 55-00
220 Bass Drum. 35-00
923 Cowbell. 3.95
824 Cowbell. 5.00
925 Cowbell. 6.25
927 Cowbell. 5.75
926 Cowbell. 1-95
Conga and Bongo Drums:
903/906 T u mbad or 12900
904/56 Twin Congas

on stand. 24900
905/906 Quinto. 99.95
230 Pedal 18-00
900 Bongoes.. 59.95
III Stand.. 2500
901 Bongoes. 39.95

SUMMERFIELD

IMPERIAL STAR
8993 Saturn 12 7 1 157'75

8987 Saturn 7". 478-50
8909 Mars 9" 692.00
8908 Mars 8" 582.50
8906 Mars 6" 516.50
8905 Mars 5" 409.50
8805 Mars 05" 382.25
8804 Mars 04" 342-75
8705 Mercury 5" 366-25
8704 Mercury 4" 302.95
8520 Bass Drum 72 95
8522 Bass Drum 83-50
8524 Bass Drum 90.00
8526 Bass Drum 97.75
9534 Floor T -Tom 53-50
8536 Floor T -Tom 58.25
8538 floor T -Tom 63 65
8588 Snare w/ton 73 00
858 Snare w/tone 56.50
8575 Snare w/tone 39.65
8580 Snare w/tone 42.50
8512 T -Tom w/tone 33.85
8513 T -Tom w/tone 35.65
8514 T -Tom w/tone 41.00
8515 T -Tom w/tone 44-50
6899 Double Tom

Tom Stand.
8556 Concert Tom

Tom
8558 Concert Tom

Tom
8560 Concert Tom

Tom
8562 Concert Tom

Tom
8568 Concert Tom

Tom Set.
8563 Concert Tom

Tom
8565 Concert Tom

Tom
8566 Concert Tom

Tom
8569 Concert Tom

Tom Set.
8570 "Augustar"
6898 Concert Tom

Tom Stand.
6895 Hi -Hat Stand
6890 Snare Drm Std

6892 Cymbal Stand
6893 Cymbal Stand
6894 Cymbal Stand
6870 Snare Drm Std
6872 Cymbal Stand
6875 Hi -Hat Stand
6790 Drummer's

Throne.
6750 "King Beat"

Pedal.
6740 "Hi -Beat"

Pedal.

16.50
18.20
22.75
12.50
11.50
2050

30-50

39.75

19-65

ROYAL STAR
7917 Outfit 359-00
7925 Outfit 290-00
7924 Outfit 256.00
7955 Outfit 279.00
7954 Outfit 267.00
7805 Outfit 378-00
7804 Outfit 32600
7904 Outfit 213-00
7520 Bass Drum 58.85
7522 Bass Drum 67.85
7524 Bass Drum 79.65

24.20 SA7520 Bass Drum 58-85
SA7522 Bass Drum 67.85

14-95 TD7820 Bass Drum 96.85
TD7822 Bass Drum 105.95

16-35 7534 Floor T -Tom 40 75
7536 Floor T -Tom 43.85

17-95 7538 Floor T -Tom 5200
SA7534 Floor Tom

22.86 Tom 40-75
SA7536 Floor Tom

115-85 Tom 43-85
TD7834 Floor Tom

24.00 Torn 5975
TD7836 Floor Tom

30-50 Tom 72-65
7512 T -Tom w/tone 2395

34.75 7513 T -Tom w/tone 25.75
7514 T -Tom w/tone 27-95

162-25 SA7512 Tom Tom
278-00 w/tone. 23-85

SA7513 Tom Tom
22-75 w/tone. 25.75
36.75 TD7812 Tom Tom
17-65 w/tone. 33 85

TD7813 Tom Tom 6860 Snare Drum 7611 Professional
w/tone. 38-50 Stand. 8.85 Bongos

7556 Concert Tom 6870 Snare Drum 7645 Timbales.
Tom 11 50 Stand. 12.50 7650 Tim bales.

7558 Concert Tom 6862 Cymbal Stand... 9.75 150 Marimba
Tom 12.50 6865 Hi -Hat Stand.... 16.25 131 Marimba

7560 Concert Tom 6850 Share Drum 130 Xylophone
Tom 14-85 Stand. 6.75 132 Vibraphone.....

7562 Concert Tom 6852 Cymbal Stand 6.20 133 Vibraphone.....
Tom 17.95 6855 Hi -Hat Stand.... 10.00 135 Bell Lyra Slings

7568 Concert Tom 6760 Drummer's 236 Bell Lyra
Tom 87-50 Throne. 12.55 234 Orchestra Bell

7563 Concert Tom 6770 Drummer's 138 Orchestra Bell
Tom 1945 Throne.. 15.75 280 Tunable

7564 Concert Tom
Tom 21-50

6750 Drum Pedal.....
6740 Drum Pedal.....
6730 Drum Pedal.....

39-75
19-65
18.85

Tambourines.
285 Tunable

Tambourines.
7565 Concert Tom 6735 Drum Pedal..... 18.85 286 Tunable

Tom 24-95 6720 Drum Pedal..... 11.95 Tambourines.
7566 Concert Tom 6710 Pedal Beater.... 1.99 SFI240 Tunable

Tom 28.50 6712 Pedal Beater... 3.45 Tambourines.

7569 Concert Tom
Tom Set. 127.95

6614 Cymbal.
6615 Cymbal.
6616 Cymbal.

8.99 1290 Tunable
10-99 Tambourines.
13.99 1312 Headless

6867 Concert Tom 6620 Cymbal. 21.00 Tambourine.
Tom Stand. 15.35 6618 Cymbal. 16-99 1320 Headless

6868 Concert Tom 6622 Cymbal. 28-99 Tambourine.
Tom Stand. 16-85 6624 Cymbal. 31-50 1325 Headless

7570 Concert Tom
Tom 8p Set 215.00

6304 Cow Bell 4".....
6305 Cow Bell 5".....
6306 Cow Bell 6".....

2.85 Tambourine.......
3.15 SF I 320 Headless
3.45 Tambourine.

7586 Snare Drum 1301 F/glass Conga... 127-50 SF1325 Headless
w/tone.. 39-00 1302 F/glass Conga... 133-65 Tambourine.

7588 Snare Drum 1308 Twin Congas.... 250.00 1330 Headless
w/tone. 41.00 1303 Wooden Cga.... 115.00 Tambourine

7576 Snare Drum
w/tone.

7578 Snare Drum
w/tone.

27-75

29-75

6612 Cymbal.
1304 Wooden Cga
7620 Tuneable Conga

Drum.

7.50 1295 Hand Drum.....
118.50 1296 Hand Drum.....

2301 Tambourine
Pouch...

49.85 5-5DS Outfit .
SA7576 Snare Drum 7625 Tunable Conga 54 Outfit

w/tone. 27.75 Drum. 50.45 S5 Outfit

TD7876 Snare Drum 7608 Tqle Bongos.... 14.50
w/tone. 35-25 7609 Tble Bongos.... 14.50 DRUM MATE

6880 Snare Drum 7610 Tble Bongos. 15.99 4070 Outfit
Stand. 14.80 6840 Bongo Stand.... 7.15 4066 Outfit

6882 Cymbal Stand...
6885 Hi -Hat Stand....

12.85
2025 6330 Bongo Holder..

4065 Outfit
3.75 4060 Outfit

6886 Hi -Hat Stand.... 2025 6842 Bongo Stand.... 9.95 1002;Snare;Drum Kit,

49.00
55.85
60.25

530-00
300-00
102.00
232.50
365-50
48.75
67-95
46-50
90-65

7.05

8.75

9.95

8.00

7.75

2.85

3.99

5.35

4.95

6.56

4.15
7.05
8.95

1.35
256,00
193.00
23500

165-95
120.00
105-00
80-00
26-95

KEYBOARDS
BALDWIN
Models:
I 24A.
EIO .
124B.
124BC.
EIOR..
EIOL.
EIOLR.
I25A.
EIOLB.
EIOLB.
130A.
130AC.
126.
130D..
130DC
56A...
56D.
711
CTIOOA.
CTI 00D.
CTI 00D.
C630.
4E
210D
PR200A.
C620..
El 10 (Piano(.
E105 (Piano).

Cabinets:
3ET.
3S
3PR.
3ETE..

TBA

'

IP

BENTLEY

SOLINA
B102.. 644 00
B104.. 768.00
B106. 873 00
B206. 908 00
C116.. 1123.00
TLI 10R. 861.00
NL I IOR . 1058.00
OR70 Tone cab. 367-00
String Ensemble 586-00

EMINENT
310 Symphon.
560
650

JEN
Stereo..

Stereo/R.. 7.53-00
390.00
489.00
319.00
349.00
369.00

Commander R.
Commander R/L
Monterey R..
Monterey RA..
Superstringer.

BOOSEY Et
HAWKES

'DIAMOND'
9924 Diamond 70.....
9926 Diamond 70R

with rym. unit 475.00
9928 As above but

with built in amp
and spkrs. 567-00

9929 Diamond 701
w/o ryth. unit 408.45

9330 As above but
with built in amp
and spkrs. 490-20

9921 Diamond 702 706-40
9916 Diamond 709

string unit 316-40
9917 Diamond 708

electric piano 271.20
9850 Diamond X100

Spacerounder 50W 278-95
9825 Expression pdl 12.68
9821 Bass pedal brd 70.12
N.B. Prices include
covers and legs.

ARP SYNTHESIZERS
2400 AXXE 461.80
2701 Pro solist 700.00
2900 'Explorer'. 461-80
2800 Odyssey 920.00
2600 '2600' 2025.00
2811 Case for Pro

soloist. 15.95
2812 Case for

Odyssey 18.40
2813 Stand for

Odyssey. 20.00

BRODR
JORGENSEN

1296.00 ROLAND157-00 Rhythm Units:
1622.00 TR 33 Rhythm box...

TR 330 R box wiamp
222.00ATR 55.

TR 66 w/auto rhy ... 114-90
TR 77. 195.52
TR 700 w/amp
Keyboards:
SH 1000 Syn 470.43
SH3A Syn 432.43
SH 2000 Syn 540.01
EP 20 Elec piano 335-20
EP 30 Elec piano 425-33
RS 101 String/brass 428.67

16400 C.B.S. ARBITER

Rhodes Suitcase
Piano, 88 note..... 1083.00

Rhodes Suitcase
Piano, 73 note 944.00

Rhodes Stage Piano
88 note 738-00

Rhodes Stage Piano,
73 note 629.00

Super Satellite
Power Spkrs 665.00

Rhodes Piano Bass 363.00

J. T. COPPOCK
ELGAM
1037, Portable 95.00
1049, Portable 122-00
2049, Portable 157.00
610, Portable. 269.00
610R, Portable with

Rhythm 322.00
249, Portable. 204.00
249R, Portable with

Rhythm. 353.00
2049C Console 146-00
Elec. Piano. 199.00
13 -note Pedalboard

for Portables. 41.00
Match 7C. 50.00
Mini Pops Junior 54.00
237 Console 324.00
237C w/recdr 390.00
244 Console 481.00
244C w/recdr 545.00

DAVOLI
110.74
133.46 Davolisint. 215.00
122.26 Sintacord. 260.00

ELKA ORLA *
Tornado IV 228.63
T.L. 49 228-63
Capri Junior 249-38
Capri Junior/

Rhythm 264-98
X55 Portable. 711-27
X55 Portable

(Pedalboard). 789.34
Concorde 400 815.37
Minuette 99 465.61
Minuette 99 MT 548.73
Capriccio II 571.65
Capriccio II MT. 654.81
Capriccio 11/0 758.76
Capriccio 33. 862.68
Capriccio 33 MT 945.88
Capriccio 33/0. 1049.85
Capriccio 33/OL 1174.55
Notturno 44L 1008-22
Notturno 44 MTL 1091.41
Notturno 44/OL 1195.41
Notturn 66L 1257-72
Notturno 66/L. 1257-72
Notturno 66 MTL 1340-87
Notturno 66/OL 144.88
Elkapiano 88. 226-28
Elkapiano 88A Con-

sole. 468.56
clkarhapsody 490 270.55
Elkarhapsody 490

(without legs) 259 39
Elkarhapsody 610 467-42
Elkarhapsody 610A

Console . 715.62
Elka 'String Bass'

Pedal board. 55.16
Elkatone 610P. 429.22
Elkatone 615PS. 536.99
Elkatone 6I5PSR 591-14
Elkavox 77 (Pianos) 1187.04
Elkavox 77 (Chro-

matic). 1279.09
Rhythm machine 118-47
Rhythm machine 282.18
Including 25% VAT

FARFISA

Pianorgan. 405-76
Balfour. 503.83
Beaumont. 650-00
Belgrave. 796.15
Balmoral.. 1388.45
Berkeley. 1246.15

Beresford 21500.00
luckingham. ,1792-00
.Church 25 968.67
Church 5 352-24
Pro Duo. 1051-74
VIP 600. 819-13
VAP 400. 593-16
VIP 233.. 460-24
VIP 345. 490-14
VIP 200. 374-76
Pro Elec Piano 476.85
Super Piano 961.53
Transivox. 897.22

REED ACCORDIONS
Model 137. 320-67
Model XIV. 384.47
Model Super IV. 440.30
Model Super VI. 549.96
Syntorchestra. 592.30
Cordovox A2I0 981.25
Cordovox CG6. 2193-75
Cordovox A250 2475.00

AMPLIFIERS
RSC 350.. 60813
RSC 180. 348.91
OR 200 256.70
TR 70. 237.60
Model CL30 275-00

GALANTI
Excl. VAT
X300 D/L
X3603 R 6 . 342.22
Fl 351.39
F2 425.74
F2 D/L
F3 754108:4262

lnstastring.. 323.89
Instapiano with amp 212-87

HAMMOND
Dolphin 9622K. 675-00
Dolphin De Luxe

9422K. 875.00
Cougar 7122.I.. 1275.00
Phoenix 1122. 1695.00
Monarch 16122. 3995.00
Grandee 11122. 4995.00
Regent 4172. 4995.00
Concorde 2107. 5995.00
X2 445.00
X.5 1175.00

A/V64.
SY 100.

195-00
475-00

HOHNER

Clavinet D6. 349.45
Pianet N. 239.10
De luxe Pianet case 50-95
CR amp. 94.30
Combo Pianet. 187.90
Electra Piano. 499-00
Organet 41.. 241.80
Organet 240. 417.30
Organet 240 RA 539.55
Organet 440 S.. 794.30
Organetta Electronic

I. 71.75
Organetta Electronic

2 133.30
Musette . 696.75
De Luxe. 749.40
Piano Keys. 666.25
Button Keys (C) 781.55
De Luxe Piano 968-70
Organetta Nw/bench 38.25
Organetta C. 29.34
Organa 249/249K 195.50
Organa 354.. 255.25
Contessa Mini -Pop

Junior. 58.55
Contessa Mini Pop 7 126.25
Synthesisers:
Mini Korg 700.. 325.00
Mini Korg 7005 385.00

HORNBY-SKEWES
EKO Electronic Organs
3211 Tivoli I8R. 149.00
3213 Tivoli 12 110.00

EKO Portable Organs
3208 Tiger. 285.00
3205 Tiger Mate 350.00
3206 Tiger 61. 350.00
3207 Tiger 6IR 399.00
3202 Tiger Duo. 42543
3204 Tier Duo R 499.00
3212 Tiger Duo A 559.00

EKO Console Electronic
Organs
3025 Cantorum 44A 499.00
3032 Domus 37(A) 499.00
3034 Domus 44(A) I 599.00
3019 Corals LTS 999.00

IS



3002 Majestic Auto YC45D 5 x 5 octv. 410 26-00 298 'Jbo 61' rhythm 295-00 8365 Symp Stereo 606-2 Trianon 3147-14
CT. 1495-00 port. org 132300 411. 40-44 299 Combo Piano.... 199.26 Theatre Console... 7112.00 871-2 Celebrity

3003 Coliseum e. p.. 1495.00 B.P.I Bass ped. port. 421. 43-50 LORENZO ORGANS SELMER ORGANS Royale w Preset
LOGAN CONSOLE org. 91-80 468 47.50 296 Lorenzo elec- 8884 49R Console. 549-00 Moog. 3992.46
ELECTRONIC ORGANS SYI port. synth. 550-00 850 68-94 tronic. 84.27 8885 49RL Console... 645-00 1050 Moog Satellite
10.022 Weekend 699-00 SY2 port. synth. 600-00 1650 Electronic. 150-68 SYNTHESISERS 8883 37R Console. 459-00 Synth. 438.10
10.060 Holiday 300... 89900 1650 Rhythm. 170-00 280 Mini-Korg 700.... 376.13 8856 Woburn sin/ Special Order only:
10.061 Holiday 400... 1175-00 2002 Electronic. 190.20 281 Mini-Korg 700S.. 437-44 man. 98.00 371-7 Monticello
Add -On Electronic 2002 Rhythm. 21020 279 M in i-Korg 800 677-80 CORDOVO X with Moog. 2398-00
Keyboards 1750 Electronic. 185.10 SYNTHESISER EFFECTS 8200 CDX-0652, 606-8 Trianon 3224.60

LIVINGSTON10.019 Logamatic... 1599-00 1850 Electronic UNITS Moog Synth.. 835-50 863-2 Celebrity
10.023 Logan String

Melody.. 499-00
ELECTRONIC PIANOS
CEP2 Crumar Piano 22500
CEP3S Crumar Piano

& Stand. 24500
4EP72B Crumar

Piano & Stand 24500
403RWA Baleani

'Moderna' Console
Organ. 25500

Rhythm 185.10 278 MiniKorg Synthe-
pedal. 79.95

8201 CDX-0642,
2 man. 669-00

8204 CRD-0610,
Spl man 12 bs/
37 treb. 174.50

MOOG SYNTHESISERS
8000 Mini -Moog 88500
8002 Sonic Six 882.00
8005 Taurus Pedal

Synth 499.00
8001 Micro -Moog 499.00

Royale.
Prices include Bench,
Music Rack, VAT

3812.50
Chorister 61MB 380-00
Abbey Chapel. 590-00
Abbey Chapel. 64800
Chorale 30. 648-00
Chorale 30... 960.00
Chorister 2-69 'B' 1350-00
Custom Instruments on app

SPEAKER CABINETS
2 Chan Wall Cab 120.00

MACARI SELMER
EMS Synthi AKS
EMS V.C.S.3.
EMS D.K.2 Keyboard

870 00
748.00
220.00

LOWREY
8324 Teen ie Genie WURLITZER

3 Chan Wall Cab 150.00 Sola Compact - (TG) 698.00
2 Chan Stnd Cab elecpno. 199.65 8385 Genie 44 1049.00 330S 646.80

(Pedals only). 120-00 Crumar Group 49 8387 Genie 88 1434-00 335. 691.05
JENNINGS THOMAS2 Chan Stnd Cab

(5 ft)..
3 Chan Stnd Cab

(5 ft)..

EXTRAS (Opt)
Melodic Bs.
Rev (Echo).
Encl/Unencl Sw
Add Express Ped

120-00

150.00

39-00
36-00
7.00

39-00

org. 225.00 83870 Theatre Genie
88 (88H). 1566-00

8388 Genie 98 1765-00
83880 Theatre Genie

98 (98H). 1905-00
8370 Holiday - Genie

(TLOK-SA) 1995-00
8391 Orch Holiday

Genie. 2099.00
8392 Symp Holiday

340.
345
350
370
542
545
555
605.
800.
802

756.50
812.37
864.32

1045.25
1428.35
1324.40
1720.95
2254.15
2469-75
246975

170, portable.
171, portable.
172, console.
173, console.
TS! I , hn pulsator
PBI 3, pedal brd w/cs
VC1, ft vol con.

57888
699.84
on app

30240
54-00
1296

1130 European
Royale.

1157 Majestic
Royale.

1160 Le Grande
Royale..

183 Troubadour

498.95

561'25

799.95
924.76

ROSE -MORRIS

GEM
Headpho Sock 7.00 297 Intercontinental Genie. 2374.00 184 Troubadour 1036-42 805. 291825
Headpho (Ster/Mon) Org. 785.00 8390 Holiday Con- 1263 Cameo Supreme 1436-74 4700 3977-00

KEMBLE From. 5.00 Dakota Synthi Org...
291 Caravan

595-00
130-00

sole !Genie. 2832-00
8345 Citation

266B California Quad
371-2 Monticello w

1623-75 200 Electronic Piano .
1759 Piano.

560'00
615.60

YC25D D/man port.
MAGNUS
350 2300

290 Europa.
2821 bo Gem .

99 00
175.00

Theatre Spinet..... 2926-00
8350 Citation

Moog.
372-2 Monticello

2369-37 1760 Piano.
2126 Piano.

641.52
638.28

org 70308 401 31 00 293 'Jbo 61' 205-00 Console . 3870.00 Theatre with Moog 2493'75 2850 Piano. 824.04

AVAILABLE AS: -
50W, 100W or 150W

WITH OR WITHOUT REVERB

Roost Sound Equipment Ltd., Unit Q, Starline Works, Grainger Rd., Southend-on-Sea, Essex. Tel: 0702 - 613232
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THE ELKA 55
IS AVAILABLE NOWAT

ELKA-ORLA

ELKA X55
CHARACTERISTICS:
Dimensions: cm 103x38x18. Weight: kg. 26. Colour: Green

SPECIFICATION:
Upper Keyboard: 49 keys from C to C
9 Draw -bar voice registers: Flute 16' - 51' - 8' -4'-

5 Percussions: 8' 4' -2f-2'
Presents: Clarinet - Trumpet - Full Organ - Theatre
and Draw bars.
Lower Keyboard: 37 Keys from C to C
5 Draw -bar voice registers: Flute 8' - 4' - 24' - 1' -2'
Effects: Vibrato: slow/fast. Sustain on the upper and
lower keyboards. Brilliance. Noise Attack.
* NOW IN STOCK * RRP £808.45 in. VAT, complete
with pedalboard.
ADDITIONAL CHARACTERISTICS: This portable organ is
extremely compact for easy transportation having
lockable carrying lid and carrying case for leas and
oedalboard.

ELKA-ORLA
19 Bluebridge Industrial Estate,Halstead,Essex TEL: Halstead 5325 /6



Fly free

Escape into a sweet,
untram melted world of pure
tone.

Liberate the sounds within
you. Let the mellifluous notes of
these fine guitars speak
for you through the magic of
your fingertips.

Fly free.
See and play these superb

instruments at your local guitar
centre now.

WOODS of BOLTON
Sole importefs and distributors
15-17 Manchester Road, Bolton

Bolton 27171

RICARDO SANCHIS CARPIO
-handmade in Spain
40 Concierto 33 Flamenco
40E Gran 32 Flamenco
Concierto
Model 38

tit

JOSE RAMIREZ, Spain ALLEGRO, Far East
Studio 1 (with case). A low priced gu itar built
Studio El (with case). to traditional standards.

One of 6 models.

VINCENT QUAGLIARDI, Italy
Welson a full sizeJumbo
guitar -one of a range of
28 splendid guitars
offering really good value.


